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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

To look at Bangladesh countryside is to view a woven tapestry. 

Shades of green motifs interwoven with occasional bursts of robust reds 

and earthy ochres, lulled by the grey blue calm above, stir the aesthet-

ic vein in any artist—much more so a weaver's, whose woven tapestries 

are the individual expressions of his outward vision. 

Bangladesh is a country of historically famous weavers—weavers 

whose fabrics existed from antiquity and which decked the halls of Nero 

and draped the bodies of Arabs, Persians, Europeans, and Chinese. Today, 

the weavers, living in obscurity, supply the country with sixty-four 

percent of her fabric requirements. For some, weaving is not the sole 

means of earning a livelihood; it is a subsidiary occupation, an artis-

tic expression of inner emotions, expressed through an inherited and 

well practised craft. The fact that these woven fabrics bring them mon-

etary rewards is an extra incentive towards their well loved art. 

To visualize Bangladesh is to visualize the loom, for to the people 

of the country, especially women, weaving comes naturally. It is not 

surprising to see a girl of eight or ten weave at the táath or loom, or 

spin yarn or even dye yarns quite efficiently. Children grow up in a 

tâathir basha or "weaver's atmosphere," and before they even realize it, 

they have produced little masterpieces. Like the Santa Clara and San 

Ildefonso Indians of North America, who express their feelings through 

the medium of pottery or clay, the people of Bangladesh continue today, 
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as in the past, to express themselves through the medium of textiles. 

The táath is their easel, the warp and weft their canvas, the yarn 

their paints, and the shuttle their brush. 

Today, the same fineness of craftsmanship and the same ingenious 

techniques of weaving and printing still survive, and the weavers and 

printers continue to be accomplished craftsmen. But, with all this, 

the textile products do not have the same quality. The subtleties of 

colour and design, textural variety and imaginative layout, which 

were their spontaneous expressions, seem contrived and stereotyped 

today. Occasionally, one does see a beautiful piece of woven or 

printed fabric; but these are usually not new creations, only faith-

ful reproductions of old fabrics. 

The decline in the quality of textiles is tied up with a similar 

decline in the other handicrafts and figurative arts. The disappear-

ance of traditional patronage, changes in the mode of life of the 

general consumer giving him new needs and new preferences, a lowering 

of tastes, and an impoverishment of sensibility that the new "west-

ern" education has brought are all factors contributing to the de-

cline of the textile arts of Bangladesh. 

The fact that the weavers still have the rare sensibilities re-

lating to the use of colour and texture and sound judgment regarding 

the use of ornament can be seen occasionally in the textile wares 

sold in stores. These sensibilities are not given the chance to 

blossom into aesthetic flowers in the everyday work of the weavers. 

This is because their looms constantly must meet the demands of the 
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salesmen financiers or master weavers to whom the weavers are heavily 

indebted and whose demands they do not dare neglect. Thus, artistic 

vision and quality of work are suppressed and throttled. 

Schools for nurturing the fine arts such as painting, sculpture, 

music, and dance have had a great deal of encouragement by both pri-

vate and public centres. The contemporary "Bengali" aesthetics pre-

vailing in the country need to be channeled into the art of textiles 

where traditional craftsmen weavers, tapestry weavers, embroiderers, 

and printers can express their inspired inner sensations and vivid 

imaginations and also go beyond traditional lines to create new con-

cepts of aesthetics—contemporary aesthetics of textile motifs and 

designs. 

Need for the Study 

The birth of Bangladesh in 1971 as an independent sovereign 

country gave rise to a great many pressing needs in the fields of 

economics, general welfare, culture, and the arts: 

1. No significant information or writing on the textiles of 

Bangladesh has ever been compiled. Government facts and 

figures on existing textile industries are incomplete, dis-

organised, and inaccessible for research purposes. There-

fore, these conditions indicated the need to identify and 

document the arts and crafts of Bangladesh as distinctive 

from the arts and crafts of its neighbouring countries. 

2. A specific enquiry into the arts and crafts of the country 

was made by the Horae and Cultural Ministry to organise the 
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first national handicraft exhibition in 1974. The enquiry 

revealed the following needs: 

a. To introduce folk crafts to the urban world. 

b. To preserve the existing crafts and improve production. 

c. To project the vast possibilities of the field of arts. 

d. To gain an insight into the problems faced by the arti-

sans in upgrading the quality of their products and im-

proving technique. 

3. A need was felt to rejuvenate the country's most important 

existing craft, namely textiles, in order to increase the 

standard of living of its people. 

4. The present situation of textiles in Bangladesh pressed a 

need to reanimate the aesthetics of design, form, and colour 

of textiles and the basic concept of the art. 

5. Discussions and government seminars amongst prominent art-

ists, weavers, museologists, and educators all stressed the 

need for providing weavers/designers, embroiderers, artists, 

and fabric painters an institute to experiment in and conduct 

research with the old and new, traditional and contemporary 

equipment, and aesthetics. 

6. Bangladesh arts and crafts have always flourished under 

patronage. A need for proper government and private patron-

age, by means of an institute whereby tastes would be im-

proved and sensibilities enriched, is crucial to revitalize 

the traditional concepts of a declining art with contemporary 
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motifs and aesthetics. 

7. The need for a textile design and research centre was strength-

ened when visits to handloom centres, museums, and libraries 

showed a dearth of educational and technical information re-

garding textile aesthetics and a lack of knowledge of Bangla-

deshi art philosophy and heritage. 

8. In addition, the pressing need for such a centre was corrob-

orated by Professor Rashid Chowdhrey, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Fine Arts at Chittagong University, who said that view-

ing textiles and weaving as an art form rather than a craft was 

a new concept in the history of Bangladesh art and should be 

explored in an institution such as the aforementioned centre. 

9. Finally, Professor Chowdhrey wrote a letter to Dr. W. Reid 

Hastie stating the potential importance of a design and re-

search centre for the development of design aesthetics and, 

consequently, the economic betterment of the country. 

Statement of Problem 

The problem of the study was to investigate the available sources 

so as to analyse the history and state of the textile arts of Bangladesh 

in order to develop an organised programme for: 

1. Collecting and preserving native handwoven fabrics of aesthetic> 

historic, and cultural significance. 

2. Studying and exhibiting historic and contemporary handwoven 

fabrics. 

3. Providing aesthetic, educational, and research facilities for 
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selected art students affiliated with the universities and art 

schools in the country. 

4. Providing general handloom and textile education and services 

in order to increase public knowledge and stimulate creative 

activity. 

5. And finally, raising the craft of weaving to the level of an 

art form. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

This study was limited to the evaluation of textile-related source 

material pertaining to the past and present life and culture of the 

people of Bangladesh with the intent of developing and refining an or-

ganised, financially supportive programme for research, design develop-

ment, and education. 

The investigation did not include the development and validity of 

procedures, nor did it strive to prove the feasibility of the proposed 

plan of programmes for a textile centre. Although the study was lim-

ited to textiles and, to some extent, to its applicability in Chitta-

gong University, it is believed that later adaptation in other univer-

sities of the country and in other countries with similar population, 

culture, and arts can be achieved. The Recommendations section of 

Chapter IX has included discussion on the application of such a centre 

in other universities in countries with a rich textile heritage. 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions underlying this study were based upon 
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the East Pakistan Government Census Report of 1966 and research find-

ings in the area of textiles and handloom operations prevalent in the 

country. 

1. Textiles were the most dominant art form occupying over fifty-

two percent of the country's artisans. 

2. Textile production (weaving and printing) was the sole occu-

pation of sixty percent of the weavers. 

3. Sixty-four percent of the country's fabrics were produced by 

handlooms. 

4. Per capita income of weavers was higher than the other art-

isans in the field of cottage industries. 

5. The Government was more interested in sponsoring projects in-

volving textiles above other industries to boost export markets. 

6. The plan for an organised, financially supported, design devel-

opment, educational, and research centre would be sponsored and 

financed by the following: 

a. Bangladesh Home and Cultural Affairs Ministry. 

b. Ministry of Education. 

c. Export and Market Development Fund. 

d. Bangladesh Small Industries Corporation. 

e. Bangladesh Textile Corporation. 

f. Handloom Corporations. 

Procedures Used in the Study 

1. In order to evaluate the existing textiles in Bangladesh and 

determine a feasible and functional working plan for the centre. 
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it was necessary to identify and document the past and exist-

ing textiles in the country's museums. Lack of textile-re-

lated literature containing conclusive studies and figures 

resulted in exhaustive research through libraries, publica-

tions, talks, and microfilm to gather raw data and informa-

tion. 

2. Visits to handloom centres, cottage industries in textiles, 

dyeing and printing centres, dwellings of spinners, and mills 

were necessary and played an important role in determining 

statements, analyses and conclusions derived within the study, 

3. A short internship at the Museum of Texas Tech University was 

arranged in order for the writer to be able to acquire, iden-

tify, and catalogue incoming art objects of worth as well as 

to be able to conserve and preserve such artifacts for pos-

terity. 

4. Interviews with Bangladesh Government officials, private 

art experts, textile industrialists, connoisseurs of textile 

arts, educators, and philosophers were necessary to gather 

unrecorded information on Bangladesh arts and textiles, phi-

losophy, and culture, and thereby to confirm the validity of 

the statements and analyses in the study. 

5. As part of the procedure, courses in textile arts were taken 

to understand the mechanics of weaving, dyeing, and printing 

in order to be able to successfully impart information con-

cerning contemporary art forms, design, and colour in the 
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traditional methods of textiles in Bangladesh. 

6. Lastly, after extensive research in the field of textiles, 

questionnaires were formulated and distributed to selected 

individuals in Bangladesh—educators, artists, textile indus-

trialists, museum officials, philosophers, weavers, printers, 

and university professors. The questionnaires included a 

paragraph on the textiles of Bangladesh followed by twelve 

open-ended questions. The responses to the questionnaires 

were used to evaluate and determine the importance and va-

lidity of a centre for design development, textile education, 

and research which would be affiliated with Chittagong Uni-

versity for the implementing of the textile arts among the 

art students within the university and amongst the artist-

craftsmen within the country. 

The aforementioned procedures and sources of collecting data are 

expanded in Chapter II. 



CHAPTER II 

SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTION 

This chapter presents the components of the study. The five basic 

descriptive methods of research, discussed in Chapter I, were used for 

the following reasons: 

1. The informal organisation of the official textile corporations 

and textile cottage crafts and the "open air" nature of most 

of the operations and facilities dealing with textile arts, 

literature, figures, and related institutions. 

2. Poor rapport between artisans and bureaucrats, and the lack of 

involvement of art educators and academicians in the textile 

arts. 

3. Lack of systematic museum acquisitioning, conservation and 

management. 

These research methods were employed to collect data which would deter-

mine the need and rationale for the validity of a textile design and 

research oriented centre. Seven sources for collecting data were in-

vestigated. General trends in the data are outlined in this chapter. 

Detailed findings and analyses are more fully discussed in Chapters IV 

through VII. 

Loom Centres 

Three weaving centres in each of the major weaving areas of Dacca, 

Demra, Rajshahi, Pabna, Tangail, Chittagong, Comilla, and the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts were visited. A study was made as to the types of 
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looms used, quality of yarn, and source of deslgns. Short discussions 

with weavers provided information regarding the availability of mate-

rials; choice of colours and design aesthetics; religious, cultural, 

and family background; and problems faced in the lives and work of the 

weavers. A comprehensive listing pf the questions asked of the weavers 

of the country is given in Appendix B. Appendices C and D contain typ-

lcal responses from members of each of the two groups of weavers, name-

ly, those employed in cottage industries and self-employed weavers, re-

spectively. 

These weaving centres produce fabrics such as muslin, Jamdani, 

Tangail, bhiti, Rajshahi silk, Benaresi, kattan silk, and tribal fab-

rics along with khaddar silk (textured silk) and striped, checked, and 

plain woven cotton fabrics. At the same time, visits to the homes of 

individual weavers in the areas mentioned were imperative to take into 

account the 128,815 unregistered weavers. A study with questions sim-

ilar to those in Appendix B was conducted. 

The writer observed that the designs in the loom centres were high-

ly traditional and controlled. The observation was confirmed by inter-

views with weavers. Respondents were asked, "At present, what are the 

sources for your creativity?" (see Appendix B, question 14). Answers 

to the question confirmed the fact that most of the designs and colours 

were either reporduced from old traditional fabrics or given by govern-

ment design centres (see Appendices C and D, answer 14). All the 

weavers wanted to increase their design vocabulary and experiment with 

new motifs and techniques. They wanted to visit centres which would 
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show them new designs and techniques practised in and out of the coun-

try. All of them felt a need to revitalize their work and attend 

some courses (free of cost) whereby they could get guidance and in-

spiration. Some photographs of looms and fabrics woven, used in this 

dissertation, were taken during visits at these centres. 

Bangladesh Museums 

It was necessary to investigate the museums of Bangladesh to 

evaluate their contribution in the cultural, aesthetic, and educational 

development of the artisan community primarily and of the people at 

large. Museums were evaluated on the basis of facilities available to 

textile artist-craftsmen. Out of a total of forty-nine museums, only 

ten museums exhibited textile artifacts. Table 1 gives a list of the 

registered museums in Bangledesh and their classifications. These mu-

seums, all government owned, are: 

1. The Bangla Academy, Dacca, exhibited textiles in folk art 

exclusively—i.e., kanthas, embroidered saris, coverlets, 

mats. 

2. Dacca University History Department Museum of Art and ar-

chaeology had a couple of pieces of Dacca muslin and Jamdani, 

a few old Mughal king costumes and a few brocade fabrics. 

Most of these were in very poor condition and were not in a 

position to be handled or studied. 

3. The Bangladesh Small Industries Corporation Design Centre 

at Dacca had the best collection of textile artifacts. 
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TABLE 1 

A PRESENT HANDLIST OF MUSEUMS IN BANGLADESH 

Place 

Barisal 

Chittagong 

Chittagong 

Chittagong 

Comilla 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Population 
in 1974 

1,672,000 

4,324,487 

4,324,487 

4,324,487 

5,808,935 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

7,607,499 

Museum 

Barisal Medical 
College Museum 

Chittagong 
University 
History Museum 

Chittagong Medical 
College Museum 

Ethnological 
Museum 

Rammala Museum 

Bangla Academy 
Museum 

Dacca Museum 

Dacca University 
Botany Museum 

Dacca University 
Geography Museum 

Dacca University 
Geology Museum 

Dacca University 
Islamic History 
Department Museum 

Dacca University 
Sociology Museum 

Dacca University 
Zoology Museum 

Postal Museum 

BSIC Design Centre 

Lalbagh Fort Site 
Museum 

Character 
and Scope 

Biology and 
Anatomy 

Archaeology 

Biology and 
Anatomy 

Ethnology 

Archaeological 
and Personalia 

Literary and 
Folk Art 

Art, Archaeology 
and General 

Botany 

Geography 

Geology 

Art and 
Archaeology 

Sociology, Art 
and Ethnology 

Zoology 

Philatelic Items 

Dolls, Crafts 
and Textiles 

Mughal Art 
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Place 

Dacca 

Dinaj pur 

Dlnajpur 

Habiganj -
Sylhet 
District 

Kishoreganj -
Mymensingh 
District 

Mahasthangarh - ' 
Bogra District 

Mainamati -
Comilla 
District 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Mymensingh 

Paharpur -
Rajshahi 
District 

Raj shahi 

Population 
in 1974 

7,607,499 

2,572,000 

2,572,000 

1,079,792 

1,576,000 

275,906 

111 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

7,562,471 

214 

4,265,763 

Museum 

National Art 
Gallery 

Dinajpur Museum 

Taxidermy Museum 

Aharani Museum 

Kishoreganj 
Museum 

Archaeological 
Museum 

Archaeological 
Museum 

Mymensingh Museum 

Mymensingh Medical 
College Museum 

E.P. Agricultural 
University 
Anatomy Museum 

E.P. Agricultural 
University 
Botany Museum 

E.P. Agricultural 
University 
Entomology Museum 

E.P. Agricultural 
University Plant 
Pathology Museum 

E.P. Agricultural 
University 
Zoology Museum 

Archaeological 
Museum 

Raj shahi 
University 
Botany Museum 

Character 
and Scope 

Painting and 
Sculpture 

Archaeology 

Taxidermy 

Art, Archaeology 
and Natural 
History 

Archaeology 

Archaeology 

Archaeology 

Applied Arts 
and Archaeology 

Biology and 
Anatomy 

Anatomy 

Botany 

Entomology 

Plant Pathology 

Zoology 

Archaeology 

Botany 
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Place 

Rajshahi 

Raj shahi 

Rangamati 

Silaidaha -
Kushtia 
District 

Sylhet 

Population 
In 1974 

4,265,763 

4,265,763 

202,832 

Not 
available 
(village) 

1,439,118 

Museum 

Raj shahi 
University 
Geography Museum 

Raj shahi 
University 
Varandra Research 
Museum 

Rangamati Museum 

Silaidaha 
Kuthibari 
Museum 

Sylhet Medical 
College Museum 

Character 
and Scope 

Geography 

Art and 
Archaeology 

Ethnology 

Personalia 

Biology and 
Anatomy 

SOURCE: Enamul Haque, Survey of Museum and Archaeological 
Education and Training in East Pakistan (Dacca: Government of 
East Pakistan Publications, 1971). 
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ranging from kanthas, tapestries, mats,- and embroidered fab-

rics to woven muslins, Jamdanis, kattan silks, brocades, 

trlbal fabrics, woven and crafted fabrics (dolls and toys), 

as well as jute artifacts. Photographs of some of the rare 

kanthas and printed fabrics were taken from the Design 

Centre's collection. Motifs and designs were also repro-

duced by the writer for further study of data. The arti-

facts were exhibited about four times a year and were avail-

able (by appointment) for study by students and artists. 

4. The Mjmiensingh Museum at Mymensingh had a number of kanthas 

and woven cotton fabrics which were in storage. Accessi-

bility to these artifacts was time-consuming and in many 

cases proved to be futile. 

5. The Archaeological Museum and the Varendra Research Museum, 

both at Rajshahi, had a few kanthas and some silk saris 

and fabrics which were inaccessible for study or research. 

The same went for the Mahasthangarh Museum at Bogra (ex-

hibits included kanthas and some cotton fabrics). 

6. The Museum of Rangamati housed a great deal of tribal fabric. 

Shawls, lungis, breast-wrap, head gear, and blankets were the 

main fabrics. These were well exhibited and open to individ-

ual study. Photographs of tribal fabrics were taken, some of 

which have been reproduced in this study. The museum curator 

was open to questions and was helpful in arranging visits 

with local tribal weavers in the vicinity. 
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7. The Lalbagh Fort Museum at Dacca mostly dealt with textile 

costumes and woven carpets. Display in this museum showed 

interest and concern, unlike most of the other museums men-

tioned. Little literature was available, although guides 

were helpful within the bounds of their limited knowledge. 

The few woven silk carpets of Bengal in existence today 

were housed there. A study was made into revival of this 

art. 

8. The Dacca Museum is said to have the largest textile art 

collection in the country. Apart from some costumes exhib-

ited and a few "pieces" of muslin and silk, most of the arti-

facts were in storage. The fabrics ranged from the twelfth 

to the twentieth centuries. There was very little literature 

available. A persistent request permitted an appraisal and 

study of some of the fabrics like muslin and Jamdani, but 

most of the collection was under lock and key. 

9. The Ethnological Museum in Chittagong had in its collection 

mostly tribal fabrics from the Chittagong Hill Tract areas 

and some plain handwoven fabrics from Chittagong district. 

Most of these fabrics, though traditional in design, were of 

the twentieth century. Again, a photographic study was 

allowed. 

None of these museums demonstrated any looms or weaving and em-

broidery processes. In fact, apart from visual information gathered, 

information of any other kind was minimal. Non-registered private 
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collections, and museums not yet completed, have not been taken into 

account in the list, though some were consulted by the writer. 

Interviews with Selected Government Officials 
Connected with Art, Education and Culture 

Owing to scattered information on the textile crafts of the coun-

try and uncompleted records and descriptions of the processes and de-

signs, it was necessary to interview experts in the area of the gen-

eral textile industrial arts and related areas. 

Mr. Aminul Islam, Director of the Bangladesh Small Industries 

Corporation, supplied the writer with information on the types of hand-

looms used in the past and present, processes and weaving techniques 

and statistics to be used for the report. Detailed accounts of the dye-

ing and spinning processes of cotton and silk yarn were also given by 

him. He made available the Census Report of Bangladesh Handloom Indus-

tries for the years 1962 and 1975 and supplied the writer with facts and 

figures (used throughout this report). Mr. Islam also made it possible 

to study, photograph, and document the collection of kanthas and tex-

tile fabrics available at the Design Centre at Dacca. 

Mr. Rahmatullah, Chief Librarian of the Archaeological Library of 

Bangladesh, was indispensable in seeking out sources and books on the 

textile crafts of Bangladesh. Priceless and rare publications were 

traced and the writer was given permission to use them. Most of the 

historical study of textile arts in Bangladesh was derived from these 

sources. Mr. Rahmatullah also suggested books available in libraries 

in London, Calcutta, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Boston, and Kansas City, 
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which the writer was able to obtain through the interlibrary loan sys-

tem of Texas Tech University. 

Mr. Nurul Huda, Director of the Bangladesh Textile Institute, and 

Mr. Humayun Kabir, Director of Industries (Bangladesh) supplied the 

data concerning textile mills, i.e., mill printing, design sources, 

dyes used, and weaving processes which were necessary in order to for-

mulate a valid working programme for the Textile Design and Research 

Centre. 

Professor Tuftadar, Head of the Department of Islamic History, 

and Professor Syed Ali Ahsan, Head of the Department of Bengali Lan-

guage and Culture, were invaluable in supplying data on the historical 

and cultural background of the people of Bangladesh. Both professors 

also supplied anecdotal information on the life style of the artisans 

and the design motifs used by them. 

Dr. Enamul Haque, Director of the Dacca Museum and the Central 

Archaeological Museum, provided a brief survey into the administra-

tion of museums in Bangladesh and related problems. He further sup-

plied the writer with constructive ideas for the activities of the 

proposed Textile Design and Research Centre. Dr. Haque directed the 

writer to various museums housing textile arts; his reference letters 

made these resources accessible since he is the head of the Museum 

Association of Bangladesh and Director of the National Museum of 

Bangladesh. He also directed the writer to private collectors of tex-

tile arts. Among the many were Mrs. Jalaluddin Ahmed and Mrs. Perveen 

Ahmed; photographs of their textile artifacts have been reproduced and 
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used for this study. 

The museum curators at the Rangamatl Museum and Chittagong Ethno-

logical Museum were also consulted. Topics discussed were the exist-

ence of looms, past and present, availability and usage of natural and 

synthetic dyes, and the printing processes of the different vicinities. 

Ethnological background and the aesthetics of both the Hill Tribe peo-

ple and the people of the Chittagong district were discussed. 

Interviews wíth Artists, Art Educators 
and Non-Art Professionals 

Mr. Zainul Abedin, artist-art reformer, supplied a great deal of 

the kanthas which were photographed and used for the study. Along with 

the kanthas, he gave a critical study of each, identifying and documen-

ting them. His plan for an Arts and Crafts Village at Sonargaon in 

Dacca guided the writer while formulating the working plan for a tex-

tile design institution. Mr. Abedin was also invaluable in stressing 

the correlation of the arts of Bangladesh and their necessary influ-

ence in the everyday lives of the people. 

Mr. Rashid Chowdhrey, Chairman of the Fine Arts Department of 

Chittagong University and one of the finest tappisiers of the Indo-Pak 

subcontinent, discussed the aesthetics of the textile arts, their nat-

ural place in the lives of the people, and their necessity for the de-

velopment of the cultural entity of the people. Mr. Chowdhrey also 

explained the mechanics of the different looms, their potentials, and 

the possibilities of the tapestry looms (frame looms). Mr. Chowdhrey 

stressed and demonstrated the fact that textiles in Bangladesh are an 
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art form and a natural medium of aesthetic expression. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, artist and principal of the Dacca Art College, 

made available the curriculum of the art college, the only school of 

its kind in Bangladesh. The Lolito kola (art school) in Chittagong is 

affiliated with Chittagong University but has not yet been established 

as an independent art academy. Also available was information regard-

ing the system of art education and the state of arts and crafts prac-

tised in existing art schools. It was noted that not much stress was 

placed on the textile arts, with the exception of batik. 

Discussions with artists such as Qamrul Hunda, Safiul Islam, 

Jahangir Bashir, Qamrul Ahsan and Serajul Islam were determining fac-

tors for resolving valid aesthetics in the field of textile arts. In-

dividual kumar at the patua community as well as patua, weavers, and 

printers, were visited. Person-to-person conversations revealed their 

experiences and discomforts and were factors in determining the func-

tions of the proposed centre. In all, such person-to-person discus-

sions were with eight weaver-craftsmen, four block printers, two nat-

ural dyers, two spinners, two kumar, one patua-kumar, and one lady well 

versed in the art of kantha-making and kasida work. 

An interview with Mr. Abdus Sajed, Proprietor of the Benares Silk 

Industries, led to visits at his factories in Demra. All the brocades, 

Kanchivarams, cotton Benaresis and nearly all the Jamdanis of the coun-

try are woven there. The earlier artisans of these weaving centres 

were originally skilled artists imported from Benares who settled in 

Bangladesh. Designs and motifs as well as weaving processes were of 
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the old school of Benares. Hardly any change has occurred during the 

past thirty years. Talks with the weaver-craftsmen yielded a great 

deal of material regarding designs, motifs, and problems encountered 

by the weavers in weaving, designs, and aesthetic education. 

Mrs. M. Ahmed, director of the Rupam Industries, Dacca, also was 

interviewed and her block printing factory visited. One of the larg-

est private chaapa-ghaur (printing houses) of the old school, it hires 

ten chaapadar (printers), one dyer, one naqshi-shilpo (design-artists), 

and two naqshi-Katta (block cutters). Printing houses like this supply 

nearly all the rural and most of the urban printed fabrics. Frequent 

visits to this factory helped to familiarize the writer with a first-

hand knowledge of the aesthetics of the block designs used, the types 

of dyes (natural and synthetic), dyeing procedures, and the fabrics for 

dyeing. Chapter IV gives a detailed account of the entire printing 

process. 

Mr. Badius Salam, businessman and industrialist, contributed his 

suggestions towards improving the feasibility and practicality of the 

centre. The inclusion of synthetic dyes as well as mill-spun yarns in 

the proposed plan were the direct effect of such discussions. Mr. Salam 

was also instrumental in acquiring interviews with the previously men-

tioned government officials and visits with some of the artisans of the 

textile crafts as well as the private textile industrialists. 

Museum Internship 

A museum internship at the Texas Tech University Museum was under-

taken by the writer. The nature of the dissertation was such that the 
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internship was necessary to organise the activities for the working 

plan of the centre. Through the internship at Texas Tech Museum, op-

portunities were provided to study and investigate the functions and 

goals of certain museums in the United States, in order to determine 

the scope and valid functions of a proposed textile design and re-

search centre in Bangladesh. 

The internship also provided an opportunity to: 

1. Learn the different processes of accessioning, documenting, 

and restoring artifacts. 

2. Exhibit the artifacts for both aesthetic and educational 

purposes. 

3. Learn to formulate museum policy, to organise and administ-

er an institution based on the same principle of a working 

museum. 

4. Study the education programmes in the museums at Texas Tech 

University and in the United States for the purpose of apply-

ing those programmes relevant to the scope of the proposed 

centre. 

Along with the regular museum science courses of Museum Manage-

ment, Administration, and Exhibit Design taken by the writer, the four-

month internship provided a firsthand knowledge of the working process-

es involved in a museum operation and equipped the writer with the nec-

essary background to formulate a valid and feasible working plan for a 

textile design and research centre. 
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Documents, Reports, and Textile Related Literature 

Data was collected through survey and investigation of literature 

on the textile arts of Bangladesh. The procedures for these surveys 

were through the interlibrary loan system of Texas Tech University, 

Lubbock, Texas; through libraries at London, England (the archives at 

the British Museum, the Tate Gallery, and the Victoria and Albert Muse-

um, along with some of the city libraries); the archives at the Assu-

tosh Museum of Indian Art, University of Calcutta, India; and the ar-

chives at Calcutta Museum, which provided rare documents. The Archae-

ological Library at Dacca had the most valuable and rare documents 

pertaining to Bangladesh (formerly Bengal) art. The archives at the 

Dacca Museum and the Public Library at Dacca were also reliable sources. 

Data was also collected from private literary collections of Mr. Zainul 

Abedin, Mrs. Fatema Salam, and Mr. Aminul Islam. Data collected from 

the surveys has been systematically organised and documented in Chap-

ters III, IV, and V. 

Questionnaires 

With data collected from the above mentioned sources, questions 

were formulated in order to: 

1. Verify further the facts gathered. 

2. Acquire opinions regarding these facts from leading artists, 

educators, government officials, textile art designers, pri-

vate artists-designers, art educators-historians, and textile 

industrialists. 
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3. "Inform" and stimulate responses from the selected audience. 

A short historical perspective on Bangladesh textiles, primarily 

on the muslins, Jamdanis, kanthas, and prints, was formulated. Empha-

sis was placed on their renowned past and in the aesthetic expression 

of the weavers. Twelve open-ended questions were drawn up to evaluate 

the opinions of the subjects regarding: 

1. The material stated. 

2. The media of artistic expression. 

3. The arts and crafts, especially textiles, and their revival. 

4. Quality, design, colour, and dyes. 

5. Natural dyes and their revival. 

6. The necessity to provide aesthetic, educational, and research 

facilities for selected textile art students to experiment 

with traditional and power looms. 

7. Opportunities for artisans and students to experiment with 

natural dyes and traditional formulas. 

8. The need of an institute/museum to collect and preserve na-

tive handwoven fabrics of aesthetic and historical signifi-

cance. 

9. The urgency for general public enlightenment about its textile 

heritage. 

The material gathered from these questionnaires served as data 

for a personal evaluation of the present and future state of Bangladesh 

textiles. The result of the questionnaires logically implied the need 

for an institution which would collect, preserve, and exhibit rare and 
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significant textile fabrics of Bangladesh; provide facilities for art-

isans to study, res'earch, and experiment with textile aesthetics and 

techniques; and educate the art community and general public. 

Either personally or by mail, thirty-six questionnaire forms were 

sent to seven classified groups. Responses were received from six 

educationalists, five artists, five museum officials, three government 

artists-designers, four private artists-designers, four art educators 

and historians, and three textile industrialists—a total of thirty. 

An example of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix D, and typical 

responses, findings, and analyses of responses are stated in Chapter 

VII. 

Summary 

This chapter described the sources of data collection and the meth-

ods by which they were attained. Five basic methods were adopted: the 

appraisal method, library research, interviews and consultations, muse-

um internship, and an inventory method by means of questionnaires. 

Reasons for such methods for data collection were due to the unique 

situation of the textile arts in the life style of the Bangladesh peo-

ple, the informal organisation of the life style, poor rapport between 

artisans and bureaucrats, and lack of systematic museum management. 

The reason for data collection was to determine the need and validity 

of a centre for textile design and research. 

Seven sources were investigated: loom centres, Bangladesh museums, 

government and non-government officials, private art experts, museum 

internship, survey of related literature, and questionnaires. 



CHAPTER III 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

The background of the study includes a review of the influences 

of the geography, people, religion, culture, and the arts as related 

to textiles. 

Geographícal Setting 

Bangladesh lies in the eastern part of the northern Indian plains. 

It consists of the eastern and larger part of the old Bengal province 

of pre-partition India, including the Sylhet district, part of the Assam 

province and the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Except in the extreme south-

eastern corner where it borders on Burma, Bangladesh is surrounded on 

land by Indian territory and on the south by the Bay of Bengal (Map 1). 

A flat and fertile delta land carved up by five major river systems, it 

has an area of 55,125 square miles, roughly the size of Wisconsin. Maps 

2 and 3 show Bangladesh in reference to the Indian subcontinent and to 

the world, respectively. 

The climate is characterized by high temperatures, heavy rainfall, 

and excessive humidity. The temperatures are equable for the better 

part of the year, the seasonal range being less than 25°F. 

Bangladesh People 

Bangladesh has a population of 72 million; this averages to a pop-

ulation density of 1,306 people per square mile (9:10). The highest 

densities are found in the fertile flood plains of the major rivers. 

27 
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Map 1 . Map of Bang ladesh 
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Map 2. Map of Bangladesh in reference to the Indian subcontinent. 

Map 3. Map of Bangladesh in reference to the world, 
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Urban population in 1971 was estimated to be 4.7 million, which is only 

6.5 percent of the total population. Even by subcontinental standards, 

Bangladesh is overwhelmingly rural (9:8). The ethnic composition of 

Bangladesh is quite a melee of races, without any clear-cut ethnic di-

visions (apart from the Chittagong Hill Tribes, who are quite distinct 

in terms of language, race, religion, and customs). The Bangladeshis, 

generally speaking, are of a dreamy, emotional temperament, prone to 

mysticism, art, music, erotic poetry, and radical politics. 

Of the 72 million people, 81 percent are Muslims, 12 percent Hin-

dus, 6 percent Buddhists, and 1 percent Christians (9:14). The Muslims 

and the Hindus live side by side. There is hardly an exclusive Muslim 

or Hindu village in the whole country. 

Historical, Religious and 
Cultural Background 

During the last thirty years, Muslim Bengal, known previously as 

East Bengal and now Bangladesh, has announced its political personality 

twice (in 1967 and 1971) by emphasizing its distinctiveness from two 

similar groups with whom it shared a common history, culture, and spir-

itual heritage. 

Both historic decisions of the Bengali-Muslim community represent 

aspects of its dual cultural personality which it has shared with the 

Muslims of the subcontinent. The Bengali-Muslims are, perhaps, the 

only Muslims of the subcontinent who, both in medieval and modern peri-

ods, have shown considerable interest in their Indo-Sanskrit heritage. 

In the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, Islam was 
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the dominant idea inviting their sole concern (hence the creation of 

Pakistan). However, once Pakistan was achieved, the Indo-Bengali as-

pect of their personality emerged into a new force of greater self-

1 consciousness. 

The Bengali-Muslims' spiritual and cultural identity lies some-

where between the Indo-Bengali and the Indo-Islamic, for both are im-

portant and inalienable parts of its personality. To achieve a syn-

thesis or understanding between these two features is extremely dif-

ficult, for most of the time both have proven to be contradictory, 

irreconcilable, and mutually exclusive (1:76). It is reflected in 

the symbols, forms, rhythm, and designs of their art works. 

The culture of Bangladesh can be said to have known a continuous 

history of almost unadulterated development and is not based on mere 

imitation of any other tradition or period. The practice of the arts 

and the crafts is not confined to a small number of art amateurs but 

is widespread among large masses of people of both sexes, especially 

in rural Bangladesh. Also, the culture is intimately related to the 

people's social life and expresses their moral and spiritual ideals. 

Lastly, in its symbols, motifs, and style, it has the distinct and 

national stamp of the formal expression and spirit of the Bangladesh 

race. 

In Bangladesh today, the folk culture has vacillated between a 

mechanized society and a traditional culture. The everyday life 

^The partition of Bengal province into West and East Bengal in 
1905 by the British was not for religious but for administrative con-
venience. 
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motifs are still sought in myth, religion, and tradition, yet the art-

ists' orientation also leans towards the time sense of a somewhat mech-

anized society. Both these time senses are in coexistence; sometimes 

harmoniously and sometimes discordantly, they create the pace of Bang-

ladesh culture. 

The Influence of Arts and Crafts on Textiles 

Art in Bangladesh before Muslim domination and after could be said 

to be a way of life and, to a great extent, utilitarian in purpose; that 

is to say, the theory of "art for art's sake" scarcely influenced or 

determined the art (8:3). This is not to say that the arts such as mu-

sic, dancing, sculpture, painting, and textiles were not cultivated as 

individual accomplishments. It is just that these achievements, how-

ever encouraged and prized, remained within the traditions of culture 

and aesthetics. All art in the past was to impart knowledge of liter-

ature and the scriptures. The Hindu artisan of the past made no dis-

tinction between applied and decorative art, since all forms of arts 

and crafts were done by a certain community of people called chitrakar 

or patua. It is thus not surprising to see that all the various arts 

of the country were and are integrally bound to each other and influ-

ence each other either in idea, subject matter, form, motif, or treat-

ment. Each form of art plays its role in the aesthetic education of 

the people, and together they form a "gestalt" of art in Bangladesh. 

Earlier paintings of Bangladesh, known today as the folk paintings, 

are the scroll paintings, floor paintings, and wall and ceiling paint-

ings (known also as Maithil paintings). Shapes, form, motifs, and their 
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combinations are traditional, drenched in folklore and religion. These 

art works are the works of the patua community, known also as folk art-

ists. 

The folk artists' greatest contribution in textiles is in the 

nakshi-kantha, which are embroidered quilts of Jessore, Faridpur, and 

Rajshahi. These are the creations of years of labour and patience. 

The quilt is like a lyrical epic poem in stitchery, rich in sjnnbols, 

myth, and aesthetic expression. It is a tradition of the village folk 

and can be compared to the alpana. "Thematically, the art of the kantha 

is an enriched version of the art of the aripana or alpana" (10:8). 

The alpanas are the religious and ceremonial freehand floor drawings or 

paintings of the Hindu women, especially of rural Bangladesh. They are 

drawings of liquid rice paste, generally white, on the buff-coloured 

earth of the floor. Like Maithil paintings, alpanas are also "piece 

d'occasion" (34:6). Like the kantha, the alpana usually has a fixed 

arrangement. It begins with a circular lotus. In both, the lotus, the 

mandala, and the tree of life are important s}rmbols. The religious 

wall paintings done by the Hindu women also have the same unreal qual-

ity found in the kanthas and alpanas. These art works depend entirely 

on their linear quality and not on the juxtaposition of colours or on 

the contrast of light and shade. 

In Plates 1 and 2 of a kantha and a wall painting, respectively, 

one can see that in both of them the freely associated scenes and fig-

ures are part of an organised composition whose units, within the pre-

cise outlines, seem to float on the white ground of the "sari-fabric" 
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Plate 1. A Hindu sujni kantha (3 feet by 5 feet, 6 
inches). Around 1876, Jessore, Bangladesh (collection of 
the late Mr. Zainul Abedin). The kantha is historically 
significant in indicating the advent of technology (trains 
and locomotives) in cities and villages of Bangladesh. 
There is a quiet, religious quality in the subtle use of 
the traditional Hindu colours of red and blue, and an 
acceptance of foreign ideas in the traditional everyday 
living. Palanquins and elephants ride side by side the 
trains. Animals and birds lie unperturbed, somwhat 
hypnotised under the spell of the beautiful circular 
mandala. 
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and wall. The overall character of both stems from the magic art of 

the alpana, and like it, both are saturated with and express a numi-

nous power, the power of sakti^, working through its women (as is only 

natural). In both, the forms are created by the linear quality of the 

artist's tool. A very important point to note is the similarity in 

composition and motifs. Plate 3 is a drawing of a circular alpana from 

Khulna copied by the writer. The motifs surrounding the central alpana 

constitute a collection of original drawings done by village women. 

One can see that although there is freedom and fecundity, the symmetry 

and order can be likened to the neolithic crafts. 

The weavers of the figured muslin or Jamdani rely heavily on the 

patua community for inspiration and development of their art vocabulary. 

Art motifs are selected from scroll paintings, alpanas, and wall paint-

ings, abstracted further and woven or printed. The chief educational 

entertainment in villages is carried out by the folk artists such as 

the scroll painters-storytellers, who directly influence the education 

of all the artisans. The long vertical scroll paintings are narratives 

and thus different from the configurations of the floor and wall paint-

ings of village and tribal art. 

The chitrakara and patua have survived the centuries till today, 

and their scroll paintings of handmade paper or cloth depict Hindu re-

ligious and mythological stories as well as Muslim pirs and aboriginal 

features. The burnt sienna and indigo blue tonality of the scrolls 

The Essence of Matter; the female part of God. The male part is 
the Essence of Spirit, or Ishvara. 
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Plate 3. Alpana floor drawing. Motifs reproduced are 
from a collection of original drawings executed on the floor 
by village women of Khulna. (The writer has organised the 
motifs and symbols as similarly as possible to the original 
organisation of the different alpanas drawn.) 
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hold pent-up emotion packed in dense, contiguous compositions floating 

in broad, curvilinear rhythms. Usually the scrolls are long and neat-

ly divided into wide horizontal panels. Plate 4 is a scroll from 

Rajshahi. On comparing it with the Kantha in Plate 1, the similarity 

between the figures of men with those of the kanthas and wall paint-

ings is quite apparent. The influence of these arts on each other is 

evident at thls point. The effect of these scroll painters and jadu-

patua, who also act as storytellers, plays an important part in seduc-

ing the lives of everyday people, introducing new ideas, forms, sym-

bols, and beliefs. These actions, in turn, borrow ideas and images 

seen at religious and ceremonial festivals. In short, the visual and 

auditory aesthetic experiences are cajoled, developed, and seasoned 

within the experience of everyday life, by the use of daily activi-

ties. 

The textile arts of Bangladesh, like the alpana and the wall and 

scroll paintings, conjure and reproduce images inwardly seen (10:75). 

In order to shield the artist's inner reality and the persons pos-

sessed by it, from the outer world and the presence of the numinous 

(while at the same time impressing the outer world with the form of 

the numinous), the jatras or "folk dramas" and dances are an impor-

tant activity in the lives of the people. The characters are por-

trayed by masks. These masks identify the unearthly reality of the 

people who experience this reality, through their weaving, painting, 

music, dance, and pottery. The inward images, depicted in the works 

of the textile artists, become a reality when the masks and dramas 
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Plate 4, A scroll painting of a bridal party of the 
god Siva and goddess Parvati. Mid-nineteenth century, 
Rajshahi, Bangladesh. Colours are in dull blue, grey, pink 
and yellow. Layout of human forms and decorative scroll-
like pattem above are reminiscent of the kanthas and wall 
paintings. 
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give them visual form on the stage. The visual form thus created by 

the jatras becomes the means of junction between the artists' "inward 

reality" and the presence of the same reality. The textile artist's 

inward visions, depicted in such a close proximity, narrows the border-

line between both the incorporeal and the tangible. Thus, the art 

experience of the jatra artist and the art product of the textile art-

ist in an everyday life situation, together, are the means of bringing 

these two natural sciences into a living realization. 

It is only recently that artist-painters and sculptors have used 

painting and sculpture for the purpose of expressing their subjective 

feelings, thoughts, and ideas. A great many painters like Zainul 

Abedin, Rashid Chowdhrey, and Tajuddin Islam have sought inspiration 

in the Chagall-like, folk element of the kantha, alpanas, and floor 

paintings. The earthly yet spiritual quality of the free-flowing fig-

ures of the kantha and the energy of the mandala finds its way into 

Rashid Chowdhrey's pulsating tapestry as seen in Plate 31 page 133. 

It is no wonder that artists like Chowdhrey and Tajuddin have turned 

to tapestry weaving—a medium through which their artists' vision can 

be most suitably interpreted. 

Sculpture in Bangladesh revolves around the human form. Highly 

abstracted ideas and philosophies are depicted by realistic or semi-

realistic human and animal forms. The textile weavers work with the 

same idea in mind. But their vision deals more with the decoration of 

beauty for enhancing the human form. Both the sculptor and the artist/ 

weaver deal with the concept of human beauty; one with forming the 
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the human beauty, the other with decorating it. The goals of the sculp-

tors, the weavers, and the printers are the same—to glorify the human 

beauty. 

It is in music that Bangladesh art has reached an aesthetic quali-

ty not found in other arts. Singers and musicians weave abstract melo-

dies within the framework of the fixed scale, pattern, and rhythm. 

Each musician and singer uses his innovative genius to create exciting 

new melodies. Although folk songs such as the bhatiali (boatman's song) 

are mostly epic songs of village life, rich in sentiment, powerful in 

expression, and vivid in imagination, it is in the kheyal, thumri. 

tappa, dadra, and tarana that the Bangladeshis have allowed their Islam-

ic heritage to completely discard epic and sentiment for aesthetic and 

spiritual bliss. The concept of Islamic ideals in art lies in pure ab-

straction of imagery, form, and rhythm. Music has always been the purest 

form of abstraction; and in Bangladesh, music has always held the high-

est emotional and spiritual place in the realm of the arts of the coun-

try. This abstract quality heard and experienced in music is transmit-

ted into the weaving of the artists-weavers, who regard their work as a 

religious, aesthetic, and economical need. It is thus not surprising 

that, in the past, the Islamic and Persian art ideals and motifs were 

easily absorbed into the aesthetic sensibilities of the Bangladesh weav-

ers. Today, hardly any typical Hindu design exists as such (excluding 

tribal fabrics); the Indo-Persian, however, have been Banglacized. 

The highly abstract Jamdani saris in Plates 11, 12, and 13, pages 

72, 73, and 75, are works of Muslim weavers, yet influences of these ab-

stract ideas on Hindu weavers also are evident (Plate 26, page 111). 
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Music is the soul of Bangladesh art, the well of aesthetics; the arts, 

especially textiles, derive their art concepts, imageries and rhythm 

from it. 

In the minor arts such as jewelry, the use of gems as colours 

rather than as light is one of the chief virtues of Bangladeshi. The 

same principle is followed by the weavers, printers, and embroiderers. 

Typically Bangladeshi is the encrustation of gold and silver with gems. 

This is a process of gold embedding with each stone resting in a sep-

arate cell, the object being not to produce a flashing effect but one 

of full colour. A comparison between Plates 5 and 6 illustrates the 

fact that the principle of colour is the most important factor in both 

these arts. In the kantha, the coloured paisleys and lotuses encrusted 

by dark lines sparkle like little gems. 

Summary 

The unique geographical position of Bangladesh in the Indo-Pak sub-

continent, its cultural and racial melee, and its juxtaposition of re-

ligious beliefs are directly responsible for its past and present art 

heritage. 

Bangladesh is distinct from West Bengal owing to its religious and 

religio-cultural beliefs; it is distinct from Pakistan in language and 

culture. In short, its spiritual and cultural identity lies between 

Indo-Islamic and Indo-Bengali. These two features most of the time are 

contradictory, irreconcilable and mutually exclusive. This contradic-

tion in the spiritual and cultural being of the Bangladeshis has been 

reflected in their art works, especially those dating from the fifteenth 
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Plate 5. A Muslim kantha (3 feet by 6 feet). Early 
twentieth century from Jessore (collection of the late Mr. 
Zainul Abedin). Note the lack of human and animal forms. 
Instead of a mystical quality there is a lyrical feeling; 
the rectangular lines enclosing the forms seem to be playing 
to an unheard musical symphony. The vivid colours seem to 
be encrusted and embedded in the outlined shape, almost like 
little gems embedded in gold. Mostly the dorakkha technique 
used in traditional kantha stitching has been used (especially 
seen in the lotus and trees of life). 
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Plate 6. 24-carat gold Daccai Jharaou necklace. Late 
nineteenth century, Dacca, Bangladesh. The necklace is in 
the traditional Muslim nawabi style. Pearls, rubies and 
emeralds are used in the old Muslim star and moon design of 
the Mughals. 
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century until today. 

The arts of Bangladesh before and after Muslim domination were 

utilitarian, and as such imparted knowledge of literature and religion. 

Thus, all the arts were integrally bound and influenced each other ei-

ther in idea, subject matter, form, motif, or treatment. 

Earlier paintings such as scroll paintings, wall paintings, and 

floor paintings contributed greatly to the textile art vocabulary. 

All these arts conjure and reproduce images inwardly seen. Jatras, folk 

dramas, and dances with the help of masks identified the unearthly real-

ity of literature and folklore. 

Only recently, artists have started expressing subjective emotions 

through paintings, deriving inspiration from kanthas and alpanas. 

Sculpture and the textile arts both deal with the concept of human 

beauty, one with forming, the other with decorating. Music in Bangla-

desh is the most abstract of all the arts. Epic and sentiment have 

been discarded in order to achieve pure abstraction of imagery and form. 

Islamic ideals have nurtured the development of music in this direction, 

which in turn has influenced the beauty concept of textile artists. In 

the minor arts such as jewelry, the use of gems as colours rather than 

light obeys the same principle followed by weavers, printers and em-

broiderers. 

Since textiles are inextricably linked to the daily lives of the 

Bangladesh people, it follows that a historical survey of the textile 

arts would be a valid feature of this dissertation. Chapters IV and V 

accomplish this end. 



CHAPTER IV 

SURVEY OF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

OF TEXTILES IN BANGLADESH 

Introduction 

A study was made of Bengal textiles, East Pakistan textiles, and 

current Bangladesh textiles. It was necessary to document the vari-

ous textiles in order to develop a formidable educational programme 

for a valid textile design and research centre. Inferences and de-

ductions made by the writer were based on past and present stages of 

the textile arts in Bangladesh and were verified on most occasions 

by the art experts of the country. Background material was viewed and 

categorised in the following areas: 

1. History of textiles, concentrating on the cultural and geo-

graphical hegemony over the media and fonns of artistic ex-

pression; and Bangladesh's past accomplishments in the differ-

ent fields of textile arts, 

2. The major areas in textile arts in Bangladesh, namely: 

kanthas, tapestries, wallhangings, and textiles for apparel. 

3. Artistic treatment of textile fabrics while on the loom and of 

those subsequent to the loom. 

The study was accompanied by photographs illustrating the material ap-

praised. (Photographs reproduced are accompanied by brief descriptions.) 

Early Periods of Textiles in Bangladesh 

The culture of Bangladesh is embedded in the cunieform of the 

46 
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Dravidians, the Veda of the Aryans, the Mahávana and Hinâvana of the 

Buddhists, and the religion of the Muslims. The Brahmaputra delta 

houses a race of people living in an atomic age with a culture of near-

ly two thousand years. This "folk culture," as it is called by the 

western historians, is a set of ideals, traditions, and concepts which, 

with centuries of modification, is manifested in the life style of the 

Bangladeshis. The folk culture usually dictates, but occasionally bows 

down, to the demands of the contemporary society. Such has been the 

history of Bangladesh arts and crafts; textiles are no exception. 

The loom in Bangladesh is the common man's medium of expression. 

Throughout history, the arts have always served primarily as utilitar-

ian objects. The theory of art for art's sake is a recent concept. 

What art object has more purpose and utility than that which clothes 

one's body, the outer manifestation of one's inner self? In Bangladesh, 

one out of every ten families is invested with a loom. The fabrics are 

products of need, expressed sometimes in delight, sometimes in unhappi-

ness, other times in pique, hurt, or sorrow. The designs and colours 

are the feelings of the weavers—their frame of mind as influenced by 

the surroundings and the circumstances. 

The rich Brahmaputra delta-plain is the home of the textiles of 

Bangladesh and of the renowned muslin. Records in the British Museum 

state that the Egyptian mummies were wrapped in layers of muslin (2:4). 

In Nero's reign, delicate transparent muslins and dyed cotton were fa-

mous in the palaces of the Roman Emperor, where the fabulous fabrics 

were known as nebula venti or 'woven winds.' Today in Bangladesh, a 
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special type of muslin woven by the Dacca weavers goes by that name, 

which is Sanskrit in origin. In fact, as early as 200 B.C. the Ro-

mans used a Sanskrit word for cotton (Latin carbasina is derived from 

Sanskrit karpasa), (30:4). 

India's contribution in the field of textiles is not without rea-

son. India is the original home of cotton, which was woven there in 

prehistoric times (30:4). Fragments of cotton cloth have survived a-

mong the archaeological remains of Mohenjo-Daro, dating from the third 

millennium B.C.; and even more significant is the fact that a fragment 

of fabric was found dyed in madder, the use of which presupposes a 

knowledge of mordants. Until as late as the seventeenth century A.D., 

the Indians alone had mastered the complicated chemistry of cotton-

dyeing, involving proper permeation of the fibres, as distinct from the 

crude methods applied in Europe, where the application of insoluble pig-

ments to the surface of the fabric resulted in colours invariably fugi-

tive (30:5). 

Bangladesh fabrics are a very integral part of Indian textiles. 

The former is the ancient home not only of the exquisite muslins, crea-

tive floral and geometric Jamdanis, and bold striking tribal fabrics, 

but also of the "Dacca cháapa" (prints) and "Dacca dyeing" (dyed/paint-

ed fabrics) . The Dacca chintzes or prints, which are renowned even to-

day, are carried out with a very limited number of colours. (A more 

detailed description will be given later.) 

The quality of Indian dyeing was also proverbial in the Roman world 

in ancient times. • We know from a reference in St. Jerome's fourth cen-

tury Latin translation of the Bible, in which Job is made to say that 
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wisdom is even more enduring than the "dyed colours of India" (30:4). 

The first Indian cottons, which survive today, show another im-

portant advantage over their western rivals. The dyes and mordants 

were applied to the cloth not only with blocks, but also free-hand 

with a brush. They were painted rather than printed. These Indian 

prints or chintzes as the British called them later—the name chintz 

being derived from the Sanskrit word "chint" meaning "coloured" or 

"variegated"—have been known to exist in India a thousand or more 

years earlier, in A.D. 79 (11:12). The ability to apply drawings and 

colour free-hand was of revolutionary importance in the history of tex-

tile design. It not only meant that designs could be drawn individu-

ally with the human and sensuous touch, but also that the designer was 

free from the limitations of the repeated pattern inevitably imposed 

from the print block. Bangladesh has inherited this past. 

The history of textiles in Bangladesh did not undergo any drastic 

change in technique or design until the advent of the Mughal establish-

ment in Bengal (35:10). With the decline of patronage of the arts at 

Delhi, owing to the austere reign of Aurangzeb (1658-1707), many court 

painters, designers, and weavers were forced to migrate to Bengal, 

which at the end of the seventeenth century was emerging from its for-

mer isolation into a new era of prosperity as a result of European trade 

and settled government (35:10). Under the patronage of the Mughal rul-

ers and lords, textiles of rare elegance and sophistication were woven, 

painted, and embroidered in these workshops by the finest craftsmen. 

Exquisitely fine Dacca muslins referred to as abrawan or running water 

JEXAS TECH LIBRARa 
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and shabnam or morning dew were the favourite of the Mughal courts of 

India. Jamdani or puspa patta (flower cloth) was equally popular. 

The influence of calligraphy, enamelling, and inlay work as well as 

the love of the Mughals for flowers and gardens were manifested in 

the painted and woven prints, Jamdanis, and bhitis. These influences 

also established gold-enamel weavers from Benares, who introduced bro-

cades, cotton Benaresi, and kanchiboron into Bengal (35:12), 

The kasida embroidery for which Dacca has been so famous was re-

fined and used to adorn the heads of the Muslim rulers as well as their 

brothers in the Islamic countries of Turkey and Persia, At the same 

time, kasida-embroidered quilts, bedspreads, floor mats, table covers, 

book covers, and shawls all decorated the houses of the sophisticates. 

The result was that embroidery took on a new artistic turn, from "folk 

art" to "court art". 

The origin of the kasida embroidery is in the kantha (wrap). These 

embroidered wraps, quilts, covers, and bedspreads were originally the 

works of the Kayastha, or middle class, Hindu women from the homes of 

clerks and scribes; though women of all castes and classes of the rural 

population, including Muslim women, also had or embroidered kanthas 

(10:67). Kanthas are the genius of Bangladesh alone, though they have 

existed in many forms throughout history, the "classical" approach or 

"modelling" was seen towards the nineteenth century. Jessore, Faridpur, 

Sylhet, and Khulna are the homes of some very profound kanthas. 

While some textiles enjoyed court patronage, there were other tex-

tiles which flourished in Bangladesh from the earliest times. These 

have persisted amongst the varied conflicting aesthetics and exist today 
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in modified forms. The desí or local textiles reflect the familiar un-

changing forms of rural lives, their simple needs, and their links with 

nature and the earth. This form is a reservoir of unbroken tradition 

of design consciousness in which forms are produced, not only to fulfill 

function, but as a joyous affirmation of life. The forms and symbols of 

this tradition centre around the patronage of the local people and 

change with the change in the new generation of people. These textiles 

are steeped in a tradition rich in symbol and myth, elegance and sophis-

tication. 

Another form of textiles in Bangladesh existing from antiquity 

till today is that of the tribal people in the Hill Tract regions of 

Chittagong, Cox's Bazaar, and Sylhet. These fabrics are woven by women 

on simple bamboo loin looms. The fabrics are usually woven in strong 

primary colours of red, black, and white and are ornamented with bold 

geometric forms, horizontal bands, lozenges, and designs in tribal weave. 

Till today their textiles follow the same traditional design and colour; 

the only change is the weaver. Today, many of the menfolk weave side 

by side with the women since their fabrics are very much in demand both 

locally and abroad. 

The manner in which the genius of the Bangladesh weaver expresses 

itself can be determined by the contours of the countryside, the cli-

mate, the lush forests, the presence of minerals and water, and the in-

tegration of tribal people. The lush vegetation, the exotic flowers 

and birds, and the landscape of southwestern Bangladesh have played an 

important part in determining the texture, ornament, and exoticness of 
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the Dacca Jamdanis, bhiti, muslins, and brocades. These fabrics can 

be contrasted with the coarse textures and vigorous geometric sjmibols 

woven by the people of Sylhet and Chittagong, where the change in el-

evation and vegetation directly affects the colour and weave of the 

people's fabrics. 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that Bangladesh is an everchanging 

tapestry in which the rivers, the earth, the trees, and the sky are 

all interwoven (Plate 7). A subtle change of elevation and an oc-

casipnal exotic flower hardly startle the eyes of a beholder. Rather, 

the complexities of natural phenomena are accepted with calm as a part 

of the country's woven structure. It is only natural, then, that weav-

ing is the chief means of human expression in an art form. 

Classification of Textiles 

For the purpose of this study, textiles have been classified into 

three groups according to the technical means employed in producing the 

design. These are: 

1. Kantha and Embroidery/Applique. 

2. Tapestries and Wallhangings. 

3. Textile Proper - Apparel and Domestic Use. 

Kantha and Embroidery/Applique 

The most ancient treatise on Indian painting dictates the worship 

of the Sun God (the Dravidian god) through an eight-petalled lotus 

flower drawn on the ground. Max Muller, in his book the History of 

Ancient Sanskrit Literature, has stated that the sacred syinbol of the 
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Plate 7. A view of the countryside in the Chittagong 
District, Bangladesh. 
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lotus flower drawn on the ground was not a Vedic practice (14:73). It 

belonged to the times before. But this drawing of a magic diagram on 

the floor became an essential part of Hindu rituals. 

It was and is believed that the power of the supernatural can be 

mastered and used at a given spot and time. Floor painting (the oldest 

form of Indian painting) was and is a visual form of magic representing 

and enforcing the presence of the numinous. "These diagrams avoid be-

coming stereotyped, they are enriched and evolve where, as in the vrata 

alpona of Bengal, the hopes and wishes of the artist are projected into 

the design on the floor" (10:67). 

Kantha is an extension of this visual form of magic—from the floor 

to body wraps, covers, quilts, or bags. For a wrap is what the kantha 

is meant to be—to give warmth and love out of "rags." The symbolic 

meaning here is very deep, embedded in Vedic philosophy. The kantha 

served as one of the ways by which thought and knowledge, reinforced 

by compassion and love, prepared one to embrace all beings of the three 

worlds. 

A principle significance of the kantha lies in the fact that it 

gives meaning to otherwise useless things (28:8). Kanthas are made of 

disused and old pieces of cloth, usually saris. The pieces are joined 

to the required size, from one foot square to about six feet by four 

feet to give a new wholeness. These joined pieces are layered so as to 

make a quilt. The seamstress adjusts the required thickness of the 

sheets instinctively, so that the kantha is neither too thick nor too 

thin. Then the woman outlines on the cloth the design she has in mind 
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and embroiders it with indigo blue, red, yellow, and sometimes green 

and black threads, usually drawn out of the coloured border of dis-

used saris. These colours have universal significance in Bangladesh 

and stand for three particular mental attitudes—Satta, Raja, and Tama^ 

—present in every item of creation. These colours are also symbolic 

of the earth (yellow), sky (red), and space (blue), the successive 

stages of existence (29:5). The surface of the kantha is then often 

compartmented into several segments with a central square or circle 

with offsets on four sides, as seen in Plate 8. These compartments are 

marked with different types of designs forming lines, often geometrical 

but sometimes also floral and vegetal in miniature motif. (In Hindu 

kanthas especially, figures are outlines and filled in with very little 

variation in the body colours; but as a rule, meticulous care is given 

to details and colours on figures). Many times, one comes across out-

lines drawn by continuous stitches of various colours. This type of 

kantha is best exemplified in Plate 5, page 43. The colours used are 

bright and juxtaposed in a concert of gradations. The artistic de-

signs on the kanthas almost invariably play a most pleasing note of 

mottle harmony and are gay and vivacious. 

Apart from the consciousness of line and colour, the kanthas also 

carry another aspect of the Bangladesh mind—the susceptibility to sjrm-

bols. The designs of the kanthas show the content of a woman's mind. 

^Satta, Raja, and Tama in Indian philosophy stand for the three 
mental attitudes which man should acquire and conquer, respectively, 
to achieve complete bliss and harmony. Satta stands for wisdom, Raja 
for eternal emotional action, and Tama for confusion. 
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Plate 8. Muslim kantha (3 feet by 3 feet). Early 
twentieth century (1904-1906), Khustia, Bangladesh 
(collection of the late Mr. Zainul Abedin). A bayton 
kantha used for a sitting mat. 
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The figures and symbols are freely associated and rhythmically assem-

bled. A Muslim kantha, faithful to the canons of a non-iconic art, 

sometimes shows nothing but scrollwork. The kantha displays the per-

sonality of the embroiderer not only in the planar composition but 

also in the selectlon of themes from the common reservoir of tradi-

tion. The kantha is lived by the woman at the moment of her needle-

work, especially in the selection and spacing of her stitches and 

the resulting texture and form of embroidery. 

All the patterns and the figures are invariably imbued with some 

symbolic meaning (26:459). The patterns may be divided into several 

groups. The most orthodox and traditional form of design/pattern is 

the mandala design. This consists of a central design on the kantha, 

while the rest of the groundwork is embroidered with representations 

of humans, animals, and vegetation. The centre is almost invariably 

occupied by the Satadala padma, or hundred-petalled lotus, The petals 

Plate 25, page 108 shows a close-up of a Satadala padma. Note the 

likeness to the centre lotus of the alpanas. Usually four trees mark 

the four corners, symbols of the four directions, as best exemplified 

in Plate 8, page 56. The entire ground of the quilted cloth between 

the lotus and the directional trees is filled with figures, objects, 

symbolic devices, and scenes, whose shapes and combinations are dic-

tated by the imagination of the artist. 

A second form of design/pattern is the figurative design. Kanthas 

in this category reveal illustrations of legends from the life of 
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Krishna, the Ramayana and the lives of Muslim pirs, heroes, and kings 

(usually Persian and Arabic in origin). This category of the kanthas 

has its counterpart in the painted scrolls of the patua. (A comparison 

of Plates 1 and 4 illustrates this likeness). Both contribute to the 

magical aspect of the medieval civilization of Bangladesh with themes 

from ancient legends laid out next to scenes and figures common on con-

temporary life through purely symbolic devices. 

The third form of pattern/design is the object design. Objects of 

day to day use such as jewelry, caskets, books, and so on are displayed 

willy-nilly alongside illustrative panels. Apart from a sequence in 

pattern decoration, these objects exist independently and call for in-

dividual explanation. All these categories of kanthas can be termed as 

"true kanthas," with integral and independent designs. There is, how-

ever, an important class of kanthas which can be classified as kanthas 

of the "textile type." 

The kanthas of the textile type are made by women who are usually 

weavers or members of the weaver family and come mainly from Jessore 

district (29:460). These textile pattern kanthas differ from the true 

embroidery type, where the object is to make each design different from 

the others, and where each design is made with an entirely independent 

and integral system of stitches. In technique, the figure designs in 

these kanthas have a considerable resemblance to appliquê work. The im-

portance of the textile pattern kantha lies in the fact that the object 

is to secure repetition of the same pattern in each row throughout the 

whole length or breadth of the fabric. In this way (by repetition), old 
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traditional patterns (of border design especially used for sari borders) 

which have been discontinued by weavers are kept alive. 

The technical quality of the kantha depends on the skill of the 

individual artist. The skill shown in the variety of stitches, in the 

linear form, and colours of the figures, portrays and integrates a be-

wildering multiplicity of figures scattered about the ground (without 

any apparent arrangement or "logic of design") into a synthetic unity. 

This act in itself shows a remarkable genius for design (29:460). Al-

though each kantha is an original creation, kanthas from the same dis-

trict follow certain similar types of design and motif and have more 

in common with each other than with those from villages far away. 

The simple stitches (usually the running stitch) "surround" and 

thus organise a surface in a variety of small squares and triangles to 

create a "dotted" textural effect, the colours are also endowed with a 

feeling of lightness or density by this technique. Together, the tex-

tural effect and the different colour values give each kantha a tonal-

ity quite its own. There is no doubt that the designs are inspired by 

the older craft of weaving, for the pattern gives an effect which is 

similar to weaving. This "modelled" effect created by the running 

stitches is an invention of the embroiderers of the kanthas. It is 

purely a textile equivalent of modelling with brush and colours. Sim-

ilar modelled effects can be seen in the "classical" Indian paintings 

at Ajanta, and this age old "classical" quality was given form by tex-

tile means in the art of the nineteenth century kanthas of Bangladesh 

(10:67). A great many kanthas with their dotted textural effect yield 
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results similar to op art but having representational intentions. Plate 

9 is a good example of this type of kantha. These kanthas of the mid-

nineteenth century had colours of a more "pointilistic" muted tonality 

and vibrant texture. One reason was due to the frequent use of the em-

broidery stitch, which added compact areas and stronger hues. But the 

ground was reinforced by white running stitches in close, parallel sets 

around each figure, so that the strong colours would "sink into the 

ground" of the particular texture of the surface and create a tonality 

of its own (10:68). 

In consultation with Mr. Zainul Abedin, it can be stated that, 

though kantha is a rural art and infused with old Hindu myths, it has 

incorporated into its style the many manners and fashions of the Islam-

ic and occidental world prevalent in the life and culture of nineteenth 

century Bengal. It is an imaginative blend of the novelty of everyday 

living with the richness of tradition. Truly, kantha satisfies the 

conditions of art for art's sake and is highly sophisticated, the so-

phistication lying in the fact that it integrates the many layers of 

the fabric of Bangladesh life in its conception. 

The magical qualities of the kantha and its beauty are derived 

from love on the part of the embroiderer, for unlike the alpana painter, 

the former does not wish to coerce the gods to fulfill a wish. Her 

kantha is given as a present, given with an outgoing mind. Her entire 

personality is given in affection to the person for whom the kantha is 

made. Here is art in its total subjective and individualistic form. 

The kanthas reproduced in the plates are all examples of this. 
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Plate 9 . Hindu bayton kantha (3 feet by 3 feet). 
Nineteenth century, Jessore, Bangladesh (collection of 
the Design Centre, Dacca, Bangladesh). A highly sensitive 
design composition of forms and shapes. A back and forth 
exchange of values when human forms switch from the human 
aspect into pure form and vice versa. The delicate lines 
of the running stitches, the airy texture and the pointil-
istic muted tonality give the kantha a very gay, sensitive 
and atomspheric quality. 
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These "offerings of love" are made in both large and small sizes 

and can be classified into seven categories: 

1. The lep is a wrap for the body, used especially in winter. 

Usually it is about three by six feet in size and is thickly 

quilted. The discarded saris are arranged one on top of the 

other until the required thickness is obtained. They are then 

tacked loosely around the edges and the ground filled in with 

fine quilting work of running stitches. The areas of design 

where the fabric shows are left unquilted and held in place 

with stitches such as darning, running, satin, loop, and split. 

The lep kanthas are predominately utilitarian in purpose; the 

decorative elements are optional additions. 

2. The sujni are ceremonial kanthas used as bedspreads and are 

similar to the lep, They are the largest of all kanthas, al-

ways four by six feet. Of all the kanthas, these are the most 

aesthetic, charged with passionate energy and emotion. They 

are almost invariably dedicated to a beloved friend or rela-

tive and have a romantic lyrical quality. Plate 28, page 120 

shows a reproduction of a descriptive sujni kantha. 

3. The bayton are wraps for books and other valuables, usually 

three feet square in size. They have a wide border decora-

tively designed, the centre of which has a lotus in concen-

tric form grouped with various designs of familiar objects. 

These borders have very fluid and strong outlines, with a 

wealth of surface composition by means of various strengths 

of units. 
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4. Oar or pillow covers are generally of very simple designs con-

sisting of parallel longitudinal border patterns or convention-

al trees with birds. There is always an extra decorative bor-

der sewn around the edges. 

5. Arsilata are wraps for mirrors and combs. They are narrow and 

rectangular in shape, about six by eleven inches. 

6. The durjani or thalia are wallet covers. A square piece of 

cloth is embroidered with a border and a lotus in the centre. 

To make the wallet, three of the corners are folded inwards, 

so that their tips meet at the centre. The edges are then sewn 

together, and a string is attached to the loose upper end and 

wound around the wallet to fasten it. 

7. Last of all is the rumal or handkerchief. Usually these are 

not categorized as kanthas because a great many of them are 

not quilted. However, they are made of disused saris embroi-

dered with a variety of motifs, the centre of which is a lotus. 

It is not known when the art of kantha began in Bengal. It is 

known that rags have been offered to the gods. Chindiyadeo, the Lord 

of Tatters, is believed to give a whole new cloth if rags are offered 

to him. Rag shrines are found in parts of Bangladesh. Some of the re-

liefs of the Mathura school of the second century A.D. show the Buddha 

with a patchwork robe (sanghati). Even the miniature paintings of the 

Mughal period show the saints wearing colourful patchwork robes (10:67). 

The rags served as symbols of new-found "wholeness" of Spiritual Being. 

The rags were means by which holiness was depicted. 
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In time, kantha became the abstract form of spiritual and human 

love, Apart from the fact that it was a body of motives and principles 

of composition, it still represents an art world (or style) of its own. 

Each kantha has its own quality, for each shows the inner compulsion 

which sets down every stitch. In this world of lost traditions, the 

kanthas are representative of one of the last and now practically ex-

tinct customs of Bangladesh art. 

Embroidery is to textiles what enamelling and damascening are to 

the metals. Applique and patchwork very closely correspond to the en-

crusted metal works in objective and design. This is more than a fanci-

ful comparison, for a close study reveals a remarkable parallel which 

exists between the corresponding art designs of each material in rela-

2 
tion to their ground material—be it a textile or a metal. Embroidery, 

enamelling and damascening were the means by which the textiles and 

metals drew strength in beauty and design. The "threads" of embroidery 

served as symbols of life force in the kanthas. Dr. Syed Ahsan, Pro-

fessor of Bengali Literature, Chittagong University, has stated that 

the world, in Bangladesh folklore, is known as a woven fabric wherein 

everything has its place and every man is linked up with the Beginning 

by the thread that belongs to his station. Thus, it was and is essen-

tial that the cloths for ritual purposes should be woven all in one 

piece. The threads, as they join the fabric, add further meaning to it. 

For they not only connect and strengthen what has been apart but also 

^The writer came to this conclusion after studying the various 
arts and crafts of Bangladesh and the relationship of the design motifs 
of one to the other. An example in comparison was made earlier between 
Plates 1 and 2. 
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give it a new significant and symbolic meaning through colour and form. 

The interpretation of the coloured design, stitched into the ground, 

results in a unity of substance and technique by which a new texture is 

achieved. The rags and fabrics not only achieve a "wholeness" but also 

appear transformed. The whole ground, with its ripples and applique 

patches, becomes alive with a throbbing velvety texture and acquires a 

vital meaning through multi-coloured pattern. 

Dacca, the capital of Bangladesh, has been associated with the 

name of kasida. Gold, silver, and wheat-coloured silk thread was used 

to embroider fine muslins in highly decorative floral and geometric de-

signs. The ladies of imperial Rome were known to have been very fond 

of it (20:50). Usually, the stitches used were satin stitch and running 

stitches. They were highly ornamental and were also used as handker-

chiefs and scarves by Arabs and Persians in the Middle Eastern countries 

(4:281). Another type of embroidery called chiken was also a favourite 

of the Mughals. In these fabrics, the designs were highly intricate cut-

work, the "cutcuts" edged in buttonhole silken embroidery. Today, none 

of this embroidery exists in its former state. The kasidas have lost 

their refinement, delicacy of design and quality, and the chiken have 

been oversimplified. Both no longer possess the charm and uniqueness 

they once enjoyed. 

On the other hand, a recent development in the domain of embroidery 

is bádla and zari-kaárchob. Fine, handspun gold thread is used to dec-

orate saris and dopattas (shawls) in intricate Indo-Persian, arabesque-

hindo designs. These embroidered saris and fabrics are expensive, since 
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gold is used; and therefore they are used for festivals and ceremonies. 

Applique work is used for kanthas. Appliqués are either worked 

in broad masses, as seen in flags and canopies, or cut up into strips 

and used as ribbon around the design of the kantha. Today, appliqued 

tablecloths, bedspreads, tea cosies, table mats, pillowcases, and even 

dress pieces are done in total appliqué (without being reinforced by 

embroidery or the like). 

Recently, crochet and macrame have been introduced in the towns 

and villages. The women have been effective in producing creative 

designs and art forms. Since neither is a traditional art or craft, it 

will take time for these women to be equally adept at them as they are 

with the kasidas or kanthas. 

Tapestries and Wall Hangings 

The primary purpose of art in Bangladesh has always been utilitar-

ian; textile arts are no exception. Fabrics woven, appliquéd, and em-

broidered have either draped bodies or wrapped and covered objects. 

This is not to say that the textile arts lacked aesthetic beauty. The 

aesthetics of artifacts conformed to the aesthetics of living and were 

not a thing apart; rather, the aesthetic value of the artifacts was 

intensified in context with the everyday living of the people. Wall 

paintings and alpanas served a purpose; kanthas covered and wrapped. 

That pictures should be hung on walls and embroidered textiles act as 

decorative pictures is of recent origin. 

True tapestries and wall hangings are the outcome of the mid-twenti-

eth century. A pioneer in this field is Rashid Chowdhrey. To him. 
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tapestries are the means by which the Bangladeshis can best convey their 

aesthetic expressions. The loom was for the first time used to create 

objects exclusively for aesthetic purposes. Rashid Chowdhrey's tapes-

tries in Plates 31 and 32, pages 133 and 135, show the same peculiar 

virility and tenacity of poetic imagination brought into play by the 

sense of mystery and phantasy inherent in folklore, as seen in the 

kanthas and wall paintings. A product of the twentieth century, "Rashid 

Chowdhrey's poignant, imaginative response to magic, cult, and super-

stition is expressed through compact but propelling magical images which 

make a striking impact on the viewer" (16:4). In 1960, the impact of 

Chowdhrey's tapestries was greatly felt in Bangladesh. Artist-painters 

were enlightened with a new medium. It was the beginning of the artist-

designer-weaver; it was the beginning of tapestries, wall hangings and 

woven sculpture; but most of all, it was the beginning of an appreci-

ation of fibre and textures. 

Textile arts as a pure art form is still in its early stage and has 

hardly touched five percent of the country's artists. Its utilitarian 

aspect still overrides everything else. In art academies and schools, 

other art media are stressed over the textile arts. Rope hangings, 

macrame sculptural pieces, three-dimensional fabric forms, and embroi-

dered hangings are encouraged but primarily on a commercial basis. The 

conventional art media of painting and sculpture are still zealously 

followed and practised by art academicians and students alike. Now that 

western twentieth century art has been looking to the East for inspira-

tion, perhaps Bangladesh, like the other eastern countries, will realize 
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the wealth in its textile arts. There is much scope for textile arts 

to blossom. There is a great deal of aesthetic emotion waiting to 

explode through the textile medium; and, given the opportunity, Bangla-

desh artist-designer-weavers can rock the world of textile arts with 

works of art as profound as the kanthas and wall paintings and as ex-

quisite and skillful in craftsmanship as the muslins and Jamdanis. 

Textile Proper - Apparel and Domestic Use 

Textile arts have always been a part of Bangladeshis' everyday 

living, and almost every house in the rural areas possesses a loom. 

According to Dr. Syed Ali Ahsan, Professor of Bengali Literature, Chitta-

gong University, the symbolism of textiles is made sacred by tradition; 

for in the Rig Veda and the Upanishads, the universe is envisioned as a 

fabrlc woven for the gods. Imagery of the loom is a feature of Bangal-

desh's poetic tradition. Day and night are said to spread light and 

darkness over the earth as weavers throw a shuttle on the loom (27:31). 

With such romantic imagery, it follows that the only natural medium of 

artistic expression should be the loom—and so it is. Artistic expres-

sion has always turned to textile fabrics for apparel and domestic use, 

so that the body and the object concerned become moving aesthetic ex-

periences to the viewer. Thus, instead of these "paintings" adorning 

walls, they have for the past centuries adorned the human body. 

Textile fabrics have been grouped into two classifications ac-

cording to the artistic treatment fabricated on them, namely: 

1. Artistic treatment while on the loom. 

2. Artistic treatment subsequent to the loom. 
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Artistic Treatment While on the Loom 

Cotton 

According to John Irwin, India was the original home of cotton 

(30:4). Previously, in Bangladesh there were two cotton crops (winter 

and summer) yearly. The cotton grown were Grossypim herbaceum and 

Grossypium neglectum (13:15). 

Dacca cotton and Dacca thread had characteristics quite unique 

and distinct from other foreign yarn, such as European or American. 

One notable difference was that while the latter yarns swelled when 

bleached, Dacca spun thread shrank and became stronger (21:281). This 

was a very determining factor in the spinning of the famed Dacca muslin. 

Also, moisture in the air gave the Dacca yarn a flexibility which en-

abled it to be woven very closely and tightly without breaking. 

The muslins are woven on pit looms with throw shuttles and oc-

casionally fly shuttles. The peculiarity in the weaving process is 

that the warp has more thread than the woof. In the past, the value 

of a piece of muslin was judged by the length and number of threads in 

its warp as compared with its weight. The greater the number of 

threads and the less weight of the fabric, the higher the price. Mr. 

Aminul Islam, Director Bangladesh Cottage Industries, states that in 

the olden days, one popular method of testing the fineness of the muslin 

was to see whether the piece of cloth could pass through a lady's ring. 

It was no wonder that muslins were given names like abrawan or "running 

water"; for if placed in a stream they could scarcely be seen: baft-

hána or "woven air"; because if thrown in the air, they would float like 
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a cloud: and shab-nam or "evening dew"; for if placed on wet grass they 

could hardly be seen. But the best muslins were the mulmul khâs—the 

king's muslin. These usually measured one by ten yards and contained 

one thousand to eighteen thousand threads in the warp. The weaver 

spent at least five months at the loom and could weave only during the 

rains when the moisture enabled the thread to be woven (21:282). Today, 

since most cotton is imported and hardly any is grown, the fine quality 

muslins of the past are no longer woven. 

Plate 10 shows a good quality muslin sari which is woven by the 

weavers today. It is gossamer-like if compared to other fine cotton 

fabrics, yet its fineness cannot equal those muslins of the past. This 

is not to say that the weavers of today are less skillful or less cre-

ative; on the contrary, the saris in Plates 11 and 12 and Plate 26, 

page 111 are works of artists with subtle creative sensibilities. The 

designs are fused into the texture of the fabric so that there is no 

harshness of lines. Plate 26c seems to have captured the twinkling 

jewels of sunlight. Plate 11 is the sun's rays fused within the clouds 

of a monsoon morning, and Plate 12 is the sunset in her various moods. 

These weaver-artists could produce as fine a muslin as their an-

cestors if they were supplied with the same Dacca yarn, for the fine-

ness of the fabric depends on the material used to weave it. Today, 

the weavers weave one hundred to one hundred-twenty counts of yarn in-

to cloth. Previously they used one hundred-twenty to one hundred-forty 

counts. Bangladesh still is the only country in the world where one 

hundred-twenty counts of yarn are handwoven. 
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Plate 10. Gold cotton muslin sari (4 feet 
by 18 feet). Early twentieth century, Dacca 
(collection of Mrs. Jalaluddin Ahmed). Sari has 
handspun gold thread woven into the design. 
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Plate 11. Handwoven cotton/silk muslin Jamdani sari, 
loom embroidered with handspun gold thread. Early twentieth 
century, Demra, Dacca District, Bangladesh (collection of 
Mrs. Jalaluddin Ahmed). Part of the border of the sari. 
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Plate 12. Cotton/silk handwoven Jamdani sari (4 feet 
by 18 feet). Twentieth century, Demra, Dacca District, 
Bangladesh (collection of Mrs. Fatema Salam). Sari has 
gold handspun thread which has been loom embroidered. The 
traditional Indian swastika motif has undergone Persian 
influences and has been abstracted into a floral motif. 
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The Jamdani or figured muslins are spoken of as the "chef-d'-oeure" 

of the Bangladesh weaver and are the most artistic fabric produced. In 

fact, they can be called loom tapestries rather than fabrics for gar-

ments (Plates 11, 12, 13, and 26). The dominant features of these art-

works are their indisputable designs which have been accepted as being 

Persian in origin. The mellowed backgrounds set off the jewelled de-

signs, inspired by the floral and geometric designs of Persian carpets, 

jewelry, enamel, and architecture (21:351). The ends or pallou of 

Jamdani saris (Plate 13) usually have large bold geometric designs, and 

the field picks up a motif from the pallou and creates a melody of 

rhythm, tone, and harmony. The border of the sari is a combination of 

the field and pallou and maintains the continuous colour and mood of 

the fabric, just as in a musical symphony (Plate 11). 

Demra, some thirty miles from Dacca, is the Jamdani village where 

every hut houses sensitive artists. Khás-nagar Dighi near Sotiargoan 

is the seat of Jamdani education. This little village, almost sur-

rounded by the many rivers of Bangladesh, has been bestowed with an 

unusual woven landscape where land and water, night and day are crea-

tions of form, design, and colour. These the people see, feel, and 

live; and what could be more natural than to weave these elements into 

garments to drape their outer selvesl 

Another fabric which resembles the Jamdani at times in fineness of 

fabric quality as well as motifs are the bhiti cotton saris of Dacca. 

To quote Mr. Abdus Sajed, Proprietor, Benaras Silk House, the word 

bhiti is derived from the original phrase "Dacca Beauty." These 
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Plate 13. Handwoven cotton Jamdani sari 
with gold threads (4 feet by 18 feet). 1974, 
Demra, Dacca District, Bangladesh (collection 
of Andrew Davis, Lubbock, Texas). One of the 
varieties of Dacca flowered muslin. Part of 
a pallou, showing a highly geometricized tree 
of life with stylized flowers and fruits off -
centred in yellow, white and red. 
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extremely fine cotton saris have delicate coloured borders, sometimes 

in gold and silver. Coloured ornaments enamelled in soft muted tones 

are woven into the pallou, the border, and sometimes the field of the 

sari. The design forms are linear and bear close resemblance to the 

marble jewelled inlay work found in Mughal architecture and artifacts 

(Plate 14). Even with their fine texture, intricate motifs and bor-

ders, and vigorous and vital patterns, the saris are subordinate to 

the Jamdanis both in colour and design. In the bhitis, pattern is used 

to break up the colour mass, enhancing its interest. It is very rare 

that designs form the focal point. The bhitis, like the muslins and 

Jamdanis, are woven on throw shuttle pit looms employing eighty to one 

hundred counts of yarn. The muslins and Jamdanis, on the other hand, 

have counts of yarn ranging from eighty to one hundred-twenty. 

Very similar to the bhitis in design and colour are the Tangail 

saris of Tangail (Plate 15). The colours and patterns employed in these 

saris seem similar to the bhitis at first, and a novice of handloom 

saris may at first be unable to distinguish between the two. On close 

scrutiny, one would note that the decorative motifs of the Tangail 

saris are more geometric and highly stylized. The colours and symbols 

are clearly defined, contrasted, and drawn from the background of 

village life. These táath saris, as they are sometimes called, are 

also finer in textural quality and closely woven, employing sometimes 

nearly one hundred-twenty counts of yarn. In comparison, the bhiti 

saris have a more open textural effect. 

Other cotton fabrics are produced in Pabna, such as dhoti and 
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Plate 14. Handwoven cotton bhiti sari 
(A feet by 18 feet). Twentieth century, 
Tangail (Pabna Stores, Dacca). Traditional 
loom embroidered leaf and boti design. 
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Plate 15. Handwoven cotton sari with 
traditional boti-o-barfi design. Twentieth 
century, Tangail, Bangladesh (Pabna Stores, 
Dacca). 
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thâan for shirts, pajamas, lungis, dresses, and blouses as well as plain 

saris with coloured borders. Narshindi fabrics and the all popular 

nilambori (stars of night) are also favourites with weavers and wearers. 

Any dark grey, blue, and black sari with ornamented designs, be it a 

Jamdani, muslin, brocade, Tangail or bhiti, is called nilambori. The 

darkness of the blues and greys sets the mood for the sparkling, woven, 

encrusted, coloured jewels. 

Baburháat saris have not been mentioned very much. Yet the taáth 

(looms) were famous in the time of the British, and Baburhaat was called 

the second Manchester. Till today, some saris of very unique colour com-

binations are seen quite frequently in the market. Baburháat saris 

display the sense of colour of the Bangladeshis, and the sari serves as 

the means to use colour contrasts and harmonies with the rhythm of the 

wearer's movements. 

Silk 

Brocades are the most gorgeous and highly decorative of the Bangla-

desh saris. Ancient texts have stated that they were originally fabrics 

spun of pure gold and silver, after which silver-silk was added to give 

colour and body to the fabric (21:358). Thus, their weight depended on 

the amount of gold used: the greater the weight, the higher the price. 

These thick, silken fabrics are so manipulated that the patterns are 

distinct from or supplementary to the weft, and woven onto the surface 

ground. 

The root of brocade is similar to "broach," which means "to stab or 

transfix," and refers directly to the needlelike spools that carry the 
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pattem threads. These, which are thrust by hand between the warp, 

execute the pattem. The Jamdani uses a similar process. Brocades of 

pure silken floss, threaded heavily with gold and silver, are called 

kinkhabs or kamkhabs, as they are known correctly—meaning "little 

dreams" (kam = little, khwab = dream) (21:361). 

Plate 16 and Plate 29, page 125, are examples of some fine kam-

khabs or minatashi (enamelled fabrics), as they are sometimes called. 

A good brocade or any other textile art is woven poetry. For it need 

not follow that, in the scheme of colours adopted, the leaves in a 

floral design need be green any more than the flowers and fruité must 

of necessity originate at their true positions botanically. The aim 

of the Bangladeshi weaver is to secure effect and feeling. Thus, 

flowers and leaves, animals and birds, and shapes are treated so as to 

achieve an aesthetic beauty. Perhaps the most striking feature of 

Bangladesh textiles may be said to be the masterly treatment of colour 

in which response and balance are invariably complete, examples of 

r 
which can be seen in Plate 12 and Plate 30, page 130. 

Sir George Birdwood says: 

When the same form is used all over a fabric, 
the interchange of light and shade, and the 
effect of alternation, are at once obtained by 
working the omament alternately in two tints 
of the same colour. Each object or division 
of an object is painted in its own proper colour, 
but without shades of the colour or light and 
shade of any kind, so that the ornamentation 
looks perfectly flat and laid out like a mosaic 
in its ground. It is in this way that the 
natural surface of any object decorated, is 
maintained in its integrity. This, added to 
the perfect harmony and distribution of the 
colouring, Is the specific charm of Indian 
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Plate 16. Kamkhab or minatashi tissue brocade sari 
(4 feet by 18 feet). Late nineteenth century, Dacca 
(collection of Mrs. Jalaluddin Ahmed). Pure silk ground 
with gold border and floral spray outlined in gold thread 
and filled in with pure silken thread—all loom embroidered. 
The fineness of the half silk/gold ground allows one to see 
the border design beneath the first layer of fabric. 
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and Oriental decoration.generally. 

This description fits Bangladesh textiles most appropriately. In 

Plates 16, 17, 23, 24, 26, and 30 each motif has been woven or painted 

"in its own proper colour" without shades of light and dark; the orna-

mentation looks extremely two-dimensional, flat, and laid out like the 

resplendent mosaics in their ground. 

Silken enamelled fabrics known as kathan are one of the most popu-

lar fabrics for festive occasions. Similar to the brocades in design 

and colour, these fabrics are made of pure silk with some gold, silver, 

and coloured silken thread to enhance the motif and design. But there 

are some which employ only silken thread for the motifs and background 

known as resham kathan or fancy kathan; the designs are usually on the 

border of the saris and on the pallou. Then there are kathans in 

doriya or stripes, charkhana or checks, are-doriya or diagonal, and 

kanjaredar or zigzag, having the most fascinating and unusual colour 

schemes. The coloured threads are fixed on the warp and weft, and 

weaving produces the respective designed colours. 

Rajshahi has for many years been producing three varieties of 

silks, namely, garud (pure mulberry silk of exquisite quality for 

kathans, printed saris, and fabrics); endi (creamy white and off-white 

uneven silk, less shiny and inferior to the garud, handspun by crude 

chaklis and used for men's apparel, chaddar and dresses); and the motka, 

a golden yellow silk. These are woven in stripes, checks or diagonal 

fabrics and sometimes chaddars. Some of these are double woven and 

called dhupchaya, a two-coloured fabric (say, green and yellow) woven in 
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such a way that the weft threads of the two surfaces are not absolutely 

distinct. The result of this technique makes the green look as though 

it is shot In yellow and vice versa. Owing to the rough texture of the 

motka silk, both the yarn and woven fabric have very interesting qual-

ities; they are never completely uniform in colour or smooth in texture 

and, thus, the fabrics are always interesting and unusual. Yarns of 

motka silk would make exquisite tapestries. 

Printed Rajshahi silk and Dacca print on Rajshahi silk is always 

in great demand (Plate 17, and Plate 30, page 130). The silk used is 

usually garud, for the fine quality of the fabric takes the prints very 

brilliantly. 

Mixed media 

If muslins can be appropriately called mulmul khas, then the cotton 

Benaresi is most definitely ranir shari or "queen's sari." On a muslin 

background resplendent and enchanting patterns of white and coloured 

silk are woven to garb the body, the way the mosaic tiles and the stucco 

work decorate and ornament the walls of Islamic architecture (Plate 18). 

Truly, the cotton Benaresis can only have been visualized by a Muslim 

mind, and quite appropriately, for they are produced by the Muslims of 

Demra and Shonargaon. Like the Jamdanis and brocades, the cotton 

Benaresis are woven on throw shuttle pit looms. The same weavers al-

ternate between weaving the cotton Benaresis and the Jamdanis and 

brocades. Yet these fabrics have an aesthetic appeal quite their own. 

The cotton Benaresi can relate its ancestry to the himroos of 

Aurangabad. The designs and motifs used for these saris are original 
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Plate 17. Pure silk handwoven and blockprinted sari 
(4 feet by 18 feet). Twentieth century (1960-1965), 
Rajshahi (collection of Mrs. Fatema Salam). 
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PlatelS. Cotton/silk cotton Benaresi. 
Twentieth century (1960-1965), Demra, Dacca 
District, Bangladesh (collection of Mrs. Taj 
Salam). Handwoven sari, the ground of which 
is woven in half cotton and half silk. The 
loom embroidered decorative pattern is done in 
silken floss. 
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Benaresi designs, brought by the Muslim immigrants from Benares to 

Muslim Bangladesh or East Pakistan. The fine muslin is enhanced by 

the silken threads of the pattern and vice versa. For only the exqui-

site muslins can carry the richness of the silken jewels and carry them 

well. The light-coloured embroidery glistens against its background 

and creates optical illusions of insubstantiality; for in reflecting 

light and sheen, it dissolves the background on which it is woven and 

depicts a floral phantasy—the subject matter of every Muslim's mind 

(Plates 18 and 19). 

Dacca still produces fabrics that consist of alternate stripes of 

cotton and muga silk, i.e., cotton and good quality silk. Like the 

himroos of Aurangabad, these facrics, called Azizullah and aj iji, are 

also the direct result of the Mughal rulers and patrons of Bengal. The 

statement that the Muslims did not wear pure silk for religious pur-

poses and thus had cotton/silk fabrics woven for themselves may have 

resulted in the development of these fabrics, according to Mr. Aminul 

Islam, Director of B.S.I.C; but a more valid reason is perhaps the out-

come of the effect of such an endeavour in the realm of textiles. 

The cotton Benaresis, Azizullah, and ajiji portray the Islamic con-

ception of beauty and design—the idea that form, be it a human or ob-

ject, could be "dematerialized" and enhanced and, thus, ultimately made 

to become part of the aesthetic ideal which decorates them. It is not 

difficult to visualize a Mughal lady draped from head to toe with rows 

and fields of lustrous floral and omamented motifs, till she no long-

er looks real but is a walking vision of the heavenly paradise, of a 
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Plate 19. Cotton/silk cotton Benaresi. 
Twentieth century (1960-1965), Demra. Dacca 
District, Bangladesh. Decorative pattem 
similar to Islamic inlays and stucco work. 
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"garden beneath which rivers flow" (Quran). 

Very recently, production of a number of fabrics called art silk 

(artificial silk) has begun. Imported synthetic yarns are woven in tex-

tile mills and are either block printed, screen printed, or roll print-

ed. Owing to the increase in price of pure silk fabrics, the art silks 

are quite in demand. 

At the same time, polyester-cotton, rayon, tetlon, and the like 

are also recent contributions of the textile mills. Because of their 

functional advantages, these fabrics are not rejected; but prices are 

high, and so they are the privilege of the middle and upper class peo-

ple. The prints are extremely westernized, and the dyes and colour 

schemes are totally non-Bangladeshi. 

Tribal fabrics 

Tribal weaving has always been entirely the work of women who, as 

part of their domestic duties, weave fabrics for their families. These 

fabrics have been categorized under "tribal fabrics," simply because the 

structure of the looms on which they are made, as well as the processes 

employed in working them, have remained unchanged for generations, even 

though they are outmoded. 

These looms exist in large measures in Sylhet, up in the Hill Tracts 

of Chittagong, in Rangamati, as well as in parts of Cox's Bazaar. And 

they continue to do so; because, apart from the fact that they are the 

simplest and crudest, they are also the cheapest and the most effective 

units capable of producing a wide range of varieties and designs, some 

of which may be difficult to evolve in the more modern looms. 
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The tribal looms are always body looms or loin looms (Plate 20a). 

These simple fixtures are easily portable, for they are nothing more 

than two bamboo poles, where the weft is actually threaded by hand for 

interlacing the warp. The great advantage in this method of weaving 

is the unlimited scope the looms offer for free designing. The breast 

cloth of the women of Rangamati and their artistic shawls all bear tes-f' 

timony to the varieties in design (Plate 21). The tribal, or hill peo-

ple as they are sometimes called, weave short width fabrics, owing to 

the nature of the loom. These are woven in cotton yarn using strong 

primary colours, ornamented with bold geometric forms, horizontal bands, 

lozenges, and designed in heavy textured tribal weaves. Most of the 

time, they are woven in attractive coloured stripes and other times in 

plain backgrounds with ornamented motifs, or in checks. 

Due to the great demand for tribal cloths, throw shuttle pit looms 

are being used by the women, and occasionally tribal men are also being 

employed in small cottage industries. The pit looms have produced sim-

ilar fabrics; yet one can note the difference in aesthetics in both types 

of fabrics. The ingenuity of these people, which is depicted in their 

loin looms, is missing in the fabrics woven at the pit looms. The fab-

ric of the pit looms is more stereotyped and contrived. It is indeed 

fortunate that the policy of the government of Bangladesh has been one 

of non-interference in tribal life and culture, with the result that 

these people have been free to choose their way of coping with their 

social, religious, and economic lives. It can be hoped that these lit-

tle body looms will find a place in the homes of each Bangladeshi fam-

ily, so that every house may have bands of tapestries clothing their 
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Plate 20a. A Chakjna girl from the Chitta-

gong Hill Tracts working on a backstrap of body 
loom. 

Plate 20b. A 
village woman working 
on a simple throw 
shuttle pit loom. 
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Plate 20c. A young girl 
working at home on a fly shuttle 
pit loom. 

Plate 20d. An artist-weaver at work on 
a frame tapestry loom with two harnesses. 
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Plate 21. Chakma shawl (2 feet by 5 feet). Twentieth 
century (1950-1952), Rangamati, Chittagong Hill Tracts. 
Handwoven on a loin or body loom in the Chittagong Hill 
Tracts. Dyes used are vegetable dyes and stains in strong 
primary colours. Traditional design of striped bands 
omamented in parts with lozenges and triangles have been 
used. Yarn used is handspun. 
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lives. 

Artlstic Treatment Subsequent to the Loom 

Dyeing 

Tie-dyeing or cunari is the most elaborate process of dyeing fab-

rics by hand (i.e., without subjecting the fabric to any foreign stamp, 

block, or brush). In Bangladesh, this process is quite an innovation. 

Fabrics have been dyed since antiquity, mostly in one plain colour, or 

sometimes in two or three colours. Usually the saris and lungis, the 

chief garments of Bangladesh, would have the body dyed in one plain 

colour and a contrasting border dyed in another. Some fold-dyeing and 

zigzag dyeing were and are also done; but as the Director of Rupam In-

dustries, Mrs. Ahmed states, these were and are not as popular as the 

printed and painted fabrics for which Bangladesh has been famous. Most 

of these dyed fabrics are being used for saris and shirts, but these 

are still a new form of design pattem which is hard for the general 

population to accept. 

On the other hand, Mrs. Ahmed states that batik printing can be 

said to be an extended form of the wax resist, prevalent in Bangladesh 

for thousands of years. Highly sophisticated and intricate patterns, 

usually highly abstracted, are "dyed" on the ground of the fabrics. This 

new technique of dyeing whole fabrics with or without borders has revi-

talized old traditional design patterns with new effects. 

Printing and fabric printing 

Bangladesh, previously East Bengal, was renowned in India for her 
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famous printed and hand painted fabrics. Dacca cháapa saris were worn 

by Hindu heroines while they enticed and pursued their lovers. The fol-

lowing anecdote was told by Rashid Chowdrey: Radha went to fetch Krish-

na from the village belles wearing a gossamer sari painted with flowers 

the colours of the rainbow. The amorous Krishna was so enchanted by 

the garden of colours which surrounded his betrothed that he shook all 

his seducers and reveled once more in the arms of Radha. The gossamer 

sari could have only been the famous muslins of Dacca, hand painted by 

the equally famous Dacca cháapadar or printers. There are many such 

fascinating tales revealing the fact that Bangladesh printers and fab-

ric painters were equally famous in India and outside. 

Block printing is of high antiquity in India and may have origin-

ated there (21:139). Dacca block printers throughout Indian history 

have supplied the kings with mellowed fabrics energized by the col-

oured painted and printed ornamentation. Actually, no Indian textiles 

have survived to indicate the initial date of this craft. But records 

have been found in some sculptures, in paintings, and in Egyptian prin-

ted cottons and textiles dating from the Roman Period which show Indi-

an, rather than Bengali, influence (21:139). 

Most of the printing today is done in Dacca, Rajshahi, and Pabna. 

Wooden blocks are carved by crude tools to the depth of about one-third 

of an inch. Holes are often cut through the blocks to allow air to es-

cape. This procedure allows the dye to penetrate to all the parts with-

out danger of air bubbles. Occasionally, iron wire or iron strips may 

be set in the block to give the pattern. Fabrics for printing undergo 

special preparation, after which they are laid on a heavily padded 
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bench. The printer squats in front, with the dye in a pan or an earth-

en vessel at his side. In this vessel is a frame which is covered with 

a padded cloth of single or double thickness which is saturated with 

colour. The blocks, before they are stamped, are pressed onto the pads. 

Where areas are to be printed a solid colour, the blocks are cut and 

filled with a fibrous mass, which takes the fluid dye better than the 

smooth wood. For the coloured borders, paired blocks are used. The 

coarser cotton fabrics are either plain dyed or stamped, and this in-

dustry is still quite prevalent throughout the country, although fac-

tory made cloth has largely replaced the handmade. 

Previously, the pattern on the sari was usually printed around the 

waist area of the sari—the pallou area which is thrown over the head 

and the skirt area at the bottom. These prints were in the form of 

"borders." Plate 22a shows a block print for the border of a sari. The 

effect of these borders is to frame the important dimensions of the body 

while chiselling the form to give it a rich three-dimensional form. Ar-

eas like the waist, the skirt, and the head were emphasized with orna-

mentation and contrasted with the rounded plain forms of arms, breasts, 

hips, and legs. Plate 22b shows the different ways the borders would 

frame a woman's body. 

Bengal fabrics on the loom have always been woven for draping and 

sculpturing the body. The fabrics are woven in the required shapes and 

sizes and rarely cut into garments that fit the body. It is perhaps 

these circumstances that have given birth to the incongrous indiffer-

ence to European clothes. Perhaps that is why western fabrics and 
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Plate 22a Handwoven and blockprinted Rajshahi silk 
sari. Mid-twentieth century (1950-1955), Rajshahi. Hand 
blocked sari in the traditional kalka design with the tree 
of life printed in blue within. Commercial dyes have been 
used. 
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Plate 22b. Three traditional ways of draping the sari. The 
borders of the sari accent and sculpt the shoulders, waist, hips and 
legs. View A shows the sari draped in the traditional way (mostly in 
villages and small towns) . View B shows the sari draped by women in 
iiiajor cities, and View C depicts the sari draped by all women. 
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prints have never been able to meet the requirements of the sari (the 

garment of the women) or the lungi (the apparel of the men). Plates 

23 and 24 most probably are prints used for lungis for women. 

The beauty of Bangladesh prints is that they improve with use, be-

coming brighter and more beautiful each time they are washed (21:139). 

, But' their real attraction lies in their colour, for this is what first 

strikes a beholder. Lovely rich tones of rose, from full crimson to 

delicate shell pink; purple fading to palest lilac; blue of the soft-

est, richest, and fullest hues, to which rich green and citron yellow 

(though these fade in time) were added originally and even now (Plates 

17, 23, 24, 27, and 30). Today, owing to the usage of aniline dyes, 

Bangladesh "chaapa," and "chintzes" no longer have their unique colours, 

though occasionally one may fine some traditional printers using the 

traditional dyes (Plate 32). Mr. Zainul Abedin felt that the introduc-

tion of aniline dyes, screen prints, textile industries, and manmade 

fibres have all helped, to a great extent, to bring about the dovmfall 

of this great art. 

Yet, the aesthetic quality which these age old traditional prints 

have is not lost on a great number of people. For many fashionable wo-

men still patronize these gifted artisans, and not without reason. The 

designs of the prints are not just wide and exotic, displaying in pro-

fusion flowers and figures of bewildering variety; for one finds that, 

in addition to the broad decorative effect of colour and the subtle and 

Intricate design (Plates 23 and 24), the whole thing has a wonderful 

added beauty of minute and exquisite detail. The spaces which seemed 

one flat sweep of colour are in fact nothing of the sort; rather, the 
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Plate 23 Block print fabric reinforced 
by hand paint, probably for lungis (reproduced 
from Tamezo Osumi's book, Printed Cottons of 
Asia. A very unusual design with stem of plants, 
dragons, roosters and flowers. Here one notices 
the Indo-Persian blend of motifs; the dragon may 
have been a natural evolution from some arabesque 
device that had become tiresome to the artisan's 
creative imagination. It could also be a motif 
introduced by Genghis Khan and his Mongols. The 
mellowed yet rich madders enhanced with pale 
indigo are typical of the colours used by Bangla-
desh printers. 
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Plate 24 Religious block print design 
(reproduced from Tamezo Osumi's book, Printed 
Cottons of Asia. The Dharma-cathra or the 
wheel of Law would make this a religious print 
and probably not a commercial design. The two 
peacocks with snakes in their beaks are sjmibols 
of victory over earthly matter. The origin of 
the print could be around the far southeast 
part of Bangladesh near Chittagong or the Hill 
Tracts. The popular indigo of the Chittagong 
Hill Tracts and the red dye, Rangach (morinda 
angusti folia, Roxb), have been used. 
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whole tlnted surface is built up of a wonderfully delicate patterning, 

though so subsidiary to the general scheme that it does not interfere 

with it at all. Each leaf and each flower are full of tiny markings or 

shadings, sometimes corresponding to the veinings found in Nature, and 

at other times seemingly inconsequent and only added to fill and break 

up the surfaces. 

The complex process of dyeing, printing, waxing, and hand-painting 

along with the numerous soakings, washings, and beatings which alter-

nate with each process, plus the preparation of the colours, make us 

wonder how the method was originally discovered and how it has survived 

today practically unaltered through the succession of two thousand years. 

The Bangladesh designer was and is influenced by a varied cultural 

history. According to Dr. Syed Ali Ahsan, the rich indigenous Brahmin 

and Hindu cultures were affected by early Assyrian and later Greek in-

fluences; by the Pathan invasion and traders who brought Islamic tra-

ditions; by the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century which brought 

a Chinese influence; and by Tamerlane's invasion at the end of the 

fourteenth century, which renewed contact with Persia and the Arab world. 

The result was that by the turn of the sixteenth century the tastes of 

the people of the Indo-Pak-Bangladesh subcontinent had been repeatedly 

broadened and renewed, and their designs became more animated and vig-

orous. As Tamezo Osumi has said about Indian prints, "long experience 

and much trial and error had developed a sureness of eye and delicacy 

of execution that seems far freer than it actually is" (15:18). This 

statement can be applied to Bangladesh prints; for in them there also 
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is a definite control of order within chaos. This oráer is based on 

the five principles of repetition, alternation, adjustment, develop-

ment, and synthesis (15:18). 

In repetition, the re-use of a single motif increases the effect 

of the shapes by creating a new emphasis on the pattem of the spaces 

created in between, and thus establishes a rhythm (See Plates 13, 17, 

27, and 30). It brings to mind the basic pattern of human life, the 

repetition of the cycle of days, seasons, and years—a constant theme 

of interest to the Bangladeshi artist. Next, is the universal quality 

found in Bangladesh art of alternation of two or more rows of forms or 

colours. This can become complex in a profuse design as seen in Plates 

23 and 24. By adjustment and development, the artist allows the colours 

to grow and achieve full strength or fade out; thus, time becomes a 

part of the design providing movement and energy (Plate 30). Last, there 

is the concept of synthesis by which the structure of the pattem is 

pulled together, either by a dominant colour or form, or as Mr. Zainul 

Abedin pointed out, in most cases by the irreplaceable'border. The 

borders of the saris, bedspreads, mats, and wall hangings consolidate 

and control the movement, rhythm, and tranquility of the pattern. These 

prints draped around the body energize the form and complete the move-

ments of the living form, without running away or all over it. The bor-

der is the hand which controls these prints by its powerful intricate 

design (Plate 11 and Plate 29, page 125). 

A great many of the traditional chintz fabrics are being made; and 

yet, owing to lack of proper patronage, dyes, and demand, they have 
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become a disappearing art. Today, the block prints (Plate 27, page 117 

and Plate 30, page 130) are only reminiscent of the old; they cannot 

compare in design or colour. They are the products of a twentieth 

century society where age old aesthetics have been thrown aside for 

new ones by a race of people who, instead of following their ancient 

artistic traditions, have had to fulfill the desires of a cross cul-

tural society—of a society composed of two conflicting and opposing 

civilizations—the twentieth century urban Bangladeshi society. 

Summary 

It was necessary to organise and present the findings of the re-

searched relevant literature of Bangladesh textiles. In order to ac-

qulre complete data, a study was made of Bengal textiles, East Paki-

stan textiles and current Bangladesh textiles. 

Background material was viewed and classified in the following 

areas: 

1. History of textiles, concentrating on the geographical and 

cultural hegemony over the media and form of artistic ex-

pression, and Bangladesh's past accomplishments in the dif-

ferent fields of textlle arts. 

2. The major areas in textile arts in Bangladesh, namely; 

kanthas, tapestries, wallhangings, and textiles for apparel. 

3. Artistic treatment of textile fabrics while on the loom and 

of those subsequent to the loom. 

The entire study was based on books written by authorities on 

Bengal textiles (comprising both the East and West). Inferences and 
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deductions made by the ŵ riter were based on past and present stages of 

the textile arts in Bangladesh and were verified on most occasions by 

the art experts of the country. The study was also accompanied by 

lllustrated examples of the textile arts of the country. 



CHAPTER V 

TREATMENT OF SELECTED TEXTILE WORKS OF NINETEENTH 

AND TWENTIETH CENTURY BANGLADESH DEPICTING THE 

DIFFERENT CULTURAL/RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 

The cultural society of Bangladesh today is the result of three 

major and one minor religious codes and philosophies: Hindu, Buddhist, 

Islamic, and Christian, in that order. Today as an Islamic state, 

Islam dominates every sphere of life, yet that is not to say that the 

impact of the other three religious philosophies is not detected in the 

cultural llfe of the people. 

Prior to the third century, Bangladesh was a totally Hindu nation. 

From the third century, Buddhist cultural motifs played an important 

part in the lifestyle of the people. From the fifth century till the 

Pathan invasion in the tenth century, Bangladesh was under rigid Hindu 

and Tantric cultural influences. By the eleventh century, the Muslim 

Pathan kings stationed at Gaur allowed flexibility of design motifs in 

the arts and a general laxity in the rigid orthodox Hindu lifestyle. 

The Mughal kings of the fifteenth century patronized the arts and crafts. 

By the eighteenth century, Bengal was Islamized to a great extént in 

religion and in social and cultural idiom. Islamization of cultural 

life and idiosjmcrasies was stronger in the main cities and urban areas 

which were under direct contact with the Muslim rulers. The rural 

Muslim areas still held onto a great many Hindu motifs. As a result, 

the arts and crafts borrowed forms, design motifs, and expressions 
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freely from each other. The advent of Anglo-European power in Indian 

Bengal in the late nineteenth century introduced occidental naturalism 

and sjnnbols into the Bengali art world. Today, Bangladesh has its leg-

acy in the Hindo-Buddhist and the Occidental; yet above all, the Islamic 

aspect of its national character dominates quite sharply in most of the 

arts, especially textiles. 

In this chapter, three textile examples have been taken from Hindu 

artisans and three from Muslim artisans. In each group the plates in-

clude: 

a. Kantha representing creative aesthetics. 

b. Handwoven sari. 

c. Handprinted or handprinted/painted sari. 

Each plate has been critically analysed; colours, forms, and symbols 

have been traced according to their cultural and aesthetic character. 

The objective of the writer was to illustrate and clarify the interaction 

of religious ideas and motifs in the works of both Hindu and Muslim art-

isans. Plates 31 and 32 (works of twentieth century Muslim art school 

artists) were used to demonstrate some of the changes in the concept of 

textiles in Bangladesh today. The plates also aid the writer in dis-

cussing the impact of the various art styles of the world on the art 

lives of the artist-weavers of today. 

Hindu Textiles: Outside Influences 

Plate 25 shows a work done by nineteenth and twentieth century 

Hindu textile artisans. 
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Kantha Representing Creative Aesthetics 

Plate 25 is of a late nineteenth century sujni kantha (1876-1880) 

from Nawabganj, Rajshahi. It measures three feet by six feet. The 

central lotus circle and the four small lotuses with fan-life stylized 

petals in the four sides of the central square show the close relation-

ship of the kantha design and Yantra (Tantric concept of the Mystic 

Diagram), in which the spiritual core of the universe Is represented by 

a concentric design with a central lotus. The Hindu women in Bengal are 

deeply imbued in their subconscious mind with the basic philosophic con-

ceptions of Vaishnavism, Tantric Hinduism, and the mandala design em-

ployed in most kanthas (26:459). The form of the mandala in Plate 25 is 

occupied by the suggested Satadala padma or hundred petalled lotus. The 

mandala form, on the other hand, is old as the Indus valley civilization; 

the Buddhist Vaishnava and Tantric cultures appear to have merely given 

new interpretations to it and to have introduced minor variations (26: 

459). In short, one can safely assume the mandala form to be of very 

ancient and probably pre-Aryan origin. 

The hundred-petalled lotus is surrounded by a ring of abstracted 

female bodies separated from each other by simplified smaller lotuses. 

The bodies and the arms of the female figures extend the idea of the 

lotus petals and bestow a sophisticated quality to a very simple cir-

cular form. 

Two castles guard the religious lotus, completing the inner rec-

tangle. An interesting feature regarding these two castles is their 

occidental lineament. They seem to be taken from a medieval picture 
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Plate25a. Hindu kantha (3 feet by 5 feet). Late 
nineteenth or early twentieth century, Nawabganj, Rajshahi 
District, Bangladesh (collection of the late Mr. Zainul 
Abedin. 

Plate25b. A closeup of the centre showing the almost 
invariable Satadala Padma. 
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book with knights and courtiers and flying banners. The severe archi-

tectural lines could not be a Hindu or Muslim palace, and the clothed 

figures on the righthand side of the right castle look like Anglicized 

Bangladeshi courtiers. The dress of the other court personages is also 

more Anglicized than Bangladeshi. The faces of the people in the cen-

tral panel of the castles are also more occidental than Indian, Per-

sian, or Bangladeshi. It is quite obvious that Anglo-European influ-

ence during the British dominance in India was felt even in the small 

towns of Bengal. The colours used and the two dieties (probably the 

goddess Kali) on the sides of the two castles are the only Indo-Bengali 

features apparent. 

The whole rectangular picture plane is bordered by a narrow panel, 

highly decorative in the Persian style. The panel consists of rows of 

arches or niches which harbour the tree of life and stylized peacocks. 

The arches are in the Muslim style, very sensitive and delicate, and 

the various trees of life have blooms of different flowers, as seen in 

Persian rugs or in the Indo-Muslim rugs of Mughal India. Some cir-

cular blooms are suggestive of lotuses; another of the Kadamba, Krishna's 

sacred tree; others of carnations—five-rayed stars. The whole con-

cept/form of the Life Tree is a Persian idea which found its way into 

Bangladesh art concepts along with Muslim religion, philosophy, and 

aesthetics (5:28). The peacocks all along the border and the two cen-

tral elephant figures symbolize traditional Hindu thought. The peacock, 

symbol of sovereignty, and the elephant, a manifestational form of the 

god Ganesh (God of Bounty) imply that along with other signs this sujni 
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kantha was made either by a member of a Hindu royal family or for a 

religlous person of royal rank. The overall colours used, red and 

blue, are traditionally Hindu; red is the symbol used for the sky and 

blue for space. The only other colour is yellow-orange, used in the 

castles (yellow symbolized earth). The symbolic use of colour denotes 

earthbound man, helped by the gods, living his destined life in the 

beauties of nature. The central circle of the man guarded by two ele-

phants is the synthesis of this whole idea. 

The overall symbols used in Plate 25 are Hindu, yet the layout of 

design is very Muslim. It is highly symmetrical, a feature usually not 

seen in Hindu kanthas, with a feeling almost of a Persian carpet. The 

sensitive decorative panel extends the mystical/religious quality of 

the central mandala and the two castles on either side become mere 

shapes holding the mystic feeling in place in its central position. 

All three influences—Hindu, Muslim, and Anglo-European—are juxtaposed 

harmoniously to produce a sensitive kantha. 

Handwoven Sari 

Plate 26 is of an early twentieth century cotton Jamdani sari 

from Shonargaon, Dacca District (1920-1930). Plate 26a is the pallou 

of the sari, the remaining end part after the sari has been draped on 

the body, the part which falls over the left shoulder or which covers 

the head. Plate 26b is a closeup of the design in the pallou, and 

Plate 26c shows the field of the sari. 

The Jamdani sari, or the figured muslin as it has been called, 

was one of the chief muslins which were woven both by the Hindu and 
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Plate 26a. White cotton handwoven Dacca muslin sari 
with loom embroidered flowers (4 feet by 18 feet). Early 
twentieth century (1910-1915), Dacca, Bangladesh (collection 
of Mrs. Jalaluddin Ahmed). Pallou of the sari. 
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Plate 26b. Closeup of pallou showing 
kabutar-khop design. This design is similar 
to the decorative mosaic-like hexagon seen in 
Persian architecture. Hexagon has the tara-
buti jhardar within it. 
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Plate 26c. Field of sari showing the loom embroidered 
tara-buti .jhardar and chandas. This design was one of the 
favourite flower designs of the Mughal kings. 
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Muslim weavers for the Mughal princes. The Jamdani was an extended 

version of the all famous Dacca muslins, but the designs from the 

fifteenth century onwards were mostly muslim to suit the sensibilities 

of the Muslim mind. Though the designs of these figured or flowered 

muslins today are mostly of Persian origin, it should be remembered 

that the same muslins were common in Bengal when Megasthenes, the 

Seleucid envoy, lived at the court of Chandragupta during the third 

century B.C. (12:97). Thus, the weaving of the figured muslins must 

be an indigenous craft, even if the designs today are more Persian and 

Muslim than Hindo-Indian. 

The Jamdani sari reproduced in Plate 26 is woven by a Hindu weaver. 

The field of the sari, as seen in Plate 26c, is woven with tara-buti 

jhardar (star-shaped sprigs of flowers) and chandas (circular shapes). 

The star-shaped flower was one of the favourite design motifs of the 

Muslims. The pallou (Plate 26a) has a kabutar-khop (pigeonhole) design 

very similar to the decorative mosaic-like hexagon seen in Persian 

architecture. Plate 26b shows the same hexagon enhanced with a tara-

buti jhardar. However, a very interesting feature is the border on the 

pallou as well as on the bottom and top edges of the sari (Plate 26d). 

The weaver has synthesised Hindu ideas and Muslim motifs in a beautiful 

interplay of colour and form; both have been handled with skill and 

ingenuity so much so that the design can neither be called Hindu nor 

Muslim. It can be said to be a pioneer in the field of Bangladesh 

design. 

The sari has been woven with great gaiety and fun, probably for a 
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Plate 26d. Closeup of the border design. 
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festive occasion like a marriage or religious ceremony (for Eid or some 

Puja). Colours used—red, yellow, and green—are old Indian colour 

symbols of the earth and the sky. Here they have been handled skill-

fully in keeping with the concept of the Muslim panna hazara—a thou-

sand emeralds—in which floral sprays present the effect of hundreds 

of scintillating jewels in settings of gold and silver. In this sari, 

a somewhat similar effect is sought by the weaver with the use of the 

three colours (red, yellow, and green), utilizing colours rather than 

gold and silver to create jewel-like effects. The very gaiety of the 

design and the brightness of the colours in a natural unbleached white 

background create a sparkling, airy quality which is quite unique. The 

Hindu weaver has assimilated Muslim ideas into his or her own and has 

woven an aesthetically pleasing sari which would not only decorate but 

also enhance the figure. 

Handprinted Sari 

Plate 27 is a blockprinted, mid-twentieth century silk sari from 

Dacca (1956-1965). It is an example of a typical handblocked sari as 

seen in sari houses all over Bangladesh. The printer was a member of 

a family of generations of printers. Traditional designs and colours 

were used with little or no change during the years. In fact, any de-

viation from traditional designs in the works of these printers develop-

ed in the slow succession of centuries. 

The sari was printed with three blocks and three colours. The in-

accuracy of the impression of the blocks and the inaccurate matching of 

the colour to the outline make the design appear more elaborate than it 
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Plate 27. Handwoven and blockprinted Rajshahi 
silk sari. Mid-twentieth century (1956-1965), Dacca, 
Bangladesh. Though the traditional design motif of 
peacocks and the Buddhist stupa-like motif and colour 
have been used, the motifs have been Islamized and an 
additional Persian motif of camations added. The 
mosaic-like quality is reminiscent of the tiles in 
Islamic mosques and palaces of Persia and India. 
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actually is. The geometric abstraction of the peacocks, the Buddhist 

stupa-líke (temple) design motif (based on the ground plan of a Bud-

dhist temple), and the carnation within the stupa-like motif seem to 

convey the feeling of the sari as being woven rather than printed. 

The effect of the unmatched block print adds a whimsical quality to the 

rigidness of the overall design. It seems as though the twentieth 

century printer has tried to free himself from the traditional crafts-

man's code and has asserted more freedom in expressing his forms. 

The Indian peacock has undergone a transformation; it has be-

come less of an expressive form and more of a form motif as seen in 

Islamic art motifs. The carnation in the centre of the stupa-like 

floor design is a borrowed Persian floral motif. The central cross 

in the carnation repeated on the ends of each of the outer diamond 

forms carries a religious connotation which is very Hindu. The black 

outline of the stupa-like floor design dominates by virtue of its 

fimn, clear lines, and the peacocks seem to move towards it. On the 

whole, there is a mosaic-like quality as seen in Islamic mosques and 

palaces of Persia and India, but this quality rings a clear Hindu tone. 

Even the very colours of blue and red, coupled with black, are symbolic 

religious colours signifying space and sky, respectively. It wOuld be 

quite safe to conclude that the printer may have been catering to a 

Muslim lady's taste, and yet at the same time has allowed his own 

religious/cultural life to dictate and inspire his aesthetic sensi-

bility. 
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Muslim Textiles: Indigenous and 
Anglo-European Influences 

Plates 28 and 29 are textile works done by Muslim textile art-

isans of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Kantha Representing Creative Aesthetics 

Plate 28 is a reproduction of a late nineteenth century (1886-1896) 

Muslim sujni kantha from Nawabganj, Rajshahi. The inner field has been 

reproduced (original size—two feet, one inch by five feet); unfortu-

nately, the bases of the four trees of life were cut off during repro-

duction. The size of the entire kantha is three feet by five feet, 

ten inches. 

The immediate difference one notices from the Hindu kantha of Plate 

25 is the Muslim kantha's lack of human and animal figures and the lack 

of mystical quality. Instead, there is a poetic quality, a lyrical in-

terplay of colours, form, and space. Rather than conveying a religious 

or sovereign feeling, the Muslim kantha is embroidered solely for the 

concept of art for art's sake and to bestow aesthetic pleasure. 

In the four corners of the kantha are four trees of life, each 

different from the other in form and design. The Life Tree on the bot-

tom left side is a very interesting version of the date palm tree—the 

origin of the Life Tree (5:29). The original head or The Soma (the 

original Horn of the Assyrians), was a fan-like head and cones. The 

Banglacized version of The Soma is of a circular form of multiple Swas-

tikas with curving arms (a favourite motif of the kantha). The origin 

of this Swastika form may have been derived from the original four-armed 
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Plate 28 Muslim sujni kantha (3 feet by 5 feet, 10 
inches) . Late nineteenth century (1886-1896), Nawabganj, 
Rajshahi District, Bangladesh (collection of the late Mr. 
Zainul Abedin. 
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Swastika (pre-Aryan origin) or from the Dharma Chakra (Wheel) employed 

in Buddhist art (26:460). However, the Muslim embroiderer has used 

this for purely aesthetic purposes; no ŝ nnbolic interpretation of an 

idea has urged her creative fingers. Along with the whirling flower 

balls are the leaves of the Bodhi Tree, the sacred tree of the Bud-

dhists. Again, the leaf motifs have been selected for their design 

appeal. 

The Life Tree on the above left side has carnations for blossoms 

along with a central blooming lotus form and bodhi leaves. Here, also, 

one finds the cone or pine motif of the date palm tree used for buds. 

The pine or cone is a conventionalized form of religious symbol of the 

Assyrians and symbolises the renewal and communication of life. When 

it was associated with the flower, the pine or cone became a symbol of 

the Creator and still is in parts of India and Bangladesh. It was and 

is employed in Persian art, in Indian art, and in Bangladesh (5:30). 

Since the kanthas are gifts of love, and offerings of friendship and 

posterity, it would not be wrong to assume that the tree of life and 

the pine (cone) symbols of universal fertility, reproduction, and 

abundance, were introduced into the kantha for decorative as well as 

symbolic reasons. 

The tree of life on the above righthand side has used the Indian 

lotus design for overall blossoms. The lotus is reinforced by buds, 

which are the cones or pines. The Life Tree at the bottom righthand 

side blossoms with carnations and tiny cone-like buds more Persian 

than Indian. Yet in all, the lotuses and carnations, the cones and the 
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buds are typically Bangladeshi, for the Bangladeshi women have in-

terpreted these motifs in the only way they have seen fit—in harmony 

wlth their surroundings. The Life Trees are not Sîmnnetrical like the 

Persian Life Trees of the Mughal Court, nor are they overtly expres-

sively organic. These Life Trees have harmoniously blended sjnnmetry 

and expression into a lyrical melody where expression is tempered to 

achieve aesthetic gaiety and beauty. 

It must be mentioned at this point that, in kanthas, the artisan 

usually embroiders symbols and objects which are both meaningful and 

of physical value to the donor and the beneficiary. The kantha serves 

as a ritual of transference or transformation whereby the traits of 

the symbols and represented objects, through the ritual of depiction, 

characterize and enrich the recipient's life. 

In a Muslim kantha like Plate 28, where hardly any human or ani-

mal symbols are used, the objects and symbols are usually floral, 

abstract, and utilitarian. This particular embroiderer was very taken 

by the massive pine or cone (the significance of which is mentioned 

before) and the kalka, or abbreviated cypress tree of Persian art 

(33:26). This motif was a favourite of the Mughal artisans, and since 

then has found a ready place in Bangladesh. In the two large kalkas 

on the top and bottom of Plate 28, great versatility and originality 

are shown. The numerous little mango-shaped kalkas (mangoes are the 

favourite fruit of the Bangladeshis) all extend the idea of the Life 

Trees in symbolic meaning as well as in design. The kalkas may also 

be a favourite form of design because of their affinity to the shape 
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of the mango fruit. The design-shape may have originated from the mango 

in some cases, but it is more probable that the design form is of 

Persian origin. It should be mentioned that the famous Paisley design 

of Paisley, Scotland, was derived from the kalkas or mango designs of 

India. 

The hundred-petalled lotus form has been abstracted and used quite 

generously all over the field of the kantha. The central lotus circle 

at the bottom above the kalka has a sankha (conch shell) design of 

Hindu origin, whereas the other lotuses are surrounded by several con-

centric rings of knitted design each different from the other. 

The textural forms, which seem alien to this otherwise musical 

artwork, are the seven utilitarian object-forms, namely: the comb, 

house, stove, mat, rice winnower, fan, and plough. These objects sur-

round the central mandala-like figure and create an almost foreign 

tonal change. Even the textural structure is different, for the 

stitches employed are not the dorokkha or double-faced embroidery (in 

which embroidered designs appear on both faces of the kantha) but the 

flat running stitch embroidery of the textile kanthas (as seen in 

Plate 9). 

Many times highly intricate kanthas take many years to finish, and 

if the initial embroiderer dies, another family member takes her place. 

Most probably, this must have been the case regarding this particular 

kantha, for the style of these motifs is different (more in the true 

Hindu style), and they seem to be forced into the little space avail-

able. It may have been that, while the kantha was incomplete, it 
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passed hands and was completed by members of another house. A clear 

conclusion cannot be obtained. However, it can be stated that the 

kantha has been embroidered to some extent in two styles and two tech-

niques—mostly Muslim but partly Hindu. The border is created in a 

traditional Bangladesh floral motif but using the Islamic scroll-like 

interlacing of motifs (brought to Bangladesh probably by the Mughal 

rulers). On the whole, the kantha retains its Muslim essence despite 

the Hindu motifs and symbols used. Here is apparent an Islamic Bang-

lacizing of Hindo-Bengali art. 

Handwoven Sari 

Plate 29 is an example of an exquisite silk tissue brocade woven 

approximately in the late nineteenth century around the Demra area in 

Dacca District. From the seventeenth century till the end of the Mughal 

reign in old Bengal, weavers from Benares were patronized and encouraged 

to settle down in Bengal in order to weave India's "fabric of dreams" 

or the kamkhab. This interweaving of silk threads and fold wires in 

beautiful colours and floral designs produces the most gorgeous and the 

most fascinating of silk fabrics in the Indo-Pak-Bangladesh subconti-

nent before and now. These kamkhabs, both the rupari made with silver 

threads and the sonari (gold threads), often ornamented with a richly 

coloured border, have a very ancient lineage. According to Rustam 

Mehta, the description of Ulysses' rich robe in Homer's Odyssey resem-

bled that of a Benaresi shikargarh (hunting scene) design (12:99). 

To this, Sir George Birdwood adds that the proof of the above fact is 

reinforced by the: 
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Plate 29a. Kamkhab or minatashi (enamelled fabric) 
tissue brocade sari (4 feet by 18 feet). Late nineteenth 
century, Dacca (collection of Mrs. Fatema Salam). Hand-
woven silk sari with a close woven border of handspun gold 
thread and silk. Ground is of silk with motifs of gold 
sprays all over. Sari shows parts of the pallou and border. 
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Plate 29b. The field of the sari showing 
the unique phul-ki-pati (flower petal) compo-
sition. 
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traditional descent of the kincobs of Benaras 
through the looms of Babylon and Tyre and 
Alexandria, from designs and technical methods 
which probably in prehistoric times originated 
in India itself and were known by the Hindus 
already in the times of the Code of Manu and 
before the date of the Ramayana and Mahabharata 
(4:361). 

In the kamkhab brocades, indigenous designs and motifs have been 

quite strong owing to the weavers' socio-religious background and the 

fabric's recent introduction into Bengal (Bangladesh). According to 

Aziz Ahmed, Muslims of artisan and other lower economic classes were 

generally converts from Hinduism and usually retained the bulk of 

superstitions, beliefs, and art motifs even after their conversion. In 

the rural areas, where these weavers usually settled, especially where 

the intellectual influence of the Muslim elite did not penetrate, the 

heritage of old superstitious folk beliefs remained strong (1:163). 

(This is quite apparent in the design motifs of the Muslim kantha re-

produced in Plate 28.) Thus, in parts of Bangladesh the proselytes 

brought their old superstitions, colours, folk forms, and design motifs 

into their new faith. "Their ancient rites and modes of religious 

thought reasserted themselves with an intensity which could not be sup-

pressed" (1:163). Plate 29 can be said to be an illustration of the 

above statement. For in weaving this sari, the Muslim weaver has re-

lied on his/her indigenous sensibility to create this woven master-

piece. Conforming to his Muslim beliefs, he/she has refrained from 

using animal or human forms in any way. The brocade sari may be said 

to conform to the old Indian brocades called chand-tara, "moon and 

stars." But actually it conforms more to the idea of illumination and 
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scintillation, the subject matter of the Muslim artisans. The pecul-

iar composition of the phul-ki-pati (flower petals), seen in plate 29b, 

shows an organisation of forms which is Muslim/Bangladeshi (in that 

order). The spot of green woven in the fold of the petal end, amidst 

the burgundy red of the field seems like an encrusted emerald. The 

same idea was used by the Bangladesh jewellers in making the necklace 

set seen in Plate 6. There is neither the symmetrical organisation of 

Islamic or Persian art nor the asymmetrical quality found mostly in 

indigenous and Hindu art of India. Here the asymmetrical organisation 

takes a somewhat symmetrical quality, yet its very disorganised for-

mation of petal ends and the spot of green tend to lend a unique 

symmetrical/asymmetrical quality—echoing the dual philosophical per-

sonality of a Bangladeshi's mind. 

According to Sir George Watt's classification of kamkhabs, the 

kamkhab sari of Plate 21 could fall in either of two classifications 

of Watt's four catagories for classifying kamkhabs: 

3. The baftans or pot-thans in which the greater 
part is made up of closely woven silk, and 
only selected parts of the design are in gold 
or silver. 

4. Silk gauzes or muslins with certain portions 
of the designs in gold or silver thread or 
with gold borders and end pieces sewn on to 
them (21:281). 

The kamkhab brocade sari of Plate 29 is a silk gauze or muslin 

handwoven sari known also as tanzeb (in Benares and Lucknow), and dec-

orated with woven metallic sprays of flower petals in its field. The 

borders and end-border are woven in thick silver damask-like weave. 
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and have a flowing unusual bel or running scroll worked in the most 

delicate weaves and highlighted in parts by green silken floss (com-

plementary to the red colour of the field). 

The uniqueness of this bel border lies in the successful handling 

of Persian and Indian floral and vegetal motifs to produce a rich and 

sensitive flowing design. The Indian Bodhi leaf and the Persian grape 

ivy leaf flow into and out of each other and are enhanced by bunches of 

grapes, pomegranate flowers, and poppies (common Persian floral motifs). 

The motifs are so successfully integrated and Banglacized that it is 

difficult to distinguish the origin of these motifs. The little 

lozenges and pyramid shapes at the end of the borders are indigenous 

to Indian saris and have been retained in this sari also. 

The beautiful maroon-red colour of the sari is the result of veg-

etable dyes, as is the green floss used for highlighting flowers and 

petals. The sari has been woven for a festive occasion (wedding) 

using colours (red and green) symbolic in Hindu culture and religion 

of happiness, prosperity, and fertility. The kamkhab brocade of Plate 

29 is a unique Bangladesh style evolved from indigenous Bengali idiom 

and from acquired Islamic/Persian cultural/art vocabulary. 

Handprinted/painted Sari 

Plate 30 is a handwoven, blockprinted, and partly handpainted silk 

sari from Rajshahi (1965-1970). The soft, delicate arabesque-like 

lines in rust-brown combined with the green papyrus-like flowers suggest 

^Analysis of floral motifs was obtained by the writer after dis-
cussions with Mr. Zainul Abedin and Mr. Aminul Islam. 
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Plate30. Pure silk handwoven and block-
printed sari (4 feet by 18 feet). Mid-twentieth 
century (1950-1955), Rajshahi (collection of Mrs. 
Fatema Salam). 
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a design of Arabian or Egyptian origin. Yet, the handpainted arabesque-

like lines and the flowers have a definite Bangladeshi feeling, ac-

counted for by the printer's ethnic background. 

The diagonal splayed lines with the abstract flower sprays can be 

said to have twentieth century European influences because of the ab-

straction and ambiguity of the flowers and leaves. The unusual inter-

pretation of the papyrus flowers can only have been conjured by a 

Bangladeshi mind, for the papyrus flower used in other parts of India 

and even in Persia hardly changed much in form from the actual design-

motif. 

The mellowed colouring is the outcome of vegetable dyes skillfully 

used by the printer. The soft gold for the overall field must have 

been suggested by European fabrics; but the fact that it is supple-

mented by rich gold abstracted shapes (blocked) and by opulent green 

and rusty brown arabesque lines clearly suggests an indigenous artist 

at work. 

This sari (Plate 30, page 130) is one of the many produced in 

Bangladesh today. A great number of them have not been able to suc-

cessfully combine the styles and influences as in the above mentioned 

plate. This artist-printer had a keener artistic sense than most and 

was intuitively able to create an original work of art. The writer 

has used this example to show that the potentials are there for artist-

printers to successfully create original twentieth century designs in 

fabrics. Furthermore, if they are given the opportunity to develop 

their artistic education and sensibilities, it would not be too 
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presumptuous to declare that the Bangladesh printer-designers could 

once more boast of their past reputation in the field of textile arts. 

Muslim Tapestries: Hybrid of Eastern 
and Western Influences 

The tapestries of Rashid Chowdhrey, Plate 31 and Plate 32, have 

been cited and studied as examples of the work of a twentieth century 

Bangladesh (Muslim) fine artist. As an artist (painter) in the early 

part of his art career, Chowdhrey never failed to bring into his 

paintings a sense of mystery and phantasy inherent in the Bangladesh 

folk culture through the strength of his poetic imagination. Chow-

dhrey's inherent Bangladeshi-Muslim tradition has been expressed in 

his art works throughout his life. The narrative fairy tales tinged 

with the traditional metaphysical spirit of Hindu folk culture, the 

spiritual feeling inspired by the influence of the Baishnavas of his 

childhood, his inborn love for abstraction and formal design—products 

of his Muslim mind—and his admiration for the German Expressionists 

have given Chowdhrey's tapestries uncommon vitality and stability. In 

a discussion with the artist, the writer was told that the artist's 

interest in his folk culture was strengthened and inspired after his 

formal art education in Paris, where he was exposed to works of Marc 

Chagall, Franc Marc, Emile Nolde, Kandinsky, Rouault, the German 

peasant art, and Otto Dix. 

In both the tapestries, one is aware of Rashid Chowdhrey's re-

sponse to magic, cult, and superstition in the Bangladesh culture, 

which he expresses through compact but propelling magical images. ' 
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Plate 31a. "Life" by Rashid Chowdhrey. 
1968, Chittagong, Bangladesh (artist's personal 
collection). 
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Plate 31b. Closeup of central mandala 
form in "Life". 
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Plate 32. Silk tapestry by Rashid Chowdhrey. 19 72, 
Chittagong, Bangladesh (artist's personal collection). 
The abstracted forms evoke the same sense of mystery and 
phantasy inherent in Bangladesh folklore as seen in the 
kanthas and wall paintings. 
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Though these tapestries are enclosed in a heavy atmosphere of mystery 

and convey a weightless feeling peculiar to dreams, they are not sur-

realistic in their content. Chowdhrey aims not to visualize the sub-

conscious mind but to visualize his imaginative reaction to supersti-

tion, magic, and folklore in a formal design. In Plate 32, page 135, 

the process of irrational juxtaposition of forms is deliberately em-

ployed to recreate through images the folk world of magic and primeval 

fear. Yet his love of folk culture is controlled by his dominant love 

of design, organisation of form, and harmony of dramatic colour, per-

haps due to his Muslim inheritance. 

In both the Plates (31 and 32), Rashid Chowdhrey's jostling forms 

create a pattem in which they whirl and eddy, emerge and retreat, in 

a perpetual dance, rubbing shoulders with each other but never losing 

their sense of harmony. They are afloat in a sense of timelessness, 

producing a haunting rhythm of colour and motion. The whole atmosphere 

of the tapestries is charged with emotion, Islamic in feature. The 

object-motifs derived from superstition, magic, and folklore are the 

end products of the excitement, fascination, and fear of the artist. 

As such, they depict a certain detachment and an eternal remoteness 

rather than recreate the artist's original feelings in the viewer. In 

short, the object-motifs are the artist's objective response, not the 

viewer's subjective stimulus. 

Rashid Chowdhrey's uncanny flair for colour, dramatically tart but 

always subtle, his effective handling of forms and his peculiar objec-

tive/subjective emotion in his work, are the results of his indigenous. 
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Muslim, and Anglo-European personality. It is through this personal-

ity that he has often reached in his work a zenith comparable to that 

of the Bangladesh mystics. 

Summary 

One minor and three major philosophies, namely: Hindu, Buddhist, 

Islamic, and Christian, respectively, have influenced the cultural 

society of Bangladesh. Though Islamic religion and philosophy domi-

nate the other philosophies, especially Hinduism and its offshoots, 

the latter nevertheless have a strong impact on the cultural life of 

the people. 

This chapter has taken the textiles of the two most important 

religious groups, i.e., Muslims and Hindus, and has traced outside in-

fluences in the lives of the respective artisans. Three types of tex-

tiles have been illustrated in each group: kantha showing creative 

aesthetics, handwoven saris, and handprinted or handprinted/painted 

saris. 

The objective of the writer was to illustrate and clarify the in-

teraction of the different cultural/religious ideas and motifs in the 

works of both Hindu and Muslim textile artisans. 

A third categorization of textiles was made under the caption of 

Muslim tapestries, where the writer illustrated a twentieth century 

handling of the textile arts by an art school-trained textile artist, 

Rashid Chowdhrey, and the different influences in his art style. It 

was observed that the twentieth century art school-trained artist bor-

rowed ideas from indigenous Hindu, Muslim, and Anglo-European cultures. 
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After this review of the past and present textiles of Bangladesh, 

it seems appropriate to survey the handloom industries, the source by 

which the majority of the textiles have been created. This investi-

gation will also provide insights into the values of the weavers and 

textile designers and the impact on their textiles. 



CHAPTER VI 

HANDLOOM WEAVING THROUGH COTTAGE INDUSTRIES, SMALL 

INDUSTRIES AND PRIVATE/lNDIVIDUAL WEAVERS 

Handlooms in Cottage Industries 

The importance of textiles in cottage industries of Bangladesh can-

not be overemphasized. A survey of cottage industries in 1962 (Table 2) 

shows that almost fifty-two percent of the people employed in cottage 

industries were employed in textiles, making it the most important cot-

tage industry in Bangladesh. At the same time, the goods produced by 

textile industries accounted for fifty percent of the total value of 

the goods produced by cottage industries. The 1962 survey also showed 

that the handloom industries constituted thirty-seven percent of the 

total cottage industries in Bangladesh. The handloom industry used 

137,304 looms and employed 521,213 persons directly, who maintained over 

2,300,000 of Bangladesh's population (24:49). 

Handlooms supplied nearly eighty percent of the country's fabric 

requirement in the year 1962 (24:50). According to the Bangladesh Small 

Industries Corporation Census Report, today there are 371,193 registered 

handlooms (i.e., in cottage industrial units or small industries) and 

about 130,000 unregistered private looms, making a total of 500,000 

looms in the country. Amongst these looms, 200,000 are semi-automatic 

and Chittrangan looms and 300,000 are pit looms. Table 3 shows district-

wise general statistics for registered looms in the country. The hand-

loom industries are directly connected with, and to some extent are 
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TABLE 3 

UNOFFICIAL 1975 CENSUS REPORT OF BANGLADESH 
HANDLOOMS REGISTERED UNDER FACTORY ACT OF 1934 

Name of 
District 

Barisal 

Bogra 

Chittagong and 
Ctg. Hill Tracts 

Comilla 

Dacca 

Dinajpur 

Faridpur 

Jessore 

Khulna 

Khustia 

Mjnnensingh 

Noakhali 

Pabna 

Putouakhali 

Raj shahi 

Rangpur 

Sylhet 

Tangail 

Total 

Number of 
Looms 

12,128 

8,275 

17,151 

36,001 

116,702 

3,165 

16,060 

11,634 

9,454 

24,179 

9,540 

7,500 

45,492 

2,960 

7,790 

4,862 

8,980 

29,401 

371,274 

1 

Approx. No. of 
People Employed 

36,384 

24,825 

51,453 

102,003 

350,106 

9,495 

48,180 

34,902 

27,262 

72,537 

19,620 

21,500 

136,476 

8,880 

23,370 

25,586 

26,940 

78,203 

1,097,722 

SOURCE: Unofficial Census Report of the Bangladesh 
Small Industries Corporation, as cited by Mr. Aminul 
Islam, Director, BSIC, Dacca, Bangladesh. 
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dependent upon, the textile industries for yam, dye, and designs. 

Today, the handloom cottage industries involve 45 percent of the people 

in cottage industries, who in tum maintain 27,972,973 people of the 

country. The handloom industries' share in the output of fabric in the 

country is 64 percent, the small industries' share 26 percent,, and the 

large-scale industries' (mills) share 10 percent; the rest is imported 

(1:59). 

One of the primary motives of a textile design centre is to deal 

with textile products woven directly on handlooms. This involved the 

study of the various looms in existence in Bangladesh. 

The term "handloom industry" is quite a new concept in Bangla-

desh's economy; a handloom is the most common tool seen in a Bangla-

deshi's house. This is because the ladies of the house are expected 

to weave garments and present them to their nearest relatives on 

special occasions. In fact, even today, as commented by Mr. Aminul 

Islam, Director, Bangladesh Small Industries Corporation, the posi-

tion of a bride is evaluated by her originality and skill in weaving. 

Weaving is an artistic expression of love and happiness based on 

Handloom industry almost always refers to cottage industries, 
either on a large or small scale. In a large-scale cottage industry, 
the owner/weaver directly hires family member weavers and neighbour-
ing weavers and pays them on a basis of money for "piece goods." 
Though family members are hired, the owner acts more of an employer/ 
businessman and less of a relative artist/craftsman. 

In urban areas handloom industry refers also to small-scale in-
dustries. According to East Pakistan Small Industries Corporation 
Act XVII of 1957 "small industry" means an establishment or unit which 
is run mainly by hired labour and not using mechanical power for oper-
ation (24:2). 
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culture and tradition. The means of implementing such an expression is 

the handloom. 

It has been necessary not only to study handloom industries or 

weaving centres in the major weaving areas of Bangladesh (Demra, Dacca, 

Chittagong, Chittagong Hill Tracts, Comilla, Pabna, Rajshahi, and 

Tangail) but also the private/individual weavers^ whose looms consti-

tute 130,000 out of a total of 500,000 looms. 

Discussions with weavers in both weaving situations provided data 

and informed the writer about problems regarding the availability of 

materials and colour and design aesthetics. The discussions were rein-

forced with questionnaires whereby the writer was also able to detect 

the effects of religion, culture, and family background on their work. 

This chapter takes into account the information gathered at these 

weaving centres and homes as well as data collected from interviews with 

Dr. Aminul Islam, taking into account both his private unpublished re-

port and the available Census Report. The chapter deals with: 

1. Types of looms and weaving processes. 

2. Problems encountered by handloom industries as well as weavers 

and textile designers affiliated with them. 

3. Solutions. 

Types of Looms and Weaving Processes 

The looms used in Bangladesh range from a simple loin or body loom 

2private/individual weavers usually are artist-craftsmen who weave 
for individual pleasure and consumption. Very seldom are their goods 
for sale. 
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to a modern shuttleless power loom. Again, the looms could be from 

throw shuttle or fly shuttle pit looms to semi-automatic looms. Plates 

20b and 20c, pages 90 and 91 depict the looms used most frequently in 

cottage industries and in the homes of artist-weavers. Plate 20a 

shows a loin or body loom used mainly by the women of the Chittagong 

Hill Tracts and Sylhet. Plate 20b shows the most simple, basic throw 

shuttle pit loom, used in nearly every home in Bangladesh. Pit looms 

are the most popular and common looms; and Plate 20c shows a slightly 

more complex throw shuttle pit loom used in all the cottage industries 

specializing in the Jamdanis, cotton Benaresis, silken Benaresis, and 

brocades. (Plate 33 shows a Jamdani sari being "worked" on a two-

harness throw-shuttle pit loom. Note the closeness of the warp threads 

and the technique used for design inlay.) These throw shuttle pit 

looms "stand on pits and actually the process of picking is done by 

throwing the shuttle by hand" (31:59). The loom occupies little space 

(Plate 20), has few complicated parts, and is easy to operate. Due to 

its simple nature, it allows for great flexibility, originality, and 

possibility in technique and design, but for the same reason it has low 

production output. A great many cottage industries have replaced the 

throw shuttle loom with the fly shuttle pit loom (Plate 20c). Accord-

ing to Mr. Aminul Islam, these are the most popular looms found all 

over the country, even in tribal areas. These fly shuttle looms are 

popular because their production is three to four times more than a 

throw shuttle pit loom. 

The fly shuttle looms have all the advantages over the throw shuttle 
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Plate 33. A Jamdani sari being "worked" on a two-
hamess throw-shuttle pit loom, The process of picking 
is done by throwing the shuttle needle by hand. Techniaue 
used for the embroidered design is similar to the inlay 
technique. 
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except for the fact that intricate extra-weft pattems cannot be woven, 

although a wide variety of designs can be produced. "Except for a sley 

which carries a race board and two shuttle boxes on either side with a 

picker in them propelled by a string, there is not much difference be-

tween the two" (31:59). 

Close-textured fabrics like lungis, Tangali saris, bhitis, and 

other fine muslins with fine counts are more easily woven on fly shut-

tle looms. Mr. Abdus Sajed, Proprieter, Benares Silk Industries, stat-

ed that the only disadvantage working with these looms is that long 

yardage material like shirtings, sheetings, and heavy furnishing fabrics 

cannot be woven, especially since only three or four treadles are used. 

According to Mr. Aminul Islam, some frame looms are used for fur-

nishing fabrics and heavy designed fabrics, although these looms are 

not very popular. Frame looms are being introduced by Rashid Chowdhrey 

for tapestry weaving. This, however, is in its initial stage. Plate 

20d shows an artist-weaver at work on a frame "tapestry" loom with two 

harnesses. Heddles used are forty per inch. 

Cottage handloom industries using semi-automatic looms usually 

manufacture simple textured fabrics, sheetings, shirtings, and simple 

saris. These looms are usually used for greater and faster production. 

Fabrics produced are for everyday use with hardly any or no aesthetics 

involved in either design or colour. Such handloom industries produce 

fabrics with identical colours and designs each time they are woven. 

Out of the estimated 371,271 handlooms distributed in Bangladesh, 

about eighty percent are in rural areas and the rest in urban areas. 
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Mr. Aminul Islam has observed that for the weavers of the rurai area, 

weaving ís a subsidiary occupation; whereas for the weavers of the ur-

ban areas, weaving is the main profession. Again, there are some weav-

ers for whom weaving is more of a religious tradition or custom than a 

profession. 

Problems Encountered by Handloom Industries 

The strength and vigour of the handloom tradition and, consequent-

ly, of handloom industries lie in the deeply rooted customs, rituals, 

and fiinctions of the society it serves. There has been a growing em-

phasis on wrong values, and encouragement has been given in the produc-

tion of gaudy textiles, poor both in design and quality. 

The problems in handloom industries began firstly when cotton was 

imported, secondly when mill yarn was substituted for handspun yarn, and 

thirdly when chemical dyes replaced the old indigenous process. These 

changes affected the handloom industries owing to the industries' decen-

tralized nature. Today, as in the past, the handloom weavers are iso-

lated from the advances of the textile lab and have yet to meet the de-

mands of a rapidly altering pattern of production. Lessons should be 

learnt from the example of the calico industries in Bombay and South In-

dia where, unable to meet with the persistent British demands and pres-

sured into a state of disharmony and physical incompetency, the over-

worked printers ended up producing prints befitting their state of mind 

(32:10). Again, the changes in raw materials could be a boon to the 

weavers; but these factors have been introduced without technical per-

sonnel trained in the new methods of the laboratory and capable of 
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translatlng the language of the laboratory into the idiom of the hand-

loom (32:4). 

At this point it would be valid to analyse the textile designers 

of the country and their impact upon the weavers and on the handloom 

industries. This must be done in order to emphasize the importance a 

textile design and research centre will have in the development of the 

textile arts of Bangladesh. Textile designers in Bangladesh are prod-

ucts of the mid-twentieth century commercial art world; and as such 

they have not been "allowed" to do justice to their creativity, nor have 

they been able to put their creativity into effect. The reasons are 

many. 

Most of the textile designers today imitate western textile designs 

or are so impressed by the lesser qualities of Bangladesh decorative 

tradition, like minute workmanship and intricacy of ornament, that they 

have missed what is considered to be the true nature of Bangladesh tex-

tiles—their asymmetric, decorative variety and their infinite modula-

tions in colour and texture. The designers seem to consider these vir-

tues as forgivable defects resulting from a primitive ingenuity or tech-

nical incompetence. The designers have wanted to teach the native de-

signer-craftsmen the ideas of symmetry and finish of the former, and 

discipline the latter in their method of work in such a manner so as to 

exhaust the organic vitality in the products, making them look mechani-

cal and rigid. 

A lack of education in art in Asian and Bangladesh aesthetics has 

resulted in the above mentioned attitude. The centre will provide the 

aesthetic education necessary to remove such misconceived ideas of the 
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designers. 

On the other hand, the new nationalist designers, in order to re-

vive art tradition and preserve the purity of iconography in art and 

design, have zealously collected the art motifs of different crafts and 

have applied them in designing. Motifs collected from one craft have 

been used in another at random, without being adapted. Art motifs from 

floor decoration and pottery have been used on textiles. These design-

ers have failed to take into account the functional limitations of the 

crafts; and so, in spite of their best intentions, their works have 

failed in colour and design. A textile centre will allow the future 

designer-artists to experiment and research into the various art motifs 

suitable for textile fabrics. 

Mr. Aminul Islam states that there are hardly thirty professional 

textile designers in the country. The influences of these designers are 

felt mostly by the urban weavers, handloom industries, and the urban 

market. The bulk of the rural population lies alienated from their ide-

as. But a study showed a decline in the aesthetic quality of the rural 

weavers. A chief reason for this decline (in the works of both the ru-

ral and urban weavers) is the distribution of both raw materials and 

finished products, lack of stimulating ideas, and a life style of drudg-

ery. Unlike the urban weavers, the rural weavers' attitude towards the 

art of weaving is quite different. Their skill of craftsmanship, cou-

pled with their innate sense of colour, beauty, design, and rhythm, is 

strengthened by the feeling they weave into their artworks. To them, 

weaving is not just a profession: it is an art. The weavers living in 
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rural areas do not have access to the raw materials which they produced 

and made earlier, but which they now must acquire from foreign countries. 

Again, a great number of them sell their fabrics through middlemen who 

pay them a negligible amount. Their low economic income and dreary 

lives do not help any. 

It would be quite safe to state that many rural people have never 

been to towns, and as such they live in a way which may be considered 

quite obsolete to a modern day society. Ignorant of the changes of both 

external and internal twentieth century society, they weave colours and 

patterns suitable for their own little world—but which would be out-

moded outside it. In design and colour, they befit the society in which 

they are woven. To satisfy the aesthetic needs of the urban world out-

side them, the weavers would have to be exposed to the concepts and de-

mands of the society for which they wish to weave and satisfy. 

Suggestions for Alleviating the Problems of 
Designers and for Promoting the Growth of 

Handloom Industries 

The introduction of modern technology must be accompanied by a dy-

namic concern for vision and spirit, or else the arts of the society 

will suffer from stagnation, imitation, and a mediocrity of perception. 

A partial break in tradition along with the loss of patronage has left 

the weavers in a state of bewilderment and insecurity and disturbed the 

impulses of vision in their minds. 

A beginning in solving their problems would be to define the dif-

ficulties of the designer and weaver, and then let the masterweavers be 

aware of them. By exposing them to the advantages and disadvantages of 
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the technology in the textile laboratory, ways and means can be formu-

lated by which they could use these facilities. 

An awareness of the human body and a close association between 

weavers and artist-designers, is crucial in order to enable the paint-

ers' visions and the weavers' skills and sensibilities to bring forth 

something quite unique. This is not a new concept; for in Persia, dur-

ing the late Safavid period, "the best of miniature painters often 

turned to deslgning the patterns for the textile weavers." And it is 

known that it was to 

the Safavid period that some of the finest of 
Persian silk weaves and velvets are to be at-
tributed . . . formal designs of earlier times 
were discarded, and a whole new repertory closer 
to that of the miniature painter than to that 
of the designer was adopted. And the weavers 
seem to have known how to make best use of 
the designs (18:246). 

In a well designed fabric, the designer uses his individual sensi-

bilities in putting the functional elements together, giving it certain 

values in excess of material utility. These values, called aesthetics, 

ensure the proper visual presentation of the commodity against its back-

ground of use. Most of the well designed fabrics are the results of 

this integral visualization (Plates 1, 2, 4, 13, 27, 29, and 31). 

The Jamdanis of Demra and the tribal shawls of Rangamati, to name 

a few, have been visualized in their proper function and background. 

The properties of the design, the texture of the material, the apposi-

tion of colours, the meander of ornaments, and the layouts of motifs 

fall logically into place, demonstrating that these were not mere art-

ists' idiosyncrasies, but rather were visions in their proper functional 
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and decorative integrity. 

An important goal of a textile design and research centre would 

be to make the future artist-designers aware of the limitations and 

possibilities of each method of textile production. Each craftsman 

works within a limited set of values and techniques (e.g., Jamdani 

weaving has certain qualities which cannot be achieved by Pabna saris). 

The student at a textile centre could exploit the possibilities of each. 

They could approach the textile arts with the following considerations 

in mind: 

1. Awareness of the needs of the present day consumer and the 

ways in which they can be met in design. 

2. The refinements of traditional craftsmanship that should be 

revitalized and used with maximum benefit. 

3. How to successfully incorporate contemporary sensibilities 

in traditional garments and furnishings. 

The challenges which a textile designer of Bangladesh faces are 

great ones. His artist's vision must harmonize with the craftsman's 

skill and sensibilities. In other words, to be a successful designer, 

one must also be a weaver. A peculiarity in the textile history of 

Bangladesh is the fact that the weavers are their own best designers. 

Heredity and years of experience have given them a natural flair for 

colour and form. This talent, coupled with contemporary aesthetics, 

knowledge, and needs of the society, should produce good if not great 

textiles. 

A textile design and research centre may be seen as the instrument 
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by which existing weavers may acquire the knowledge crucial for their 

aesthetic existence. The centre would aim at promoting weavers as 

artist-designers. Opportunities for them to study, experiment and re-

search would enable them to work out the aesthetics of textile design 

which their forefathers and generations before them had handled so 

expertly. The establishment of such a centre would serve as a model 

for other centres in the country, whereby weavers, dyers, and printers 

could use the facilities and "educate" themselves. 

Summary 

This chapter deals with the primary concerns of a textile design 

and research centre, i.e., the weavers, textile designers, and the 

artist-designer-weavers. The chapter defines the terms "handloom in-

dustry" and "private/individual weavers" for the benefit of this study. 

The study is classified into three headings: 

1. Types of looms and weaving processes. 

2. Problems encountered by handloom industries, weavers and tex-

tile designers affiliated with them. 

3. Solutions to the problems encountered by the people mentioned 

in the second heading. 

In the first heading, the body or loin loom, the throw shuttle, and 

fly shuttle loom, and the tapestry loom are discussed and illustrated 

along with other existing looms in Bangladesh. 

In the second heading, the chief problems stated were: isolation of 

the weavers and handloom industries from the advances of the textile lab; 

having to meet the advances of a rapidly altering pattern of production; 
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changes in raw materials and tools without technical personnel trained 

in the new methods and capable of translating the technology into the 

language of the handloom; imitation of western designs by textile de-

signers and handloom owners; repetition and imitation of traditional 

designs without knowledge or feeling for design concept; lack of dis-

tribution of both raw materials and finished products in the case of 

individual weavers; lack of stimulating ideas and a life style of 

drudgery. 

The third heading discussed the solutions to the problems en-

countered by the handloom industries, weavers, and textile designers. 

A textile design and research centre was discussed as a means by which 

the students of textile art could be able to define the problems faced 

by the weavers. The centre was seen as a means by which the textile 

art students could be made aware of the advantages and disadvantages of 

the technology in the textile laboratory, so that they may formulate 

ways and means whereby they could use the facilities offered. Secondly, 

it was ascertained that a close association between weavers and artist-

designers was crucial. Thirdly, it was felt that the weavers should 

be educated with the twentieth century aesthetics of their country. 

The study also included a survey into the problems of the textile 

designers of the country and the ways by which they could make their 

designs more aesthetically and functionally effective. A conclusion 

was reached by the writer that, in order to be a successful textile 

designer, one would have to be a weaver as well. The writer suggested 

that a textile design and research centre would be a means by which 
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weavers and designers may acquire and experiment with crucial knowledge 

for their aesthetic and technical existence. 



CHAPTER VII 

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Seven descriptive research methods were adopted in order to obtain 

invaluable information for determining goals for a textile design and 

research centre, and in formulating the steps by which these goals 

eventually may be accomplished. Following are summaries of findings 

from these methods. 

Interviews with Govemment 
Professional and Art Personnel 

The first pertinent step consisted of interviewing selected govern-

ment officials connected with art, education, culture, and the textile 

arts especially. Owing to a great deal of undocumented, unrecorded, 

and unphotographed material dealing with the art and culture of Bangla-

desh and the unique status of Bangladesh as a newly independent coun-

try, this method was one of the ways that facts on the textile arts 

of the country could be gathered. 

Mr. Aminul Islam, Director of the Bangladesh Small and Cottage In-

dustries, supplied the writer with information on the types of hand-

looms used in the past and present, the different processes and tech-

niques in weaving, and statistics pertaining to the textile arts of the 

country. The writer was able to use the statistical information de-

rived from the above reports to stress the importance of the handloom 

industries and the textile arts in the lives of the people of Bangla-

desh, both aesthetically and economically. Mr. Islam also directed 
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the writer to sources of rare textiles, the acquisition of which could 

play a crucial part in any textile centre's museum collection. 

Talks with Mr. Nurul Huda, Director for the Bangladesh Textile 

Institute, were invaluable in familiarizing the writer with the up-to-

date weaving process, materials, dyes, and designs used both in hand-

loom and In textile industries. It was crucial to be aware of these 

factors before the working plan for a textile centre could be formu-

lated. 

Discussions with Dr. Enamul Haque, Director of the Dacca Museum 

and the Central Archaeological Museum of Bangladesh, provided a brief 

survey into the present administration of museums in Bangladesh, the 

activities of the museums and problems encountered. Through Dr. Haque, 

the writer was also able to meet private textile art collectors and 

visualized an active working museum, compensating for the deficiencies 

of the country's present museums, as an essential part of the textile 

centre's working plan. 

Mr. Abdus Sajed, of the Benaras Silk Industries, supplied his-

torical information on brocade weaving which could be applied to the 

study of brocade tapestries. 

Through Mr. Rahmatullah, Chief Librarian of the Archaeological 

Library of Bangladesh, the writer was able to trace books and sources 

on the history of textiles of Old Bengal. Some of these books also 

explained the decline of the textile arts in Bengal during British 

rule in India (1880-1947). The writer was given the names of rare 

books on textiles and of more common textile-related materials in 
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England, India, and the United States, which were acquired through the 

interlibrary loan system at Texas Tech University as well as through 

visits to the institutions housing these books. 

Discussions with artists like Zainul Abedin, Rashid Chowdhrey, 

Qamrul Ahsan, and Safiul Islam helped to guide and shape the objec-

tives of a textile centre as well as supply material supplemental to 

the historical literature of the textile arts in general. 

Interviews with Weavers 

The next step was the appraisal of the weavers in handloom cen-

tres (private and collective). A set of questions was prepared, shown 

in Appendix A, in order to evaluate the religious/cultural influence 

on the weavers. The questions also took into account the economic, 

bureaucratic, and individualistic motivation in their works. These 

questions were open-ended and on a very informal basis, so as not to 

inhibit the artisans or to put them on the defensive. The questions 

were nearly all "leading" ones, so that each interview with artisans 

from the same centre and/or village was quite different. The advan-

tage of this type of questioning was that the artisans initiated and 

volunteered information which the writer would have never obtained by 

the usual formal questioning procedure. 

For example, one interviewee at Demra, Dacca, when asked his 

name and home town (Appendix B, question 1), not only told the writer 

his name (Chand Miah) , but went on to say that his f oref ather was a 

Hindu from Benares who settled in Bengal under Mughal patronage. He, 
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his forefather, had converted to Islam and had belonged to the royal 

household for the rest of his life. He, the interviewee, told the 

writer some stories he had heard about court life, the types of bro-

cades and muslins the courtiers wore and how even today he tried to 

visualize those stories in his weaving. His father, he said, was 

given full leeway to weave whatever he liked as long as it was aes-

thetically pleasing. He went on to say that if he had the money and 

material, or if the owner gave him full license in weaving, he could 

weave those kamkhabs his forefather wove. 

Another artisan interviewee, Rahiee from the Chittagong Hill 

Tract district, told the writer that she and her family believed that 

her ancestor had evolved out of the cocoons of the silk worm (her 

f ather had told her that) . They had come to the particular part of 

the country which was partial to the growth of the muga (Antheraea 

assama) and the eri or eudi (Attacus vicini), both non-mulberry silk 

worms. The family wove fabric garments of entire silk, unlike the 

other tribal people of that area who wove part silk and part cotton 

garments. She said that the work was hard and not very profitable 

since expenses incurred were high. Yet weave in silk they must, for 

weaving was a ritual in their religious practice. The pleasure they 

derived while weaving had both a religious and aesthetic connotation. 

Mostly it was the private/individual artisan in both rural and 

urban areas whose answers showed a love and aesthetic pleasure der-

ived from their craft. Most of the weavers at cottage industries 

also had a family history of weavers; but some of these weavers had 
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only recently taken up the trade. A very typical answer by weavers 

employed in cottage industries as to whether they ever felt stifled 

by their working conditions, was that they did get bored and tired of 

having their designs and colours chosen for them (Appendix B, question 

12). Sometimes they felt like "machines." The private/individual 

weavers, however, did not feel bored or "used," for they wove designs 

and colours as they wished. But, despite their seclusion from the 

other parts of the country, their designs were similar to those pre-

vailing throughout the country. They answered in the affirmative to 

questions of whether their works were representative of traditional 

family motifs, and many explained further that these design motifs 

from traditional old forms seemed outmoded and out of place in the 

existing urban societies (Appendix B, question 16). These artisans 

strongly voiced for means by which they could increase their artistic 

vocabulary. 

Nearly all the weavers answered in the affirmative when asked 

the following questions: Would you like to attend an institute where 

you could discuss your problems and be shown how to tap your own cre-

ative resources: where you could be seeing the work of weavers of all 

parts of the world and educate yourself? Would you like to be able to 

discuss with your fellow weavers and be helped by trained textile ex-

perts in design, colour, and weaving techniques? Would you like to 

attend classes and meetings on a regular basis? Would you like to be 

able to try out new techniques and designs, provided you would not 

have to incur the cost of material? (Appendix B, questions 17, 18, 19, 
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and 21). To Appendix B, question 20, when asked how seriously the 

weavers would attend classes and meetings, the hours per week ranged 

from two to eight. 

Appendices C and D show two typical responses to the questions in 

Appendix B, one by an employed weaver and the other by a private/indi-

vidual weaver. 

A total of twenty-five weavers from different parts of the coun-

try, namely, Dacca, Comilla, Chittagong, Pabna, Rajshahi, Bogra, 

Mymensingh, and Sylhet were questioned. Out of the twenty-five, fif-

teen were employed cottage industry workers and ten private weavers. 

By the responses of the weavers to the questions, the writer was able 

to evaluate the importance of an institute like a textile centre in 

the art lives of these weavers. The twenty-five weavers each sup-

ported the idea of a textile centre as a means of revitalizing their 

aesthetic sensibilities. With one-hundred percent support from the 

weavers (employed and private), it led the writer to believe that the 

establishment of a textile design and research centre would be of 

great consequence in the future of the textile arts of Bangladesh. 

Textile Designers 

Isolation of the handloom weavers from the budding urban society 

as well as the textile labs has led to affected and discrepant design 

and colour combinations; at the same time, ignorance of manmade dyes 

and machine spun yarns has also contributed to poor quality of colour, 

texture, and quality of fabric, respectively. The textile designers 
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of today imitate western textile designs or merely reproduce at ran-

dom decorative motifs from all the different crafts, and thus miss 

the true nature of Bangladesh textiles, their asjnmnetric/symmetric 

decorative variety, and their infinite modulations in colour and 

texture. Having failed to take into consideration the functional 

limitations of the textile crafts, the works of these designers have 

failed both in colour and design. Again, many of the "westernized" 

designers have applied western art motifs, designs and colour com-

binations without understanding the aesthetics of western design con-

cept or the applicability of such design and colour combinations on 

apparel such as saris and lungis, traditional kurtas, and pajamas— 

the national dress of the people. 

Today, most of the contemporary fabrics belong to one or the 

other aforementioned categories. A great many fabrics like Jamdanis, 

brocades, and handprinted cottons are traditional products redesigned; 

yet there is on the whole a general lack of feeling which often re-

sults in unconvincing and trite designs. 

The survey also found that handloom weavers, block printers, and 

fabric painters who worked through cottage industries or small insti-

tute/organisations were more greatly affected by the textile designers 

and urban societies than private/individual textile artist-craftsmen 

who worked in the privacy of their homes and sold their products as 

"piece goods" without depending on their craft for their livelihood. 

The decline in the aesthetic quality of textiles of both rural weavers 

and private/individual craftsmen was owing to the improper distribution 
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of raw materials and finished products, lack of stimulating ideas, and 

a life style of drudgery. Another very important factor which was dis-

covered through the survey of the extemal and internal twentieth cen-

tury Bangladesh society was that the weavers and printers wove colours 

and patterns suitable for their own little world; these textiles were 

outmoded outside of their surroundings. To satisfy the aesthetic needs 

of the world outside them, these weavers and printers would have to be 

exposed to the concepts and demands of the society for which they wove 

and printed. 

The survey also found that the creating of the traditional kantha, 

and the means of aesthetic and creative expression of the womenfolk of 

Bangladesh was hampered by changes in the social values. Occasionally, 

one does find artistically enchanting kanthas in the more rural areas. 

A latest addition to the textile arts is that of tapestries and wall-

hangings created by art academy artist-craftsmen. It was found that the 

perception of textile arts as a pure art form has been visualized by 

artist-tappiseurs such as Rashid Chowdhrey, artist Zainul Abedin, and 

others. That tapestries and textile fabrics should be the natural means 

of artistic expression for the artists and craftsmen was greatly felt 

by a small group of artist-craftsmen. This idea would have to be nur-

tured and propagated in order to have a strong and productive impact 

amongst the artist-craftsmen of Bangladesh. A textile centre would be 

ingenious in propagating the above idea as well as further educating 

the weavers and printers in aesthetics and skill. 
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Bangladesh Museums 

It was found that long and repeated visits to the museums were im-

perative for a firsthand knowledge and acquisition of pertinent informa-

tion regarding the collections and museum activities. Most of the data 

required was undocumented and unpublished. Visits to the various mu-

seums also brought to attention the lack of proper administration and 

educational facilities for the students and the general public. The 

Dacca Museum was the only museum with four guided tours per year for 

students, some lectures, and occasional social museum conferences for 

the general public. The rest of the museums in the country only exhib-

ited artifacts. There were no educational activities for the students 

or public. In f act, many of the museums did not have a guide in the 

museum or a curator to show guests around or to be available to explain 

pertinent material. Nearly all the museums had a museum director-curator 

who handled all the museum duties. The director was equipped with a 

general knowledge of the artifacts, but in many cases was never avail-

able for questions. Exhibits were changed, in eighty percent of the 

museums, once a year; in others, exhibits were never changed. Lack of 

funds and trained personnel was responsible to a great extent for the 

indifferent and negligent attitude of the museum towards the public. 

A systematic handling of exhibits along with labelled cards would im-

prove conditions; but a trained official for labelling would be needed. 

In a textile centre, a great deal of such work could be handled quite 

efficiently by student assistants and student researchers or problem 

course workers. This type of help could very easily take care of 
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financial problems. By talking to the museum directors or officers-in-

charge, it was found that the idea of moving their textile art depart-

ment and affiliating it to the respective local university art depart-

ment would be quite a welcomed change. First, it would make textile 

arts available to students, artists, and researchers; and second, it 

would make space available for other artifacts. It would also narrow 

down artifacts for curatorial and conservational purposes. 

Colncidentally, the eleven museums which exhibited and had a mod-

est collection of textile artifacts (shown in Table 4) were situated 

quite close to the universities of their respective districts. Most of 

the textile works of the various museums at Dacca could very easily be 

removed to a textile design and research centre affiliated with the Dac-

ca University Art Department if the occasion arose. In the same way, 

the textile arts at the museum at Chittagong, Bogra, Mymensingh, and 

Rajshahi could easily be transported to the respective textile centre 

at its local university. It was found that the centre could be a uni-

fying force, whereby the rare textile artifacts could be housed togeth-

er and obtain better attention in conservation and be used for construc-

tive purposes by students and researchers, instead of collecting dust 

on the forgotten shelves of their present abode. 

Survey of Literature 

It was found through the survey of Bangladesh textile literature, 

related literature, and the handloom industries that the quality of 

weaving, design, colour, and aesthetics of Bangladesh textiles has lost 

much of the fine quality weave, the subtle yet strong and sophisticated 
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TABLE 4 

LIST OF MUSEUMS WITH TEXTILE ART EXHIBITS 

Place 

Bogra 

Chittagong 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Mymensingh 

Rajshahi 

Rajshahi 

Rangamati 

Museum 

Mahasthangarh Museum 

Ethnological Museum 
of Chittagong 

Bangla Academy Museum 

Dacca Museum 

Design Centre Museum, 
Bangladesh Small 
Industries Corporation 

Lalbagh Fort Museum 

Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, History 
Department, Dacca 
University 

Mymensingh Museum 

Archaeological Museum 

Varendra Research 
Museum 

Rangamati Museum 

Textile Character and Scope 

Kantha, cotton fabrics 

Tribal fabrics - shawls, 
lungis, saris; local hand-
woven saris and lungis 

Folk art - kantha, embroidered 
saris, woven mats, shawls 

Dacca muslins, silk, Jamdani; 
17th, 18th, 19th and 20th 
century costumes 

Folk art - kantha, mats, 
embroidered fabrics, woven and 
crafted textiles (dolls and 
toys): woven muslins, Jamdanis, 
kathan silks, brocades, tribal 
fabrics, tapestries, jute 
macrame hangings and sculpture 

Silk and cotton handwoven 
carpets; 18th and 19th century 
Mughal court costumes 

Muslins, Jamdanis, Mughal 
court costumes, brocades 

Kantha, handwoven sari fabrics 

Kantha, silk fabrics, prints 

Handwoven silk saris, silk 
printed saris 

Tribal fabrics - shawls, breast 
wraps, headgear, lungis, 
blankets 
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colour, the elegance and finesse in design, and the vital and vigorous 

aesthetic quality. 

Current Status of Textile Arts and Suggestions 
for Their Future Development 

Through Questionnaires 

In order to ascertain, assure, and verify the need for a textile 

centre amongst the educationalists, artists, philosophers, and govern-

ment executives, a questionnaire was formulated as a nucleus of criteria 

statements organised and refined through extensive research and study, 

an example of which is shown in Appendix E. A short historical perspec-

tive in Bangladesh textiles was followed by twelve open-ended questions 

which investigated the importance and need for a centre in textile des-

ign and research in Bangladesh universities. 

The questionnaire was forwarded to thirty-six top people who were 

selected from the following classified groups: educationalists, art-

ists, museum officials, government artist-designers, private artist-

designers, art educators/historians, and textile industrialists. Six 

forms were sent to each group. Responses were received from six edu-

cationalists, five artists, five museum officials, three government 

artist-designers, four private artist-designers, four art educators/ 

historians, and three textile industrialists—a total of thirty. 

The questionnaire form consisted of: 

1. A short historical perspective on Bangladesh textiles, ex-

pounding upon their past and exploring the Bangladeshis' nat-

ural use of textiles as a means of expressing their aesthetic 

thought. 
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2. The twelve questions inquired about: 

a. the medium of artistic expression 

b. the types of original Bangladeshi arts in the world arts 

c. the necessity of exhibitions, conservation, and preserva-

tion of old textiles 

d. the difference of quality and design of today's textiles 

against past textiles 

e. the harmony of synthetic dyes as compared to those of natur-

al dyes 

f. the revival and development of natural dyes 

g. the opportunity to be given to artist-designers, crafts-

men, weavers, and art students to experiment with natural 

dyes and traditional formulas 

h. the necessity of an institute/museum to collect and pre-

serve handwoven fabrics and the need to enlighten and edu-

cate the general public on its past heritage in textiles 

When interviewed^ there was a unanimous affirmative response by all 

the interviewees that the textile arts of Bangladesh today had declined 

in regards to design, colour, and general aesthetics. The respondents 

stated the need to provide aesthetic, educative, and research facili-

ties for selected art students through an institute/museum, "for unfort-

unately, there were no such facilities available." (Mrs. Perveen Ahmed, 

Secretary, Bangladesh Handicraft Cooperative Society.) Mr. Mozharul 

Islam, Government Designer, Design Centre stated: 

Yes, because art students would easily be able to make 
good results in experiments in the field of tradition-
al and contemporary designs, traditional handlooms and 
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powerlooms, etc. 

Mr. Sabih-Ul-Alam, Principal, Charukola College (Art College, Chitta-

gong) and private industrialist: "Yes, of course . . . This should 

have been started long ago." Mrs. Khursheed Erfan Ahmed, Professor of 

Philosophy, Dacca University: 

Training centres and design centres, as well as poly-
technic institutes should be opened for students and 
craftsmen with all facilities to experiment and re-
search. 

Mrs. Patricia Godsell, Professor of Art History, Carleton University, 

Ottawa, Canada, in residence at Dacca University: "Yes, because art 

grows out of art and every country must keep in touch with its artistic 

roots to produce good contemporary art." Mr. Mohammed Mizanur Rahman, 

private representative of dyes and chemicals: "Yes, this is necessary 

because research in these fields may give new developments in design 

of our handlooms and in other media of our art." Mr. Badius Salam, 

textile industrialist: 

Yes, it will be good to have research facilities 
for a few selected art students to experiment 
with traditional and contemporary design and 
traditional handlooms and powerlooms. 

Mr. Rashid Chowdhrey, Chairman, Art Department, Chittagong University: 

Artists and designers should try to cultivate 
its art from where it originated. They must 
know how our artisans and craftsmen worked and 
try to develop the traditional according to the 
need of the modern world . . . this kind of 
training and research facility for young stu-
dents is most necessary. They must study tra-
dition and only then can they develop it accord-
ing to contemporary taste. 

Mr. Kabir Chowdhrey, Professor of Education, Dacca University: "A 
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design and research centre in textiles would be a means, not for stick-

ing to the past, but for giving students new insights, to encourage 

them to experiment and open new vistas." Mr. Zainul Abedin, National 

Professor of Art, felt that 

such an institute cum museum is a must . . . without 
working methodically no one can excell in any form 
of creative development . . . . Selected art students 
should be given facilities for training. 

Mr. Enamul Haque, Director, Dacca Museum, responded to the idea of an 

educational institute/museum in textiles as vital "to try modern tech-

niques and introduce new elements of design while at the same time ex-

perimenting with natural dyes and traditional formulas." This, he said, 

was "the only answer to keep our traditional heritage alive." 

Questions eleven and twelve clearly queried the necessity and im-

portance of an institute/museum which would collect and preserve native 

handwoven fabrics of aesthetic, cultural, and historical significance. 

Answers by all were again unanimously affirmative. Three answers have 

been cited below which support the function of the centre as a research/ 

ecucation oriented institution along with museum functions. Professor 

Khursheed Erfan Ahmed stressed the fact that 

there are a few museums, but there is hardly any move-
ment towards preservation and protection of artifacts. 
Many valuable textile artifacts are being sold out 
privately by private collectors. A team of trained 
collectors should be appointed. The TDRC would be the 
first of its kind in scientifically conserving and 
preserving textile artifacts. 

Mrs. Perveen Ahmed lauded the idea of a Textile Museum. 

If a separate institution for handwoven fabrics could 
be arranged, it would be ideal. There is such a wealth 
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of materials and techniques of weaving, dyeing, 
printing, and embroidery all over the country 

It was Mr. Rashid Chowdhrey who suimned it all when he said of the textile 

design and research centre that 

this kind of museum or institute will help 
people understand and appreciate its culture 
and heritage, for art students it will give 
facilities for research on traditional art and 
help for modern innovations based on our herit-
age. 

Internship 

The internship aided the writer in effectively formulating the ob-

jectives and functions of the centre. This was necessary so that a 

scientific approach could be taken for the administrative, research, and 

educational functions of the centre. 

Information collected from the methods of administration, collec-

tion, and preservation were used for constructing the objectives and 

functions of the working plan of the proposed textile design and re-

search centre. 

Analysis 

Findings from the interviews mentioned earlier stressed unavail-

ability of literature on textiles, importance of an institute for 

experimenting and research on textile arts for art students, artists, 

and craftsmen, and a museum for collecting and preserving the textile 

arts of the country. 

Analysis of the handlooms and handloom centres showed a deteri-

oration in design and quality from the past. Nearly all the weavers 
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interviewed displayed considerable enthusiasm in attending art classes 

in deslgn and colour concept and were eager to experiment and research 

with new design and weaving techniques in both synthetic and natural 

dyes. 

An investigation of the existing museums showed a lack of conser-

vation, preservation, and exhibition facilities for historically and 

culturally important textile artifacts and a pressing need for a museum 

oriented institution with educational and research facilities in the 

field of textile arts. 

An analysis of the comments from the questionnaires indicated a 

definite need for an institute/museum which would act as a depository 

institute for preserving and exhibiting textile artifacts, while at the 

same time possessing educational and research facilities for the pro-

motion and development of the textile arts amongst the art students, 

designers, and craftsman weavers. 

A logical outcome proved to be a textile design and research cen-

tre—a synthesis of the above mentioned findings and analyses. 

The analysis of the findings of the various data sources all point-

ed out the need for an institute/museum which would serve as a deposi-

tory for preserving, conserving, and exhibiting artifacts and at the 

same time possessing educational and research facilities for selected 

art students, artist-craftsmen, weavers, and textile printers to ex-

periment and research in new revolutionary textile art designs, con-

cepts, and techniques. The textile design and research centre would 

be such an institute whose initial student and researchers would be 
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pioneers in revolutionizing the textile arts of the country through 

valid, pertinent, and aesthetic textile arts. These students and 

researchers would be well equipped to teach and would be replaced by 

others to carry out the textile arts renaissance. 



CHAPTER VIII 

WORKING PLAN OF THE RECOMMENDED TEXTILE DESIGN 

AND RESEARCH CENTRE 

Introduction 

The study of education and communication by objects and exhibits 

should be of special interest in developing countries where large pop-

ulations are in the process of making lightning adjustments to tech-

nology, the world of science, and modern life. It is imperative that 

Bangladesh should recognise the value of its textile artifacts, of the 

open-education techniques, and of research facilities of museum-type 

institutions for improving the cultural, economic, and aesthetic con-

ditions of the country. 

Bangladesh's textile arts are uniquely interlaced with its every-

day life; the proper documentation of the textile arts is all impor-

tant, as is almost any human endeavour in the cultural life of the 

Bangladesh people. The development of textile aesthetics and tech-

niques has been uniquely adapted to the people's natural environment. 

The study of textile arts would not only evoke a renaissance in the 

field in Bangladesh today but may also reveal hidden truths of human 

ecology. 

All over the world, non-western cultures are coming under the in-

fluence of industrialization and urbanization. People adapted to peas-

ant agrarian life are becoming assimilated into cities. It is in this 

direction that Bangladesh has been heading for the past thirty years; 

yet, under the urban/rural conditions, dominant patterns of folk 
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culture and rural living stay alive, creating forcefully originative 

outcasts—outcasts striving to survive in the new, somewhat mechanized, 

culture through means of livelihood which are traditional and rural. 

The Textile Design and Research Centre would be a giant step in re-

establishing some of these "cultural outcasts" by strengthening and 

modernizing their inherited strength and talents. By means of a dig-

nified institute, artists and craftsmen could study and learn through 

historical and cultural textile artifacts; could study and develop 

new twentieth century Bangladesh aesthetics; and could research and ex-

periment with new pressing textile demands in colour, design, and tech-

nique. 

Definition of the Textile Design 
and Research Centre 

The Textile Design and Research Centre (TDRC) would be an educa-

tional institute-museum for research and development of the textile 

arts. Operating also as a depository institute, it would conserve, 

preserve, and exhibit textile artifacts of particular value, treas-

ured for their scientific ingeniousness or artistic achievements. 

The TDRC would also provide samples from different times and differ-

ent societies, prized for their association with socio-religious e-

vents and personalities of history. 

The Textile Design and Research Centre, as an educational re-

search museum institute par excellence, would initiate selected art 

students, artist-craftsmen, weavers, and textile printers to revolu-

tionize textile arts designs, concepts, and techniques through valid 
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textile aesthetics. The TDRC would be instrumental in creating pio-

neers in the renaissance of Bangladesh textile arts. 

Purpose of the Textile Design and Research Centre 

The purpose of the Textile Design and Research Centre is threefold: 

first, to bring forth a new artidiom and expression totally Bangladeshi; 

secondly, to create a new art medium for aesthetic expression; and 

thirdly, in the course of the years to increase the economic status of 

the artisans involved with the textiles. 

The immediate purpose of the TDRC would be to bring the textile 

artists/craftsmen face to face with the benefits of technology, the les-

sons and examples of history, and the value of culture, their own and 

that of others. 

The Textile Design and Research Centre would educate through its 

textile art collections and its written/visual resources. The Centre 

would provide technical and artistic opportunities within its walls to 

develop new aesthetic sensibilities and revive dormant talents. The 

TDRC would arouse in the students their inherent skills at the loom and 

in fabric printing. 

The initial purpose of the TDRC would be to equip a selected number 

of art students and artist-craftsmen with education in the arts and 

techniques. They, ultimately, would be able to impart this newly learned 

knowledge to government design centres, handloom centres, and art acad-

emies. A secondary purpose of the TDRC would be to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the centre in achieving new textile aesthetics and techniques 
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through the textile products and to evaluate the validity of such a 

centre in other universities in Bangladesh. 

Administrative Management 

The Textile Design and Research Centre is based on the presump-

tion that it is to be an affiliated part of the Chittagong University. 

Its Board of Trustees would be composed of thirty-one elected members: 

eleven from government first class officers, eleven from Chittagong 

University, and nine from private individuals. All policies would be 

formulated by the Board of Trustees. The centre would be under the 

jurisdiction of the Chittagong University Board of Trustees, who in 

tum would be responsible for choosing the 31-member Board of Trustees 

for policymaking. 

TDRC Board of Trustees 

The thirty-one members of the TDRC Board of Trustees would be re-

sponsible for funding the TDRC. The Board would have a President, a 

Vice President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer. It would formulate the 

by-laws, the collection policy, and the staff policies. From the TDRC 

Board of Trustees, two committees would be formed: (1) a nominating 

committee, consisting of five members, and (2) a by-laws committee. 

The nominating committee would elect members for the Executive Commit-

tee out of the TDRC Board of Trustees. The TDRC would be responsible 

to the University of Chittagong and to the Ministry of Education. 

Executive Committee 

There would be eleven members in the Executive Committee, with 
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the President of the Board of Trustees, who would act as agent of the 

Board in carrying out the policies of the Board. From the eleven 

members of the Executive Committee, a (1) Finance Committee, (2) Pro-

gramme Committee, and (3) Ad Hoc Committees would be formed, for 

budgeting, and for establishing the policies of the TDRC, respectively. 

These three committees would be responsible to the Executive Committee 

and indirectly to the TDRC Board of Trustees. 

Executive Director 

The Board of Trustees and the Executive Committee would employ an 

Executive Director of the TDRC, who would be in charge of the museum. 

This director would be a member of the Executive Committee. The direc-

tor and the Executive Committee would appoint the officers and staff of 

the TDRC. The officers and staff would be responsible to the Executive 

Committee. Pages 179 and 180 show the External and Internal Organi-

sational structure of the TDRC. The internal organisation would also 

be staffed in the areas of weaving, dye laboratory, spinning, and 

design by professors and experts from the University of Chittagong Art 

Department, visiting experts from Governmental textile corporation, 

and dye laboratories, as well as visiting textile professionals who 

would hold workshops and seminars. These areas would also be assisted 

by student assistants in work-study programmes or on a school-credit 

basis. The areas of exhibit preparation, library research, and ar-

chives, as well as prograrames and events would also have student as-

sistants and research students employed on a work-study basis as in-

terns, or part-time help. Two student assistants would be assigned 
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EXTERNAL ORGANISATION OF THE PROPOSED 

TEXTILE DESIGN AND RESEARCH CENTRE 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

FINANCE COMMITTEE 

AD HOC COMMITTEES 

/ 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

\ 

\ 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

INTERPRETATION 

/ 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

SUPPORT 

7 

BY-LAWS COMMITTEE 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

AD HOC COMMITTEES 

\ 

PROGRAM 

TEXTILE HISTORY 

COLLECTIONS 

DESIGNS 

EXHIBITS 

ADMINISTRATION 

BUILDING MAINTENANCE 
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to the custodian and secretary each year. These students would also 

be part-time help. 

By-Laws of the Textile Design 
and Research Centre^ 

ARTICLE I 
Name 

Section 1 The name of this Corporation shall be the Textile Design and 

Research Centre (TDRC). 

ARTICLE II 
Location 

Section 1 The principal office of this Corporation shall be located 

in the Chittagong University premises in the City of 

Chittagong, Chittagong District, Bangladesh. 

ARTICLE III 
Purpose 

Section 1 This Corporation shall be a non-profit educational insti-

tution, incorporated and chartered under the laws of the 

Government of Bangladesh. 

Section 2 Its purpose shall be as set forth in this charter, approved 

by the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Home and Cul-

tural Affairs, and the President of Chittagong University. 

More specifically, it shall be to promote, through the es-

tablishment and maintenance of an education and research 

oriented museum and allied projects, a programme which will 

^The By-Laws of the TDRC have been formulated after those of the 
Fort Worth Museura, Tarrant County, Texas. 
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bring the textile artists and artist-craftsmen face to face 

with the benefits of technology, the lessons, and examples 

of history and the value of culture, their own and that of 

others. 

ARTICLE IV 
Government 

Section 1 The management of the affairs of this Corporation shall be 

vested in a board of trustees, to be known as the Board of 

Trustees, consisting of not more than thirty-one members to 

be elected as provided in Section 3 of this article. 

Section 2 The Board of Trustees shall have full responsibility for 

the management of the Corporation. It shall determine the 

policies governing the administration and operation of the 

TDRC. It shall have full responsibility for supervision of 

the financial affairs and for the ethical standards of the 

TDRC. 

Section 3 All members of the Board of Trustees shall be appointed by 

the Ministry of Education and Home and Cultural Affairs, 

Director of the Bangladesh Museum Association and the Board 

of Regents of the Chittagong University. The term of office 

of a member of the Board of Trustees shall be three (3) 

years. A member may be re-elected for one additional three 

(3) year term for a maximum consecutive Board tenure of six 

(6) years, plus any partial term served as a result of 

election to fill a vacancy under Section 5 of this Article. 
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A Board member shall not be eligible for re-election to the 

Board of Trustees until the expiration of one year follow-

ing the expiration of two consecutive three (3) year terms 

of office. The terms of apprpximately one-third of the 

Board of Trustees shall expire each year. In the selection 

of members, the Board of Trustees shall give consideration 

to a broad representation of the various fields of the tex-

tile arts, the weavers' guild, fabric printing agencies, 

artists and craftsmen, art schools, textile corporations, 

handloom industry, textile mill corporations, social and 

economic welfare agencies, the museum guild, business, in-

dustry, labour, administration women in education, and 

social welfare. 

Section 4 Any member of the Board of Trustees who shall absent himself 

from three consecutive meetings a year shall be deemed to 

have resigned as a member of the Board and shall cease to be 

a member there. He may, however, be reinstated by a major-

ity vote of the Board. 

Section 5 Each Board vacancy shall be filled by election of a new 

member for the unexpired term in the same manner as members 

are elected for full terms. 

Section 6 The Board of Trustees shall have an Executive Committee 

composed of the officers-elect and the president of the 

Board who shall act as agent of the Board in carrying out 

the policies of the Board of Trustees between the meetings 
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thereof, and report to the Board of Trustees at the next 

meeting of the Board. The Executive Committee shall meet 

each month. 

ARTICLE V 
Meetings 

Section 1 The meetings of the Board of Trustees shall be held on the 

first Tuesday of every two months. Special meetings may be 

called by the President. Written notice thereof shall be 

mailed to all members of the Board of Trustees at least ten 

days prior to the day set for such meetings. 

Section 2 In the meetings of the Board of Trustees and the Executive 

Committee, it shall be necessary in any event for a quorum 

to be present for the Board of Trustees or any committee to 

act, including the Executive Committee. A quorum is defined 

to be a simple majority of the members of the Board of a 

committee. 

Section 3 At the two monthly and all other meetings of the Board of 

Trustees, the President shall preside, and in the absence 

of the President, the Vice President designated by the Presi-

dent shall preside. 

ARTICLE VI 
Officers 

Section 1 The officers of this Corporation shall consist of a President, 

one (1) Vice President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, each 

of whom shall be elected for a term of one (1) year or until 
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his successor is installed, by the Board of Trustees as 

provided hereinafter. 

Section 2 No officer shall be eligible for re-election after serving 

two (2) terms in office until at least one (1) year shall 

have expired after his last term of office. 

Section 3 At the initial meeting of the Board of Trustees, the Pres-

ident shall appoint a nominating committee consisting of 

five (5) members of the Board for one full year. This com-

mittee will then elect its own chairman. This committee 

shall investigate the qualifications and availability of 

persons who might serve as officers and Trustees, and shall 

report its recommendations for such positions to the Board 

at the following meeting or at the times specified by the 

President in connection with elections to fill vacancies in 

office. 

Section 4 The report of the Nominating Committee shall be made in 

writing by the chairman thereof, or by a member acting in 

his behalf at his request at the two monthly meetings or 

other specified times. Additional nominations may be made 

by any member of the Board of Trustees, provided the con-

sent of the nominee has been received. At the close of 

nomination, the officers shall be elected by a majority 

vote of the Board of Trustees at the following monthly meet-

ing in the same year. The officers so elected shall take 

office at the following meeting. 
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Section 5 Duties of Officers 

President; The President shall preside at all meetings of 

the Board of Trustees and the Executive Committee. He shall 

appoint standing committees and shall be ex-officio, a mem-

ber of each committee. He shall perform, in addition there-

to, the usual functions of the President of an organisation. 

Vice President: In the event of the absence of the Presi-

dent, the Vice President shall assume the duties of the Pres-

Ident with such particular assignments, if any, as shall be 

made to them by the President. In addition, the President 

shall designate the Vice President to be chairman of the 

Programme Committee and the Finance Committee. 

Secretary: The Secretary shall keep an accurate record of 

all proceedings of the Corporation, including the meetings 

of the Board of Trustees and the Executive Committee, and 

shall have responsibility for all official papers and re-

cords pertaining to his office, which shall be kept, on file 

at the TDRC. At the expiration of his term of office, he 

shall turn over to his successor all books, records, and 

other property of the Corporation in his custody. He shall 

attend to such correspondence as may be necessary or de-

sirable in connection with his office. 

Treasurer: The Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of 

all monies received and disbursed by the Corporation; the 

records, however, shall be kept on file at the TDRC. He 
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shall make monthly financial reports at Board of Trustees 

meetings. He shall make a report of the annual audit to 

the Board of Trustees. 

ARTICLE VII 
Committees 

Section 1 Standing committees to be appointed by and from the Board 

of Trustees shall be: Executive, Finance, Program, Nominat-

ing, and By-Laws. 

Executive Committee: (See Article IV, Section 6.) 

Finance Committee: Shall have the responsibility for the 

budget and financial aspects of the TDRC. (Suggested ad. 

hoc subcommittees: Building and Grounds, Personnel, Proper-

ties, etc.) 

Programme Committee: Shall establish the policies for the 

TDRC's activities and programmes. (Suggested ad hoc sub-

committees: Astronomy, Exhibits, Education, Natural Science, 

etc.) 

Nominating Committee: (See Article VI, Sections 3 and 4.) 

By-Laws Committee: Shall be appointed by the President of 

the Board and shall receive and study proposals for amend-

ments to these By-Laws. 

Section 2 Finance and Programme Committees shall each consist of one-

half of the members of the Board. 

Section 3 Ad hoc comraittees shall be appointed as needed by the chair-

men of standing committees. 
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ARTICLE VIII 
Museum Director 

Section 1 The Board of Trustees shall employ a director of the Corpo-

ration who shall be in charge of the operation of the TDRC. 

He shall be responsible for the administration of the TDRC 

and its activities, subject to the policies established by 

the Board of Trustees, and shall be directly responsible to 

the Board of Trustees. He shall submit an Annual Report 

each year on the conditions and activities of the TDRC. He 

shall submit informal progress reports at the monthly Board 

of Trustees meetings and shall call to their attention any 

matters requiring their action or notice. 

ARTICLE IX 
Financial Matters 

Section 1 No funds of the Corporation shall be deposited in any name 

except that of the Corporation, and no funds of the Corpo-

ration shall be invested without the authority of the Board 

of Trustees. 

Section 2 The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on the first 

of January and end on the thirty-first of December of each 

year. The books of the Corporation shall be balanced and 

audited on December 31 of each year by a Certified Public 

Accountant or the United Fund Auditor. 

Section 3 No part of the income of the Corporation shall ever be dis-

tributable to its directors or officers. 
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ARTICLE X 
Amendment 

Section 1 Proposed amendments to the By-Laws shall be submitted in 

writing by the By-Laws Committee to each member of the Board 

of Trustees at least thirty (30) days prior to a monthly meet-

ing and shall be voted upon at the following meeting by the 

Board of Trustees. 

Section 2 If a proposed amendment shall be approved by two-thirds (2/3) 

of the members of the Board of Trustees by vote taken at 

such meeting, the Secretary shall give written notice of 

such approval with copy or copies of such proposed amendment 

to each Board member. The same shall immediately become a 

part of these By-Laws. 

Staff Policies^ 

I. Salaries 

Salaries shall be based on the local Bangladesh Government first 

class officer levels (see Government of Bangladesh established 

salary ranges). All starting salaries shall be suggested to the 

Board of Trustees, who set the annual operating budget. The 

Executive Director, after consultation with the TDRC's Executive 

Board or Finance Committee, shall set salary levels and raises. 

All raises shall be given at the beginning of the TDRC calendar 

n:he staff policies have been formulated after the staff policies 
of the Fort Worth Museum, but keeping the nature of the TDRC in 
Chittagong in mind. 
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year and consist of two types: 

A. Increment - For excellent performance of assigned duties. 

B. Merit - For superior service beyond the call of duty. 

Employees shall not expect salary increases every year because 

the budget would not consist of adequate funds. 

II. Benefits 

The Museum provided the following for all full-time employees: 

A. Absences 

(All absences shall be recorded on the "Application For Leave" 

slips and submitted each week. These forms shall be maintained 

in the employee's file. All leaves will be based on the calen-

dar year, January 1 to December 31.) 

1. Vacation - Leave with pay shall be applicable only after 

the first six months of employment. Department heads shall 

be due fifteen working days, or after five full calendar 

years, twenty working days. Other employees shall be due 

ten working days, or after five full calendar years,, fifteen 

working days. Vacation leave shall accumulate monthly at 

a rate of 1/12 of the time alloted. Accumulated vacation 

leave shall be transferred to the next calendar year. Upon 

honorable employment separation, payment at the employee's 

current salary rate shall be given for unused vacation 

time. Only employees with a minimum of a year of service 

are eligible for this termination payment. 

2. Illness - Salary payments during the period of illness shall 
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be made at the discretion of the supervisor with the 

approval of the Executive Director. 

3. Petty Leave (professional staff only) - Petty leave shall 

be negotiated with the Department Head or Executive Di-

rector and shall be subtracted from compensatory time. 

Petty leave periods greater than earned compensatory time 

may be carried for the duration of employment. At term-

ination, any excess petty leave shall be deducted at the 

employee's current salary rate. No petty leave may be 

taken coincident with vacation. A minimum of one week 

must separate vacation and petty leave periods. 

4. Compensatory Time (professional staff only) - An employee 

may accrue compensatory time when extra hours are worked 

at the request of a Department Head or the Executive Di-

rector. There shall be no maximum to the amount of time 

that may be accumulated, but only forty hours may be trans-

ferred to a new calendar year. Upon honorable termination, 

payroent at the employee's current salary rate may be given 

for accumulated time to a maximum of forty hours after the 

first year of employment. 

5. Operation Staff - All employees classified as operation 

staff shall fill in time cards to be approved and signed by 

Department Heads. If more than a forty-hour week is re-

quired of the operational employee, an employee shall take 

this accumulated time off within two weeks, or overtime at 
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a rate of time and one-half shall be paid at the employee's 

current salary rate. 

6. Jury Duty - The TDRC shall pay full salary while the em-

ployee is serving. 

7. Marriage or Death - Three paid days of leave shall be given 

for one's own marriage. Three paid days of leave shall be 

given for a death in the immediate family (parents, grand-

parents, siblings, grandchildren). Five paid days of leave 

shall be given for the death of a child or spouse. 

8. Leaves of Absence - Such leave, which must be negotiated 

with the Executive Director, shall be subject to approval 

by the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. 

9. TDRC Leave - This leave applies only to trips and projects 

outside the city on TDRC-related business. 

10. Holidays - The TDRC shall be closed on New Year's Day, 

Independence Day, on the first and 27th day of Ramzan, 

three days on Eid-ul-Fitr, on Shabbebarath, three days on 

Eid-ul-Azha, and on the first of Muharram. If a holiday 

occurs on an employee's regularly scheduled day off, the 

employee shall be given the equivalent in time. 

III. Retirement 

A TDRC-owned pension plan shall be provided for all full-time employ-

ees over thirty years of age after one year of service. 

IV. Unemployment Insurance 

This insurance shall be available to an employee who terminates 
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employment honorably or is laid off. 

V. Mileage 

If an employee is requested to use his personal vehicle for busi-

ness, 0.50 taka per mile shall be paid. Mileage requests shall be 

submitted to the Accounting Office each month. 

VI. Conferences and TDRC-Related Travel 

When funds are available and budgeted, after approval by the Execu-

tive Director, expenses shall be paid for all TDRC-related business 

and travel. Expensé forms shall be completed with receipts for all 

expenditures over 20 taka per day. 

VII. Classes 

A. Full-time staff - Free registration to employees and immediate 

family (spouse, children, and grandchildren) shall be available 

for any class offered by the TDRC school. Admittance to class 

is subject to approval by the Class Registrar. Employees teach-

ing during normal working hours must submit application for pet-

ty leave with their contract. Lack of petty leave application 

shall require the school to omit employees from payrolls. 

B. Part-time Staff - Free registration for any class offered by the 

TDRC school shall be available only to the employee. Admittance 

to class shall be subject to the approval of the Class Registrar. 

VIII. Gift Shop 

Discounts - All full-time staff members shall receive a discount of 

cost plus 25% on all but sale and special merchandise. 

IX. Nepotism 
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No members of the same family shall be employed by the TDRC if one 

is in a supervisory position. 

X. Fire 

A. In the event of fire, the following procedures, listed in order 

of their priority, shall be followed insofar as practical: 

1. Calmly evacuate all visitors from the area. 

2. Notify Executive Director, Building Superintendent, and 

staff. 

3. Call Fire and Police Departments. 

4. Attempt to extinguish the blaze if possible. 

5. Evacuate all visitors from the building. 

B. All staff members shall ensure that: 

1. All entrances are kept clear. 

2. All spectators are denied entrance. 

3. Fire lanes are maintained. 

4. All collections and equipment are secure. 

C. As soon as possible, all artifacts in the affected area shall 

be evacuated. The area to which they are moved shall be safe 

from imminent danger, secure from theft, and near enough to 

permit easy transport. 

D. In case of a bomb threat, the Executive Director or the next in 

charge shall be notified immediately. Evacuation procedures 

shall then be followed. 

XI. Inj ury 

A. It is important to act quickly and surely on behalf of the 
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victim. If a staff member is uncertain as to the correct pro-

cedures, he shall call for help immediately. 

B. In the event of visitor injury: 

1. Apply first aid and send for assistance (e.g., an ambu-

lance, as required. 

2. Notify the Executive Director or the next in charge and 

the victim's immediate family. 

3. Initiate measures necessary to prevent repetition of the 

accident. 

C. In the event of staff injury: 

1. Apply first aid and send the victim to the Medical Clinic 

at the University premises. Send for the ambulance of the 

Medical Hospital or General Hospital. It is advisable to 

have someone telephone in advance to notify either the clin-

ic or the hospital. 

2. Notify the Executive Director or the next in charge. 

3. Take action to prevent repetition of the accident, 

4. Fill in accident report. 

XII. Suspicious Actions and Disturbances 

A. Potential disturbances shall be given immediate attention. 

B. Be alert to the attitudes and dispositions of visitors. 

C. If a problem persists, the Executive Director or the next in 

charge shall be immediately notified. 

XIII. Theft or Vandalism in Progress 

Such troublesome situations often can be avoided by keeping the 
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building clean, the exhibits in good repair, and the offices and work 

areas secure when unattended. However, if a staff member should en-

counter someone in the process of taking or destroying TDRC property, 

he shall take the following action: 

A. Observe the individual's involved closely for later identifi-

cation. 

B. Notify the Executive Director or the next in charge. 

C. Call the authorities. 

D. Keep the participants under observation as long as practical. 

Collections Policy 

I. All donations shall be tax deductible; however, the TDRC shall assume 

no responsibility to evaluate donations. The TDRC shall do its ut-

most to suggest reputable appraisers to assist the donor. 

II. All donations shall be considered outright and unconditional gifts to 

be used at the TDRC's discretion. 

III. No loans shall be accepted from individuals because of the expense 

involved in housing, handling, maintaining, insuring, and exhibiting 

donations. The TDRC shall accept loans from institutions and corpor-

ations for assigned periods of time. 

IV. There are three types of collections maintained in the TDRC. The 

TDRC shall do its utmost to designate the type of collection at the 

time of donation. However, time, funds, and interests change, and 

no guarantee shall be made as to the permanent category of any do-

nation. 

A. Permanent Exhibit Collections - These items, the finest available. 
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relate directly to the TDRC's purposes. Used only for exhibi-

tion, they are original and generally priceless. 

B. Study Collections - These are usually duplicate or worn items 

that still have a definite teaching quality. These fine items 

shall be used for exhibition, study, or sometimes loans to oth-

er museums and institutions. 

C. Expendable Collections - These items are usually donated by in-

dividuals or institutions which no longer need them. The TDRC 

shall not normally classify them as Type A or B, but shall use 

them to acquire artifacts or other pertinent materials to fill 

out its permanent or study collections. 

V. The TDRC shall have a policy of changing the material on exhibit in 

order to preserve it from ultraviolet light, dust, and insects. 

For this reason, no donations shall be on exhibit permanently. 

Procedure for mplementing 
Collection Policy 

The TDRC would use two procedures or methods to implement its col-

lections policy. It would both register and catalogue its collections. 

Textile objects would be assigned to an individual place in a list 

or register of the materials in the collections in such a manner that 

it would not be confused with any other object listed. Its individual-

ity would be established by linking its place in the list with the in-

formation that accompanied it when it was received by the museum. This 

would be done by applying the same number to both the object and its 

written record. Thereby, the identifying number would become the one 
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used for registration. No additional information would be needed to 

maintain the permanent and absolute individuality of the object. 

To catalogue an object at the TDRC would be to assign it to one 

or more categories of an organised classification system so that it 

and its record may be associated with other objects similar or relat-

ed to it. In order to insure accuracy in making this assignment, time 

and expert knowledge are required. The object would be studied with 

care, identified explicitly, and compared skillfully with other similar 

objects. However, the cataloguing or classifying of the textile obj-

ect would in no way alter or invalidate the significance and function 

of its registration number. 

Accession Procedure 

The TDRC would use the registration methods recommended by the Amer-

ican Association of Museums (in its publication Museum Registration Meth-

ods) . Each calendar year would be numbered consecutively in order of 

their receipt. To distinguish one annual series from another, the last 

two digits of the current calendar year with a decimal point would pro-

ceed the accession number. For example, if 77.27 was the last object 

received in the year 1977, the next accession—the first received in 

1978—would carry the number 78.1. 

1. The accession form shown in Appendix E would be filled out in trip-

licate, complete with a description of the artifact and any proven-

ance available. The donor's signature would be secured after the 

donor had read the collections policy. The first (pink) carbon 

copy would be given to the donor. The original copy would then be 
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filed in a folder for incomplete accessions until a letter of thanks 

had been written, and a proper classification had been assigned to 

the artifact. When complete. the original accession form, along 

with a carbon copy of the letter of thanks and any other informa-

tion pertaining to the accession, would be filed in an alphabetic-

ally arranged donor file. The second (yellow) carbon copy of the 

accession form may be filed either numerically or by date. 

2. The accession number, however, would not be the registration number. 

The accession number would identify with a single number all the 

objects contained in the accession. The registration number would 

be the number giving each article a place in a closed serial number 

series limited to materials in the accession. By adding this obj-

ect number with a decimal point to the accession number, a three-

part registration number would be achieved that would clearly iden-

tify the individual object. For example, the registration number 

77.27.12 would be the symbol for the twelfth article in the twenty-

seventh accession received by the TDRC during the year 1977. The 

next accession received containing fifteen articles numbered serial-

ly from 1 to 15 would have registration numbers 77.28.1 through 

77.28.15. 

3a. An object composed of several parts, each of which is a complete 

entity, but also an essential part of the object—such as a sari 

and blouse—or a complete wedding set, would be given a single reg-

istration number. Thus, if 77.27.12 is a sari and blouse, the sari 

would carry the number 77.27.12a and the blouse 77.27.12b. 

3b. A permanent accession record, based upon the informal notes taken 
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at the time of arrival would be prepared as soon as practical. This 

complete permanent record would serve as the TDRC's museum regis-

trar. Within its pages would be the key to the individual identity 

of each object in the TDRC's collections. The responsibility for 

its maintenance and care would be assigned to the Collection Offi-

cer. 

4. Each artifact would be examined carefully for defects. Textile 

fabrics would be fumigated before entering storage. 

5. The textile fabrics and artifacts would be catalogued under proper 

classification (See Appendix G for an example of the catalogue class-

ification system). The catalogue file would have a card for each 

item in the collection; the cars would carry the record, registra-

tion number, a brief description, and its location in the TDRC. 

These cards would be arranged by classifications such as saris, 

blouses, shawls, bedspreads, quilts, mats, and other subjects, and 

thereby become useful supplements to the TDRC register. 

6. In each classification, the number to be assigned would be deter-

mined by looking at the last number given the previous artifact of 

the same classification. The catalogue would be developed gradual-

ly (research done by student assistants) and a "catalogue informa-

tion form," as well as an "object study form," would be completed 

for each item in the TDRC. (An example of such forms can be seen 

in Appendix H and I, respectively.) This system would be very nec-

essary, not only for textile researchers, but also for social and 

cultural anthropologists. 
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7. The artifacts would be examined, measured, and marked. This mark-

ing would be sewn onto the textile fabrics in an inconspicuous 

place. On artifacts like looms, spinning wheels, bobbins, wood 

blocks, and the like, the markings would be put on in indelible 

ink. These markings would have the classification number, the 

classification letter (upper case) when cataloguing is complete, 

and finally, the article number of that category. If there is 

more than one part to the artifact, then each part would be marked 

with a lower case letter (e.g., 77/8B.121a,b)• 

8. All artifacts of value would be photographed before being shelved 

or stored. After processing, a contact print would be stapled to 

the catalogue card. 

9. Sometimes an artifact would be catalogued and shelved without ade-

quate research. On such an occasion, it would be noted in the ac-

cession card that the accession is incomplete. 

Functions of the Textile Design 
and Research Centre 

The Textile Design and Research Centre is an educational and res-

earch-oriented museum-like institute. 

Its basic functions are the following, in order of importance: 

1. Educational and research functions 

A textile arts workshop and weekend school, programmes through 

the weaving section, dye laboratory, and painting house, spin-

ning shop, design centre 

2. Curatorial functions 
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Collection, conservation, preservation, identification, docu-

mentation, study, restoration, storage of collections 

3. Display functions 

Thematic and changing displays of selected objects, documents, 

and photographs from the collections arranged to provide edu-

cational knowledge. 

4. Reference library and information services 

Books, documents, slides, and photographs 

.5. Public educational functions 

6. Display preparation and other services 

These functions are imperative to run the TDRC smoothly and effi-

ciently, and to obtain the above mentioned functions and obligations 

of the TDRC: :preparation of exhibits, supervision, mechanical, and jani-

torial. 

Educational and Research Programmes 

The below mentioned programmes are the means by which the main obj-

ectives of the TDRC would be achieved (see purpose of this chapter). 

The major programmes in this section would be in the fields of weaving, 

spinning, dyeing and printing, and design. 

Three programmes would be offered: 

1. Textile arts workshop 

2. Weekend school in weaving and fabric printing 

3. A community service programme twice weekly 

The two major programmes in the educational and research section 

would be a Textile Arts Workshop and Weekend School. The four major 
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educational and research areas, namely weaving, dyeing laboratory and 

printing house, spinning shop, and design centre, would offer their 

programmes and facilities through the Textile Art Workshop and the Week-

end School. The weaving section would have twenty-six floor looms, 

eight pit looms, six four-harness horizontal jack looms, four eight-

hamess horizontal jack looms, two horizontal eight-harness foot pow-

er looms (fly shuttle); and in addition, it would have four upright 

tapestry looms, and two rug looms (upright, vertical tapestfy type), 

and six table looms. All of these looms would be locally made. 

After a period of three operating years, and provided there is no 

deficit in its budget, the TDRC would include a power loom, such as 

the Jacquard or Doby. 

The spinning apparatus used would start with the local tools which 

could be acquired easily and economically. The common spinning appara-

tus of the muslin weavers would be one of the main tools used. This 

apparatus, which is usually contained in a small flat work basket, con-

sists of a cylindrical roll of cotton, a delicate iron spindle, and a 

concave piece of shell 'embedded in clay. The spindle is no thicker 

than a needle. It is ten to fourteen inches in length. Attached to 

the spindle near its lowest point is a small ball of unbaked clay about 

the size of a pea—used to give it sufficient weight in turning. Yarn 

derived from this type of apparatus gives the best results in weaving 

fine, but strong, muslins (3:29). Along with the iron drop spindle, 

similar drop spindles, spinning wheels, and a motorized wheel would be 

frequently used. The TDRC may purchase a power spinner for spinning 
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and twisting manmade synthetic fibres to be used at the Centre. 

The Dye Laboratory of the TDRC would be planned by CIBA of New 

Jersey. Unlike the CIBA Organisation, the objectives of the dye lab 

would be very modest: i.e., basic research in dyes and mordants, dye-

ing process, printing with formulated dyes, fixing, and finishing. The 

laboratory will consist of small departments of organic chemistry, bio-

chemistry, and physical chemistry. Bangladesh dye and staining plants, 

natural organic mordantc, fixers, stabilizers, and finishing agents, as 

well as synthetic dyes and synthetic agents would be investigated. The 

objective of the lab would be to ultimately produce dyes from both nat-

ural and synthetic materials, at a very inexpensive cost, to the print-

ers, weavers, and spinners. These colours would be cheap, fast, dura-

ble, and pleasing. The dye lab would also produce mordants and finish-

ing agents, so that the subtle colours of the dyes do not change. 

The dye laboratory would be supervised by a curator who would work 

in cooperation with the other research units of CIBA in India (Bombay, 

Calcutta, Madras), in the United States (Fairlawns, New Jersey), and in 

England (Manchester, England), Occasional reports and correspondence 

visits would keep the curator informed and efficient. 

Another section included with the dye laboratory would be the 

Printer's House. This printer's house would have all the various tools 

for the different types of printing (in fabrics), e.g., silkscreens, 

woodblocks, resist tools, and baths. 

The Design Centre would consist of a designer room where designs 

in textiles would be conceived and illustrated on paper. The weavers 
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and printers would evaluate and try out the illustrations in order to 

test their feasibility. Design books would be made in which designs 

would be preserved for further use. The Design Centre would try to 

build up an aesthetically and culturally effective design collection 

for the twentieth century Bangladesh society. These collections would 

be circulated to the various handloom industries. 

Textile Arts Workshop 

The TDRC would have a Textile Arts Workshop Programme which would 

provide facilities for fifty students. Each year, fifty students would 

be enrolled to complete two years at the TDRC Textile Arts Workshop as 

a part of their degree requirements. From a number of thirty students, 

twenty-five would be from the Art Department of the Chittagong Univer-

sity, and five from other universities and art colleges in Bangladesh; 

these students would be fourth year and graduate students only. These 

art students would have completed the Beginning and Intermediate aTt 

courses or the equivalent (as in the case of professional weavers). 

From the remainder of the ten students, four of them would be profes-

sional artists (painters, sculptors, weavers, potters, jewellers, and 

fabric designers) , and six students would be traditional professional 

weavers from cottage industries and private homes. The latter ten stu-

dents would be selected according to their artistic ability and their 

willingness, as well as capacity, to imp̂ art their knowledge and skill 

acquired to their fellow artists. 

The curriculum would be the following for all students. (These 

required courses to be taken in the first year are both advanced and 
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specialized.) 

1. Weaving Techniques (looms and off-looms) 

2. History of Spinning Techniques 

3. Colour Concept in Textile Design 

4. Textile Design, Two-Dimensional 

4b. Textile Design, Three-Dimensional (block cutting included) 

5. Textile Printing 

6. Dye Techniques 

7. World History of Textile Arts, Part I 

7b. History of Islamic Art, Part I 

8. History of Asian Textiles 

The second year will emphasize subject specializaion. Students 

will have five fields from which to choose one specialization. They 

may have a major area of specialization and a minor area. The latter 

would not be mandatory. 

Students would specialize in the following areas: 

1. Weaving 

2. Textile Material 

3. Concepts of Colour in Textiles 

4. Textile Design, Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional 

5. History of Bangladesh Textiles 

Students specializing in weaving would experiment and research with 

the looms in the weaving studios. They would explore new techniques and 

forms. They would delve into the aesthetics of their art medium, using 

their artistic sensibilities in creating wall hangings and tapestries. 
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as well as woven apparel. 

Courses: 

Advanced Loom Techniques 

Experiments with Yarn and Texture 

Weaving and Printing 

Historical Textile Reviews 

Islamic Carpets and Textiles, Part II 

Students specializing in Textile Materials would explore possi-

bilities with the existing hand and power looms, spinning wheels, 

weaving and spinning tools; dyes, natural and synthetic; and the var-

ious printing processes and tools. The objective of this speciali-

zation would be to develop new methods and equipment by which tex-

tile artists may achieve aesthetics and original ways in expressing 

their artistic sensibilities. This field would also stress art ed-

ucation through the various art instruments. 

Courses would include: 

Study of Hand and Power Looms 

Techonology and the Arts 

Experiments with Yarn and Dyes 

Textile Arts of the World, Part II 

Media of Printing 

Improvement of the Arts 

Students specializing in Textile Concepts would work exclusively 

in the dye laboratory and Design Centre. They would prepare and ex-

periment with natural and synthetic dyes and would study the feasibility 
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of prividing natural dyes which would be effective, economical, and 

easy to procure. Colours which are harmonious to the social, cultural, 

and physical environmental life of the general people will be sought. 

Artistically sensitive coloured yarn and dyes would be explored in con-

nection with students and weavers, so that the colours procured would 

look aesthetically pleasing when woven and used for printing fabrics. 

Emphasis will also be made to acquire permanency in natural dyes and 

to reduce the flashy quality of most synthetic dyes. It would be req-

uired of such students to produce a Formula Book of Natural and Syn-

thetic Dyes (during the end of the year). Formulas would be their own, 

as well as those they would acquire from field trips and visits to 

traditional dyers, printers, and weavers of the country: formulas ob-

tained from private and old books of dyers and printers would also be 

investigated. The authenticity of all formulas and recipes would be 

tested before being recorded in the Formula Book. 

Courses required: 

Chemistry of Dyes (Natural and Synthetic) 

Experiments in Natural Dyes 

Experiments in Synthetic Dyes 

Aesthetics of Colour in Fabric Design 

Formula Book 

Students specializing in Textile Design, Two-Dimensional, and 

Three-Dimensional would research into the traditional art designs, mo-

tifs, and forms of the past with the intention of using them effectively 

in the present Bangladesh society. At the same time, students would be 
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geared towards creating new twentieth century Bangladesh art designs 

in keeping with their rural/urban, Bengali-Muslim culture. 

Course studies would be: 

History of Bangladesh Culture 

Art History of Asia, Part II 

The Arts of India 

The Arts of Islam 

Islamic Textiles, Part II 

Textile Arts of the World, Part II 

Students specializing in the History of Bangladesh Textiles would 

study the various textiles of Asia Minor: Middle Eastern textiles, 

Indian, Indonesian, and Oriental Textiles, along with other Islamic tex-

tiles of African countries, East European countries, Britain, and South-

e m Russian textiles. Students would prepare themselves to be future 

textile art historians to teach in schools and colleges. 

Courses required would be: 

History of Assyrian and Sasanian Art 

History of Egyptian Art 

History of Byzantine Art 

Art of the Islamic Countries 

Industrial Art of Britian, Europe, and the United States 

Indian and South East Asian Art 

Art of the Orient 

Survey of the Textile Arts of the World, Part II 
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Weekend School 

The weekend school would be held each Saturday and Sunday (except 

holidays). This would be a non-profit free textile art service to the 

local artisans. Each term would be ten weekends, i.e., twenty classes. 

New students would be accepted each term. Although any of the local 

population could qualify, certain ones—notably the patuas, with tex-

tile arts knowledge and skills, private weavers, textile printers, 

dyers, spinners, and their family members—would be advocated over those 

with no knowledge of the textile arts. 

The objective of this programme would be to equip the everyday tex-

tile artisans and patuas with further technical and art knowledge; to 

provide visually stimulating seminars, demonstration classes in weaving, 

printing, spinning, dyeing, and to discuss their problems as well as to 

provide them with artistic stimuli to create quality artistic works. 

No special courses as such would be offered; most of these "class-

es" would be taught by the TDRC students (as part of their scholarship 

fulfillment), although seminars and class discussions would feature art 

professors and curators. Each time the classes and courses would be 

revised and improved in accordance with the local requirements. Listed 

below is a guideline for the type of classes which may be held. 

1. Class demonstration on looms and weaves. Visits to the dif-

ferent looms and the work on each loom being discussed. 

2. Class demonstration on spinning. Students would be shown how 

to spin different yarns together in order to create unusual 

effects. 
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3. Lectures and demonstrations on natural dyes. Recipes given, 

colours shown so that students may be able to try them at 

home. Some basic dyes may be demonstrated at the lab. The 

simple dye recipes would be given to each student. Costs 

would be discussed, and where the materials for the dye can 

be acquired would also be discussed. 

4. Printing and fabric painting demonstrations and discussions 

on the various processes. Some printing and painting may be 

done by the students. 

5. Lectures and accompanied slideshows on various textile arts 

of the world would be shown. 

6. Professional weavers, printers, dyers and printers (visitors, 

students of the TDRC, and art professors) would hold talks to 

discuss problems of the students. 

7. Simplified and basic classes on the textile arts of Bangladesh 

would be held in order to inform the students of their rich 

textile heritage. 

8. Tours around the TDRC Museum, accompanied with lecture dis-

cussions on the various textiles and textile equipment, would 

also be included in the weekend school programme. 

Community Service Textile Art Programme 

This programrae would be offered twice a week on Tuesday and Thurs-

day evenings. A small fee of twenty-five taka ($1.10) a month would be 

charged for each student. This textile art programme would be geared 

for housewives and hobby persons who would use the centre to create 
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handiworks for themselves, and at the same time, furnish the centre 

with a modest income. This income, which the TDRC would receive, would 

pay for the classes' operating costs. The maximum number of students 

for the classes would be fifty. 

Classes would be informal, and students would be allowed to choose 

the medium they would like to work with. However, classes would be lim-

ited to off-loom weavings and frame-loom weavings. Students with floor 

looms and table looms would be helped with their projects at home as 

far as possible. (The looms of the Centre would be in use by the regu-

lar students.) Spinning classes would be held so that students may spin 

yarn out of cotton, goat hair, jute, twisted rags, twine, dried husks 

of the banana bark, and date leaves, etc. Block printing, tie and dye, 

fold dyeing, batik, fabric painting, ikat dye, and weaving would all 

be possible. Weaving, spinning, and dyeing material would be purchased 

by the students from the Centre. 

Curatorial Functions 

The Textile Design and Research Centre (TDRC) would be construct-

ed with a view to preserve, store, and display textile artifacts. The 

building would be constructed not only for providing facilities for 

its education and research sectors, but would take into account natur-

al lighting, ventilation, thermal insulation, sunbreakers, and window 

light and ventilation suitable for tropical museum buildings. The 

building would make allowances for control of the humidity of tropic-

al countries which is harmful to artifacts as well as to construction. 
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The building would also take into account the salt in the atmosphere, 

as well as wind and strong sunlight, all of which would have a direct 

effect on the preserving, storing, and displaying of textile aritfacts. 

The chief functions would be: 

a. Collection, preservation, identification, documentation, 

study, and restoration 

b. Storage of collections 

Rare and historically significant handloom fabrics would be col-

lected—either purchased, borrowed, or as gifts. The techniques and 

processes involved in the making of the collected textile artifacts 

would be studied, documented, and photographed. Once identified, res-

toration, if required, would be made; and the fabrics would be preserved 

according to their needs. These collections would be the core of the 

TDRC, as its educational and research activities would be related to or 

derived from them. Thus, proper study, maintenance, and storage would 

be top priorities among the TDRC's functions. 

The study of the textile artifacts would be under the direct sup-

ervision of the Administrator, the three curators (weaving, design, and 

yam), and the librarian/archivist. Study of the artifacts would be 

carried out by them and their research and student assistants. Appendix 

H gives a guideline of instructions in which proper study of an artifact 

could be successfully accomplished. 

^For further reading on museum construction for tropical countries, 
see "Climate and Museum Architecture in South and South East Asia," 
0. P. Agrawala and Smita J. Baxi, Museums, Vol. 1, No. 13, May 1974, 
UNESCO. 
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Owing to the nature of textiles and textile artifacts, proper con-

servation, preservation, and storage methods would have to be adopted. 

The following rules for the care and handling of the textiles are as 

follows: 

1. Clean hands should always be used to handle fabrics. 

2. The textiles should be stored in darkness. 

3. The fabrics should not be folded but rolled on cardboard tubes 

with acid-free tissue right side inward. 

4. When absolutely necessary to fold, several layers of acid-free 

crumbled tissue paper should be used between the folds. 

5. Tubes for rolling fabrics should always be longer than the 

textiles. 

6. The rolls should be stored individually on racks, not stacked 

one on top of another. 

7. Small textiles, fragments, or pieces in poor condition should 

be sealed between plexiglass for study and storage. 

8. Unmounted textiles and small textiles not sealed or rolled 

should be stored in a map cabinet with shallow drawers. 

9. Tar treated paper should never be used at any time on the fab-

rics. 

10. All pins and metals should be removed. 

11. Stains should be removed as soon as possible. 

12. Dry, heated sunshine should be avoided at all times (even dur-

ing periods of display). 

13. Dust should be removed by hand vacuum with a slow-action suction 
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and not a duster. 

14. The fabrics should be brushed and fumigated at intervals to 

avoid and eliminate larvae eggs or fungus. 

15. Sturdy fabrics may be washed in a non-toxic detergent after 

being tested for fastness. 

16. Commercial sprays and dusting powders to destroy silverfish 

may be used but only on storage equipment. 

17. Thymol vapour may be used to sterilize textiles if profession-

al fumigation service is not available. 

18. Use of paradichlorobenzene in storage boxes, drawers, or gar-

ment boxes would prevent mildew and mold. 

19. All textiles and costumes should be stored in well ventilated 

rooms and exhibited in well ventilated galleries. A relative 

humidity of 40% should be maintained. Humidity should never 

be allowed to exceed 70%. 

20. Silk textiles should have a drier atmosphere than cotton tex-

tiles. 

21. All cleaning and mending should be done by textile experts 

who would know the physical and chemical properties of both 

ancient and recent structures, materials, and dyes. 

22. No transparent adhesive tapes should be used for mending, res-

toration, or conservation of fabrics. Use of solvents to re-

move adhesive is detrimental to fabric structure and dyes. 

23. Holes should be patched after the fabric is cleaned and miss-

ing parts rewoven. In order to do this, a skilled weaver and 
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"patcher" should be hired and proper material used. Dyes used 

should be proper vegetable dyes and material for reweaving 

and patching should be cleaned before work starts. 

24. Costumes stored on mannequins should be completely covered 

with plastic sheets. 

25. Hanging costumes should be hung on padded hangers rather than 

on plastic ones. All costumes should be covered by plastic 

bags. 

26. Each textile fabric should carry a card with its registration 

number and its permanent location. Dates of cleaning, togeth-

er with dates and places of exhibition, should be sewn on. 

This card would decide future cleaning. 

Display Functions 

Display of textiles would also play an important part in the edu-

cation of students, artisans, and the public. Importance would be given 

to the planning of galleries in view of wind direction and proper venti-

lation. Thick walls and sunbreakers or overhangs on windows would act 

to protect displayed textiles. At the same time, fans and air circula-

tors would reduce humidity. Artifacts would be displayed in closed 

showcases to avoid salt sea air and dust. 

The supervisor and assistant supervisor of exhibit design, in coop-

eration with the curators and the help of the research assistants, would 

be responsible for both the permanent and the changing displays of Bang-

ladesh and foreign textiles from the Centre's own collection or from 
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loans. 

Periodical exhibitions of tapestries and works of local and for-

eign textile artist/designers and weavers would also be held. 

The main functions of the displays will be: 

1. To bring to the students and the public of Bangladesh an aware-

ness of their textile heritage. 

2. To educate the public through the displays. 

3. To make accessible the various textile arts of the country for 

study and research. 

4. To introduce and instill new artistic ideas among textile art-

ists and general artisans by changing exhibits and by display-

ing foreign textile arts. 

5. To exhibit documents and photographs of both rare and inacces-

sible Bangladesh and foreign textiles to provide further educa-

tional incentive and knowledge. 

6. All exhibitions would be accompanied by guides, trained student 

and volunteer docents. 

Reference Library and 
Information Service 

The Textile Design and Research Centre Library and Information Ser-

vice would provide textile researchers, students, and the general public 

with books, documents, slides, photographs, and magazines on existing 

and rare Bangladesh textiles, as well as some textiles from different 

countries of the world. 

One of the functions of the TDRC curators would be to document their 
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textile collections and provide the library with a copy of the data 

which would, in turn, be filed and made available to researchers. 

The TDRC Library and Information Service would give first prefer-

ence to textlle researchers, art students, and artisans for use of the 

facilities. Certain days would be allotted for the general public's 

use at the library. 

The Library and Information Service would have the following: 

1. Books on the various fields of textile arts, the techniques, 

processes, and tools and equipment needed for their production. 

2. Magazines and periodicals (foreign and national) dealing with 

a. contemporary designs, trends, and fashions 

b. technical problems of dyeing, printing, and weaving in the 

country and outside 

c. the different arts and crafts of the world, e.g., Craft Hor-

ízon, Textile Arts, CIBA Reviews, etc. 

3. Newsletters and latest articles and writings by Bangladesh ar-

tists, anthropologists, and philosophers. 

4. Slide and photograph library: visual collections of photographs 

and coloured slides depicting 

a. existing Bangladesh textiles manufactured in the country 

b. rare Bangladesh textiles in storage or in the collection 

of various museums within and without the country 

c. textiles (old and new) of different countries 

d. Islamic textiles from the Islamic countries and from the 

museums of the world 
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e. traditiona designs and costumes of Bangladesh and other 

countries 

f. details of the different weaving equipment, techniques, and 

processes 

g. details of the old and new dyeing, spinning, and fabric 

printing and painting process 

h. slides of art motifs, objects, forms, and colours to stim-

ulate the artistic sensibilities of the artist. 

5. Catalogues of: 

a. different yarns—natural and manmade, native and foreign 

b. dyes—native and natural colours with shades and formulas, 

foreign and synthetic colours with shades and formulas, 

textile samples collected from the various parts of the 

country showing the different textural and structural ef-

fects along with the design composition 

c. contemporary textile manufacturers in Europe, Asia, the 

Orient, and the United States. 

Public Educational Services 

The following activities would be open to the general public unless 

otherwise mentioned: 

1. Lectures by visiting and home artists. 

2. School and public tours (on specified days) around the whole 

TDRC, from exhibition rooms to workshops and library. 

3. Occasional demonstrations of certain weaving and dyeing tech-

niques by the students of the TDRC and by visiting professors. 
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4. Film shows on the different arts and culture of the country 

and the world. 

5. Gift shop. 

Display Preparation and 
Other Services 

These functions are solely for the benefit of the Textile Design 

and Research Centre in order to keep it running smoothly and efficient-

ly: 

1. Preparation of exhibits. 

2. Supervision. 

3. Mechanical and janitorial. 

In order to have a well planned exhibition, preparation would be 

carried out by exhibit designers at the workshop of the TDRC, Students 

on work-study would serve as assistants to the curator/designer and as-

sistant supervisor of design. 

Budget 

The proposed working plan for the TDRC has attempted to estimate a 

proposed Budget for the capital and building costs and initial year of 

the TDRC's establishment. Dr. Enamul Haque, Director of Dacca Museum, 

helped the writer in allotting the various sectors in the TDRC with jus-

tifiable amounts of financing as pertaining to institutions of such a 

nature in Bangladesh today. Mr. Gary Moore, Budget Officer of the Ranch-

ing Heritage Center, Texas Tech Museum, assisted the writer in account-

Ing for all building costs, capital expenditure, insurance, salaries, 

and wages as pertaining to standards in Bangladesh maintenance and 
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operations costs, office supplies, travel expenses, and for each of the 

research and education sectors. 

Building costs are variable from city to city in Bangladesh owing 

to climatic factors, labour, and material costs. This budget only pro-

poses to give an estimated figure of expenditure. Organisations intend-

ing to establish an institute like the Textile Design and Research Cen-

tre would be urged to show their plans and this budget to local archi-

tects for an estimated cost as well as to their local budgeting officers 

for costs of expenses. 

After consultation with Gary Moore, Budget Officer, Ranching Her-

itage Center, Texas Tech University, who helped formulate the proposed 

budget for the TDRC, and Dr. Reid Hastie, Professor, Art Department, 

Texas Tech University, it was decided that the monetary figures should 

be given in Bangladesh currency (taka) rather than in American dollars, 

since the proposed Centre is designed to serve the people of Bangladesh. 
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PROPOSED BUDGET FOR THE INITIAL YEAR OF THE 
TEXTILE DESIGN AND RESEARCH CENTRE 

AMOUNT RECQUIRED . 
(Bangladesh Currency)' 

PERMANENT EQUIPMENT (Capital Outlay) 

CAPITAL COST 

Fees to architect and contractor 

Labour wages, construction and finishing 
material, purchase of collections, display 
cases, workshop equipment, fumishings, 
fumiture, reserve collection storage 
equipment and exterior work such as land-
scaping, paving, etc. 

WEAVING SECTION 

School and workshop equipment and materials 

DYE LAB COST 

Equipment and materials 

SPINNING SECTION COST 

Equipment and materials 

DESIGN CENTRE COST 

Paints, art supplies, etc. 

GOVERNMENT INSURANCE ON BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT^ 

Subtotal 

SALARIES AND WAGES^ 

Director/Treasurer 

Administrator/Assistant Director 

Curator of Weaving 

Curator of Spinning Shop 

Curator/Deisgner and Exhibit Supervisor 
(Design Section) 

Research Coordinator of Dye Lab 

Assistant Supervisor of Exhibit Design 

8,000,000 taka 

18,480 

55,440 

22,000 

4,800 

8,900,720 

1,800 

1,450 

1,050 

1,050 

1,050 

1,050 

900 
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Programmes and Events Coordinator 

Librarian/Archivist 

Security Officer 

Secretary/Receptionist 

Custodian/Technician 

Guard 

Student Assistants and/or part-time help -
6 @ 11 taka per day for 180 days 

Subtotal 

TRAVEL^ 

Director/Treasurer and Administrator/Assistant 
Director 

All Curators and Librarian/Archivist 

Per diem for Director/Treasurer and Administrator/ 
Assistant Director - 50 days per year @ 20 taka 
per day 

Per diem for all Curators and Librarian/Archivist -
50 days per year (3 20 taka per day 

Subtotal 

900 

900 

500 

450 

300 

200 

11,880 

23,480 

80,000 

80,000 

1,000 

1,000 

162,000 

4. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS 

Building repairs, ground expenses, new equipment, 
cleaning supplies, workshop supplies and 
miscellaneous 

Electric Bill 

Water Bill 

Telephone 

Subtotal 

5. OFFICE SUPPLIES (Expendables) 

Paper, pens, pencils and miscellaneous 

Subtotal 

220,000 

3,300 

2,640 

100,000 

325,940 

264,000 

264,000 

6. PHOTO EQUIPMENT 

5 cameras 

Film 

13,200 

11,000 
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Developing 7^7QO 

Chemicals and miscellaneous 9 QOO 

Subtotal 40,900 

7. MULTI-MEDIA EQUIPMENT 

2 projectors 11,660 

1 tape recorder (cassette) 2,640 

Equipment Accessories 3I 550 

Subtotal 45,850 

8. EXHIBIT MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS 132,000 

Purchase of collections, display and curatorial 
supplies 

Subtotal 132,000 

9. USE OF UNIVERSITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 9,000 

Fee paid to Chittagong University for printing, 
publications and miscellaneous 

10. INDIRECT COSTS 

40% of salaries and wages 

Subto ta l 

Sub to ta l 

TOTAL BUDGET 9. 

9,000 

9,392 

9,392 

,913,282 taka 

1 dollar is equivalent to 14.5 taka. 

2 
Insurance on property, collections and personnel will be 

accounted for under the Chittagong University property insurance 
paid by the University. 

3 
Final salaries and wages will be paid in accordance with rates 

set and approved by the Chittagong University Board of Regents/ 
Trustees. 

Final total cost of Travel Funds will be expended and reim-
bursed in accordance with the travel regulations and policies 
applicable to University Professors and Govemment first class 
officials. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary of the study, 

to report the findings of the investigation, to state the conclusions 

derived, and to suggest recommendations for the application of the in-

vestigated study. 

The problem of the study was to investigate the available sources, 

to analyse the history and state of the textile arts of Bangladesh in 

order to develop an organised programme which would (1) collect and pre-

serve native handwoven fabrics of aesthetic, historic, and cultural sig-

nlficance, (2) study and exhibit historic and contemporary handwoven 

fabrics, (3) provide aesthetic, educative, and research facilities for 

selected art students affiliated with the universities and art schools 

in the country, (4) provide general handloom and textile education and 

services in order to increase public knowledge and to stimulate creat-

ive actlvity, and (5) to raise the craft of weaving to the level of an 

art form. 

The objectives of the Centre would be to promote textiles as a 

fine art, which in turn would contribute to the revival of fine arts 

in general. 

The study was limited to the evaluation of textile related materi-

al pertaining to the life and culture of the people of Bangladesh. The 

proposed Textile Design and Research Centre would present the life and 

culture of the people of Bangladesh and educate them through its many 
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collections and written/visual resources. It would provide opportuni-

ties within its walls to develop new aesthetic sensibilities and revive 

dormant talents. The working plan of the TDRC indicated the progres-

sive stages, steps, and procedures the Centre would have to follow to 

achieve its goals. The working plan also dealt with the functions of 

the Textile Design and Reasearch Centre, the personnel involved, and 

the making and implementing of policy~all of which would make the Cen-

tre a feasible and functional entity. 

The investigation did not include the development and validity of 

procedures used, nor did it strive to prove the feasibility of the 

working plan. The procedures used were the results of evaluation of 

past and existing textiles for identifying and documenting the past and 

existing textiles of Bangladesh; visitations to handloom centres, cot-

tage industries in textiles, dyeing and printing centres, dwellings of 

spinners, and mills and artists; interviews with Bangladesh Govemment 

officials, private art experts, textile industrialists, connoisseurs of 

textile arts, educators, and philosophers; an intemship at the Texas 

Tech University Museum; and lastly, the formulation and distribution of 

questionnaires to selected individuals in Bangladesh, including educa-

tors, artists, textile industrialists, museum officials, philosophers, 

weavers, printers, and university professors. 

The findings and data analysis from the various data sources, pro-

cedures, and questionnaires pointed out the decline in both quality of 

material and craftsmanship as well as decline in the aesthetics of de-

sign and colour in Bangladesh textiles today. Causes for the decline 
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were found to be in the poor economic condition of the weavers; lack of 

facilities where weavers and textile craftsmen could experiment with 

new ideas; ignorance of past knowledge of various textile media and 

poor rapport between existing textile designers and textile artisan-

craftsmen; ignorance of the existing art students in the history, tech-

nique and aesthetics of Bangladesh textile arts; imitation of western 

art motifs without proper understanding; lack of institutes where his-

torical textile artifacts could be carried out by textile art experts, 

artisans, and art students. 

The findings strongly indicated a need for an institute/museum 

which, through its effective administrative, educational, preservative, 

curatorial, and research function, would serve as a depository for pre-

serving, conserving, and exhibiting artifacts, and at the same time 

provide educational and research facilities for selected art students, 

artist-craftsmen, weavers, and textile printers to experiment and re-

search new revolutionary textile art designs, concepts, and techniques. 

The recommended Textile Design and Research Centre would thus propagate 

students and researchers who would be the initial ones to carry forth 

the torch of the textile arts renaissance in Bangladesh. 

Recommenda t ions 

On the basis of this study, the following recommendations have been 

suggested. 

The Textile Design and Research Centre In Chittagong, Bangladesh 

should be the beginning of similar projects in Bangladesh. The Govern-

ment of Bangladesh could apply the same procedures in setting up similar 
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Textile Design and Research Centres at the Dacca, Rajshahi, Pabna, Bo-

gra, and Mymensingh Universities (centres for Bangladesh textile arts). 

The establishment of such centres would speed up the textile arts ren-

aissance in the country. 

A similar approach towards establishing Design and Research Cen-

tres in pottery, jewelry, basketry, sculpture, painting, music, and 

dance should be pursued by govemmental or private organisations, by 

following similar methods of research, data collection, and institu-

tlonal and management procedures. A direction towards this goal could 

bring about a total art renaissance in the cultural life of the people 

of Bangladesh. 

Scholars of art history in Bangladesh should take it upon them-

selves to document and identify existing art works in the field of tex-

tiles, pottery, sculpture, basketry, jewelry, and painting. This pro-

cess would be the beginning of an established Art Archive which would 

act as a documented depository art-house for researchers and education-

alists. 

Each year, the Government of Bangladesh should publish a detailed 

statistical account of existing cottage industries, the type of people 

involved, and the type of products produced, so that a yearly account 

of both quality and quantity works may be evaluated. 

Professionals in museum sciences and the arts should be hired by 

governmental or semi-private organisations to investigate and recruit 

the stâff and teachers for the art academies and for the future Design 

and Research Centres. 
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A govemmental investigation should be made into the administra-

tion of the various museums of Bangladesh. Museum training should be 

made mandatory for all museum staff. Proper scientific curatorial meas-

ures should be applied to all artifacts. If necessary, trained museum 

science officials should be brought from outside the country to train 

the existing and new museum staff of Bangladesh museums. 

The Textile Design and Research Centre of Chittagong will be the 

first of its kind, not only in the Asian Continent, but also the first 

of its kind in the world. Similar methods and procedures could be suc-

cessfully applied in establishing a Textile Design and Research Centre 

or a Design and Research Centre in the other art fields in Asian, Middle 

Eastern, African, and European countries. 

Countrles like Iran, Turkey, India, Indonesia, the Philippines, 

Thailand, and Burma, all rich in the textile arts heritage and all hav-

ing similar cultural, religious, and social values, would find the pro-

posed working plan of the TDRC at Chittagong to be very effective in re-

awakening their own textile arts. Research similar to that of this 

investigation could be done in the above mentioned countries. Similar 

interviews and questionnaires could be quite effectively implemented, 

and a valid Design and Research Centre set up. 

Recommendations for Bangladesh Government 

This study has shown the urgent need for a Centre such as the pro-

posed Textile Design and Research Centre in the Universities of Bangla-

desh. A detailed investigation by the Ministries of Education and of 

Home and Cultural Affairs into the feasibility and validity of such a 
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scheme should be urgently considered by the existing Govemment of 

Bangladesh, so that the new nation may rightfully once more enrich 

the world with its aesthetic sensibilities. 
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APPENDIX A 

Identification of Terms 

The identification of the following terms has been listed in order 

to clarify the meaning of the words used for the purpose of this study: 

The Arts: All types of art work ranging from painting, sculpture, 

music, and dance to textiles, pottery, jewelry, scroll painting, 

metal-work, woodwork, basketry, and toys. 

Bangladesh Aesthetics: The philosophy of dealing with the nature 

of the beautiful and the profound, and describing and portraying 

these experiences through artistic expressions in keeping with in-

herited Bangladesh cultural motifs coupled with Islamic religious 

ideals and expressions. 

Bangladeshis: The term has been used to refer to the majority of 

the eighty-one percent Muslim population which has an inherited 

but decrepit root in its Indo-Bengali culture and religion, a sup-

ficilaity regarding the true nature of Islamic religion, thought, 

and ideals, and a perplexed and distraught idea of the Anglo-Euro-

pean culture also existing in the country. 

Bengali-Muslims: Muslims fron the Indian province of Old Bengal 

proper, whose cultural and spiritual identity lies somewhere be-

tween the Indo-Bengali and the Indo-Islamic. 

Craft: The practice of an art solely for the purpose of education, 

sale, or use, with the aesthetic expression playing a secondary 

role. For example, most of the art products of patuas, whose only 

incentive is their inherited tradition; the art work of the artisans 
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employed by the Government or privately owned cottage industries 

and handloom industries; most of the art work of the jewelers, who 

rely more on their inherited skill and refinement than on creative 

design and form. 

Fine Arts; The practice of an art form primarily for the purpose 

of expressing a creatively aesthetic experience inspired through 

inner sensations and vivid imagination. Here the purpose of edu-

cation, use, and sale plays a minor role, the main emphasis being 

on the creation of a "unique quality." (Prior to the mid-eight-

eenth century, only music and dance belonged in this category. 

Today, painting, sculpture,and tapestries have been added to it.) 

Textile Arts: The term has been used to include all forms of tex-

tile artworks—handwoven saris, blockprinted saris and fabrics, 

tie and dyed fabrics and saris, handwoven shawls, bedspreads, mats, 

kanthas (quilts), and tapestries. The latter two, more than the 

former, being created for aesthetic purposes rather than practic-

al reasons are mainly what is meant when textile arts are mention-

ed here. 
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APPENDIX B 

(Translated from Bengali into English) 

1. What is your name? Where is your home town? 

2. How long have you been living in your home town? How long have 

you been working at your profession? Do you like it? Are there 

other members in your family in this profession also? 

3. Why do you weave? What is it about weaving that you like? What 

are the weaving processes you like best? Why? 

4. Would you like to change your profession and do something else. 

If so, why? 

5. Do you like working for your employer or would you rather work on 

your own if you had the means to weave and sell piece goods? 

(For employed weavers) 

6. Do you like the designs that you are asked to weave? In ten select-

ed instances, how many times have you wanted to make changes in the 

design and colour combinations? How mant times have you felt the 

design and colours to be aesthetically non-pleasing? 

7. Have the colours always been picked for you? 

8. How many times have you been allowed to choose your own colours and 

comb inat ions ? 

9. Would you like to have more of this opportunity? 

10. Do you like the idea of working for employers but dislike having to 

conform to set designs and colour combinations? 
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(Questions for all weavers) 

11. What are the problems you face in your weaving as far as technique 

and design and colour go? 

12. Do you ever feel stifled by the monotony and placidity of your 

working conditions? 

13. Are you bored with your work? Do you sometimes wish for some in-

spirational emotional stimulation in order to sharpen your crea-

tivity? 

14. At present, what are the sources for your creativity? 

15. How many times a month are you inspired to work? What inspires 

you? 

16. Are most of your works reproduced from traditional family motifs? 

17. Would you like to attend an institute where you could discuss your 

problems and be shown how to tap your own creative resources; 

where you could be seeing the works of the weavers of all parts of 

the world and educate yourself? 

18. Would you like to be able to discuss with your fellow weavers and 

be helped by trained textile experts in design, colour, and weav-

ing techniques? 

19. Would you like to attend classes and meetings on a regular basis? 

20. How seriously would you attend (hours per week)? 

21. Would you like to be able to try out new techniques and designs, 

provided you would not have to incur the cost of material? 

22. Give me some more suggestions as to what you would like to have 

done. 
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APPENDIX C 

(Translated from Bengali) 

1. Kassim Miah. I have been called after my father, who was called 

after his father, who was named after the Muslim general of the 

twelfth century. I have lived in Demra all my life. 

2. My people have lived here for a long time. I have been weaving 

slnce I can remember. I used to help my father and mother in dye-

Ing the yam, laying it out, and fixing the loom and warp. Oc-

casionally, I would even weave with my father. My father wove at 

home and sold his goods at the mela (weekly fairs at villages). 

During my time I could not feed my family with these uncertain 

sales; everything is expensive nowadays. So I got employed at Sa-

jed Sahib's (Mr. Sajed, owner, Benares Silk Industries) handloom 

house, where I am paid weekly wages as well as some commission for 

each piece sold. Yes, I like it; it is the only job I know. I 

have to weave to survive. It does not matter whether I like it or 

not. My son can also weave. I teach him all the special things I 

know. I would not teach others. My father taught me, and I must 

teach my son. My daughter also can weave. But it is not her job. 

3. I told you I only learned to weave; there is no other job I am qual-

Ified for. Weaving is a means for my livelihood; but at the same 

time, I am proud of my family profession. I am proud of imparting 

my ancestral designs into the aesthetic life of the general people. 

I like the idea that it is my designed fabrics that the people wear. 

The brocade weave with which I am most involved, as well as sorae 
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Jamdani weaving which involved the inlay process are very tiring 

and tedious. Sometimes, it becomes quite mechanical, and you don't 

think—just weave. It is not a question of liking weaving tech-

niques. The more intricate the technique, the more intricate the 

design. In a happy disposition, one can like the most difficult 

technique. 

4. I don't know. I can't think what else I could do as well and know 

this is the profession of my fathers and will be of my son. 

5. Yes, I like working for my employer; for in this way, I know my work 

will always be sold, so I don't have to worry about money. 

6. Some of the designs I like; others are not bad but not good either. 

In ten instances I can say approximately six times out of ten I 

have wanted to adjust designs and change colours, for I have found 

that they are aesthetically non-pleasing and also technically could 

be achieved in a better way. 

7. Yes, the colours are usually picked out for us to weave. 

8. I can't remember. 

9. Yes, I would like to try out all the designs and colour combina-

tions in my head. Many times while weaving, I get ideas for other 

designs. But they can never be materialized. I can't afford to 

try them out myself at home. 

10. Yes. 

11. Sometimes the designs are just not feasible in the special tech-

nique we are asked to weave it in. Many times two colours (chosen 

ones) are not complememtary when woven together. Many times, the 
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12. Yes, sometimes. But it like going to work in an office. 

13. The type of work we do does not require too much emotional sensi-

tivity. 

14. The sources for the creative designs are our past recollection of 

family designs, designs at the cottage industry where work, and 

designs from our own heads. 

15. We work six days a week at the cottage industry. No inspiration 

is needed as such. 

16. The works we do are reproductions of family designs collected by 

our employer. 

17. Yes. 

18. Yes. 

19. Yes. 

20. One hour each night. 

21. Yes, very much, for I never get a chance to create my own designs. 

22. I would like to be able to use a facility whereby I could try out 

my own designs. 
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APPENDIX D 

(Translated into English from Bengali) 

1. My father's name was Shuna Miah. I am called the son of Shuna Mi-

ah. We have lived in Dacca before the Muslim kings came to our 

Bengal land. 

2. We all from the family of Shuna Miah are bom weavers; it is in our 

blood. There is no question of like and dislike; it is our passion. 

3. I have told you already. I weave the dreams my father told me and 

my grandfather told him. My son weaves what I tell him; his son 

will also. It is what we must do. 

4. No, for our dreams will be lost. 

5. I am my own employer. 

6. -

7. -

8. -

9. -

10. -

11. I don't have any problems with designs or techniques, though the 

colours nowadays are hard to get, as natural dyes and mordants be-

come more expensive. It is cheaper to buy coloured yarn, but the 

colours are not the same. 

12. Yes, I would like to go and visit the weavers who weave resham 

saris and see the hill people's beautiful shawls. My father told 

me about them when I was young. He saw them; I only dream them. 
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Yes, I would like to see. 

14. I weave what I know from my dreams and the stories I was told. 

I weave from the paddy fields I see and from the monsoon rains. 

15. I weave all the time. I don't count. I weave when I feel like 

and stop when I want to. 

16. Yes. 

17. Yes, I would like to leam, I would like to see more saris of 

beauty. Yes, I would like to see other weavings, My father told 

me that, in the times of the kings, beautiful Chinese fabrics as 

soft as dew and as shiny as gold would be used for the shirts of 

the kings. 

18. Yes, I would like to talk to my fellow weavers. There is so much 

that we could discuss. Also, maybe if we learnt the techniques of 

synthetic dyes and the demands of the market we could create newer 

designs. 

19. Yes. 

20. Two hours, three hours, if it is good maybe four. 

21. Yes, I would like to try out all the beautiful dreams of saris 

and fabrics my father told me. 

22. I would like the opportunity to try out new designs, learn more so 

that I can teach my son more. I don't want to leave him with the 

stories of my father. I want to give him my new creations. 
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APPENDIX E 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Personal Evaluation of the 
Present and Future State 
of Bangladesh Textile 

A note to persons completing this form; 

Information gathered in this research project will be utilized 
in writing a doctoral dissertation on "A Proposal for a Textile 
Design and Research Centre for the Development of Bangladesh Textiles 
as an Art Form." Your careful and thoughtful responses will be 
greatly appreciated and properly acknowledged. 

Name; 

Address: 

Profession and Title: 

Date: 

Place and address where form is completed: 

To look at Bangladesh landscape is to view a woven tapestry, a 
woven countryside so aesthetic that it has inspired weavers from an-
tiquity until today. Bangladesh is a country of historically famous 
weavers—weavers whose fabrics decked the halls of Nero and draped 
the bodies of Arabs, Persians, Europeans, and Chinese. 

Today the weavers, living in obscurity, supply the country with 
sixty percent of her fabric requirements. Weaving, an artistic ex-
pression of the weavers' inner and outer emotions, today serves as 
a means of bringing monetary rewards. 

Where are the muslins so sheer that they could pass through the 
ring of a finger? The mulmul khas, abrawan, or 'running water' and 
shabnam or 'morning dew' have become legends to tell the future child-
ren of Bangladesh. 

Or is it possible to see one of the kanthas, those erabroidered 
tapestry quilts so traditionally contemporary and powerful in 
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aesthetic form, design, and colour? Perhaps the kanthas have been 
waiting for a Picasso or Matisse to see in them what the ordinary eye 
fails to see. 

In addition to muslins and kanthas, are the woven Jamdanis and 
hand painted fabrics which have adomed our women from antiquity and 
made them moving picture frames on which the artists have draped 
their woven and painted/printed creations. 

The Bengalis have always used textiles to express themselves. 
The taath (loom) is their easel, the warp and weft their canvas, the 
yarn their paints and the shuttle their brush. 

1. What are your feelings regarding the above statement? 

2. In your opinion, what should be the medium of artistic expression 
for the Bengali race? Why? 

3. In what form of arts and crafts do you think the Bengali people 
have shown their originality in the world of arts? 
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4. Have you seen the famous Dacca muslins, so sheer that they could 
pass through the gap in a ring, or the shabnam and abrawan? If 
so, where? 

If there a difference between the textiles of today and yesterday 
in design, colour, dyes, and quality? Explain. 

Do you think the synthetic dyes of today harmonize with the colours 
of Bangladesh landscape? 

Do you feel a need to help revive and develop the natural dyes 
used by our people? Why? 
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9. Do you think young artists/designers and art students should be 
given the opportunity to experiment with natural dyes and tradi-
tional formulas? Why? 

10. Do you feel the necessity to provide aesthetic, educative and 
research facilities for selected art students to experiment with 
traditional' and contemporary designs and traditional handlooms 
and powerlooms? Explain briefly. 

11. a. Do you feel the necessity of an institute/museum to collect 
and preserve native handwoven fabrics of aesthetic/cultural/ 
historical significance? 

b. If so, stress the need and importance of such a centre. 

12. Do you feel the general public should be enlightened about its 
past textile heritage? If so, give some suggestions how this 
could be done. 
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Any additional comments you may have are more than welcome. 
Please feel free to attach extra sheets as needed. 

When you have completed this questionnaire, please notify Mrs. 
Badius Salam at 251022. 

Thank you so much for your time and cooperation. 
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APPENDIX F 

ACCESSION FORM 

Accession No. 

Donor: 

Address: 

Date of Receipt; 

Phone; 

I donate the following to the Textile Design and Research 
Centre as an outright and unconditional gift. 

Donor's Signature 

No. of 
Specimens 

Catalogue 
No. 

Object Description 
and Origin Display 

(This sample 
accession form is 
printed in tripli-
cate on NCR paper, 
with the collec-
tions policy printed 
on the back of the 
No. 2 carbon form 
given to the donor.) 
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APPENDIX G 

CATALOGUE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

HANDWOVEN SARIS: Handwoven saris on non-power pit looms, 
fly shuttle and throw shuttle looms. 

1 A - Cotton Muslins; plain, bordered, 
striped, checked and printed all-
cotton saris 

1 B - Jaradani Muslins; panna-hazara, 
or the thousand emeralds (sprays 
of flowers connected), phylwars 
(running floral pattern), 

. toradar (large life-like flowers) 

1 C - Cotton Benaresis 

1 D - Kanchiboron 

1 E - Silk Kathan; resham kathan, zari 
kathan 

1 F - Brocades: plain, floral, striped, 
damask, Kamkhab, Benaresi, bafta, 
potthana 

1 G - Cotton Bhiti 

1 H - Cotton Pabna 

1 I - Cotton Tangail 

1 J - Cotton Narshindi 

1 K - Cotton Nilambori 

1 L - Art Silk: printed 

1 M - Hand Embroidered: cotton, silk 

1 N - Mixed Media: Azizullah, Ajiji 

1 0 - Handprinted: blockprinted cotton 
and silk, handpainted cotton and 
silk, batik cotton and silk, tie-
dyed cotton and silk 
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MILL SARIS; 

1 P - Screen printed: cotton, silk 

Saris woven by power looms in textile 
mills. 

2 A - Cotton; woven design, printed 

2 B - Silk: woven design, printed 

2 C - Mixed Media 

MEN'S APPAREL: 

WOMEN'S APPAREL: 

CHILDREN'S APPAREL: 

6. HEADGEAR; 

2 D - Synthetic Yam: 
nylon, rayon 

polyester. 

3 A - Articles of apparel and associ-
ated paraphemalia used to cover 
or protect the body: lungi, 
pajama, kurta, achkan, pant, 
shirt, coat, dhuti 

3 B - Men's Accessories: scarf, 
waistwrap or cummerbund, hand-
kerchief, shawl 

4 A - Articles of apparel and associ-
ated paraphemalia used to cover 
or protect the body: lungi, 
breastwrap, skirt, blouse, 
shalwar, kameez, dopatta, 
lahenga, choli, garara, frock, 
shawl, burkha, waistcoat 

4 B - Women's Accessories: veil, 
shawl, handkerchief, cloak, 
purse, belt, slippers 

5 A - Any article of clothing associ-
ated with the clothing of an 
infant: diapers, swaddling 
clothes, dresses, shirts, pants, 
pajamas 

6 A - Articles wom on the head for 
protection, to enhance one's 
dress or for religious and ritual 
purposes: turbans, headwrap, 
headscarf, bridal head veil, 
everyday head veil, toupee head-
wrap, prayer toupee 
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7. KANTHA: 

8. TEXTILE; 

9. TEXTILE NOTIONS: 

10. TEXTILE ART; 

11. TEXTILE TOYS: 

12. TEXTILE ARTIFACTS: 

- Sujni Kantha 

- Lep Kantha 

- Baytan Kantha 

- Oar Kantha 

- Arsilata Kantha 

•̂  Durani or Thalia Kantha 

- Rumal Kantha 

- Tablecloths 

- Bedspreads 

- Floor Mats 

- Covers 

- Curtains 

- Miscellaneous 

- Braid, Lace, Buttons 

- Tapestries 

- Wall Hangings 

- Sculpture; three-dimensional 
works of art 

- Dolls, Animals 

- Articles associated with the 
processes of spinning silk, 
cotton, hair and wool: spinning 
wheel, charka, etc. 

12 B - Articles associated with the 
processes of weaving silk, 
cotton and mixed media: looms, 
bobbins, reeds, etc. 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

9 

10 

10 

10 

11 

12 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

A 

A 

B 

C 

A 

A 
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13. TEXTILE DESIGNS: 

12 C - Articles associated with the 
processes of finishing woven 
fabrics: starches, washes, 
fixitives, etc. 

12 D - Articles associated with the 
processes of dyeing the various 
yarns: dyes, formulas, dyebaths, 
chemicals, etc. 

12 E - Articles associated with the 
processes of printing: wood-
blocks, brushes, tools, etc. 

13 A - Traditional designs used for 
weaving 

13 B - Traditional designs used for 
printing 

13 C - Traditional designs used by the 
people of the Chittagong Hill 
Tracts 

13 D - Traditional Jamdani Designs 

13 E - Traditional Brocade Designs 

13 F - Traditional Kanchiboron 

13 G - Contemporary Weaving Designs 

13 H - Contemporary Designs for Printing 
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APPENDIX H 

Catalogue Information - Sari (Jamdani) 

I. Catalogue Number 

Date of catalogueing 

II. Object Description 

A. Classification - Numeric 

B. Class of Object 

C. Measurements 

1. Weight 

2. Height 

3. Length 

4. Thickness (front to back) 

5. Diameter 

6. Colour or Colours 

7. Materials (a) Primary 

(b) Secondary ' 

III. Manufacture 

A. Maker (a) artisan 

(b) mass production 

B. Location of Maker 

C. Maker's Marks and Their Locations 

D. Processes Used in Construction 

E. Date of Manufacture 

IV. Ownership 
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A. Original Owner 

B. Subsequent Owner 

C. Donor/Source of Purchase - Address and Telephone Number 

D. Type of Acquisition 

1. Glft 

2. Purchase 

3. Exchange 

4. Loan - Permanent Only 

E. Correspondence Concerning the Object 

V. Object History - In House 

A. Accession Number 

B. Date of Accession 

C. Accessioned by 

D. Catalogued by 

E. Identified by 

F. Museum's Use of the Object 

G. Loan History of the Object 

H. Location of the Object 

VI. Conservation History 

A. Condition of the Object on Acquisition 

B. Changes in the Condition of the Object after Acquisition 

C. Materials and Processes Used in Conservation 

D. Conservation Report 

E. Schedule of Periodic Treatment 

1. Materials to be Used and Authority for the Treatment 
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F. Recommendations for Use of the Object 

1. To be Loaned or Not to be Loaned 

2. Amount of Time to Remain on Exhibit 

3. Suggested Environment for the Object (relative humidity, 

temperature, type of light exposure, etc.) 

G. Photographs 

1. Type of Film 

2. Number of Exposures 

3. Location of Transparencies, Negatives, and Prints 

4. Catalog Numbers of Photographic Materials 

VII. Valuation of the Object 

A. Evaluation 

B. Evaluator 

C. Insurance History 

VIII. Historical Evaluation 

A. Evidence Concerning Original Cost 

B. Similar Objects in The Museum collections or Elsewhere 

C. Bibliographic References 

D. Iconography - Subject Material 
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APPENDIX I 

Object Study Form 

The following material is designed to serve as a guide for the 

consideration of objects as historical documents. The outline includes 

a wide range of questions dealing with museum issues, such as: source, 

materials, and maker, but also includes a great deal of material de-

signed to encourage the user to think upon the particular object as a 

document of social and cultural values. A study of this kind will lead 

to an effective way of integrating the evidence of material culture in-

to historical analysis. 

Obviously, some questions will not apply to specific objects, al-

though it is hoped that most objects will fall into most categories. 

Also, some objects may not have aspects, such as labels, which 

would be important in determining the maker or source. The object will 

be studied, and the best assessment made. 
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An Outline for Studying Objects 

I. Identification: 

Define the object being examined in terms of the characteristics of 

its materials, its construction, and knowledge of the maker and us-

er or users. 

A. Object: 

B. Accession Number and Collection: 

C. Measurements; Height . Length . Depth 

We ight Ib s. ô z. 

Other dimensions as appropriate: 

D. Materials: 

1. Primary; 

By eye (visual examination): 

By analysis (laboratory testing): 

Relationship to the norm for objects of this class: 

Eccentricities in terms of the norm for objects of this 

class; 

2. Secondary: 

By eye (visual examination): 

By analysis (Laboratory testing); 

Relationship to the norm for objects of this class: 

Eccentricities in terms of the norm for objects of this class: 
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3. Coloration: 

E. Identifying Marks, Inscriptions, Labels, Brands, etc. ; 

F. Origin; 

1. Identity and dates of maker, if known; or, if attributed, 

explain reasons; 

2. Date of object; 

3. Area of origin of object: 

G. Techniques of Fashioning: 

1. Describe: 

2. Indicate tools used: 

3. Relationship of techniques to the norm; 

4. Eccentricities in terms of the norm: 

H. Fastenings; 

1. Describe: 

2. Relationship to the norm: 

3. Eccentricities: 

I. Techniques of Finishing: 

1. Describe: 

2. Relationship to the norm; 
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3. Eccentricities; 

J. Function of the Object; 

K. Evidence of Use; 

1. Describe signs of wear and tear: 

2. Is the location of such signs consonant with the norm for 

such objects? 

3. Do you believe that this object was heavily used, based on 

this evidence? If not, explain why. 

L. Present Condition: 

1. Examine the object for signs of revisions, repairs, restor-

ations. 

2. Try to date such work. 

M. History: 

Provide a summary of available evidence concerning the owner-

ship of the object from creation to the present, and assess the 

documentation for this history. Also, compare such evidence 

with what is felt to be the normal pattern conceming the hist-

ory of such subjects in a short essay. 
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II. Aesthetics; 

A. Quality and Qualities; 

Evaluate the different aspects of the object in terms of the 

appropriate characteristics. If possible, try to determine if 

the notions of quality being sought in the original creation 

of the object differ from modern valuations of the same object. 

1. Materials; (in terms of purity, beauty, and/or fitness) 

2. Craftsmanship and construction; (in terms of finesse and 

fineness) 

3. Finish; (in terms of quality and fitness) 

B. How Nearly Does this Object Retain Its Original Appearance? 

Explain any Ways in Which It Does Differ. 

C. Rarity; 

1. What other examples of seemingly identical or almost identi-

cal objects are known? Be specific. Do not refer simply 

to objects of the same form, but rather, to objects with 

similar omament and proportion, as well as of the same form. 

D. Clarity of Outline: 

1. In silhouetter; 

2. In terms of advancing and receding plains; 
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E. Composition; 

Consider the object in terms of the visual realization and 

comprehension of the whole, and of the relationship to each 

other and to the whole. Consider the question in terms of 

the following concepts, and write a short essay summarizing 

your response, making use of these concepts or of any others 

which you deem to be appropriate. 

1. Mass and void. 

2. Surface texture 

3. Color 

4. Connectives 

5. Omamentál configurations (size and shapes of outlines and 

of masses) 

6. Harmonics and contrasts 

7. Unities and polarities 

F. Quality of Composition: 

Assess the particular object in terms of the following concepts, 

keeping in mind the importance of trying to achieve some sense 

of the perspective of the period, as well as of your own time. 

1. Invention: 
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2. Tradition; 

3. Novelty; 

4. Adap t ivene s s; 

5. Expressiveness; (the effect, i.e., delicate, ponderous, 

light, heavy, gay, dumb, etc.) 

G. Write a One Hundred and Fifty Word Assessment of Your Reactions 

to this Piece as an Aesthetic Experience: 
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III. Historical Evaluation: 

A. Is the original ownership of the piece known? If so, identify 

the owner. 

B. Give the terms and details of the original acquisition, if 

known. 

C. Give any evidence conceming subsequent ownership. 

D. Provide any available evidence conceming the biography and 

status of the owner or owners. 

E. Is the maker not only identified, but known as an historical 

figure? If so, provide relevant evidence. 

F. Give the best evidence available concerning the place (within 

town/state/region) and date of manufacture. 

G. Identify any characteristics of construction, style, and/or or-

nament in this example which would be useful in identifying 

other examples. 

H. How does this example conform and correlate with other objects 

of the same form made about the same time or time period and 

in the same general region in terms of: 

1. Style: 

2. Ornament: 

3. Modernity: 
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4. Primary Materials: 

5. Secondary Materials: 

6. Construction Methods: 

I. How does this example conform to and correlate with other ob-

jects of the same form made elsewhere in what would become the 

original thirteen states (try to identify at least two other 

major regions in the area) and in Great Britain in terms of: 

1. Date: 

2. Style: 

3. Omament: 

4. Primary Materials; 

5. Secondary Materials; 

6. Construction Methods; 

J. Estimate the number of such objects which might have been made 

in the area of origin, as well as in the other parts of the 

world, and also estimate the probable survival rate. 

K. If unique, is this example so atypical in terms of design as to 

be a 'freak'? Explain your answer. 

L. Is there a formal source for the design of this object as a whole 
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or for elements of design and/or construction elements within 

the piece? If so, identify the source or sources, and explain 

your answer. 

M. Give the terminal dates for the manufacture of this kind of ob-

ject while in fashion in Bangladesh, and in British India and 

Mughal India. 

N. Estimate or give the original price of this example, and if 

possible, indicate the probable current market price. 

IV. Cultural Connotations; 

• A. What was the intent of the maker? 

B. In what ways does this object reflect the environment in which 

it was used? 

C. Discuss the object in terms of the following questions. Con-

sider questions of historical interest, anthropological method, 

art historical method, and current points of view. The answer 

may be in response to the individual points or in a coherent 

essay which includes the specific points under discussion. 

1. Materials, including the importance of such questions as 

native/imported or natural/synthetic dichotomies. 

2. Source of raw materials. 

3. Trade in parts, such as partially finished elements including 
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composition omaments, design, and materials employed in 

the manufacturing process. Is this trade, if extant, loc-

al, national, or intemational in scope? 

4. Trade pattem of the finished product, both as an individual 

case history and as an example of a class of objects. Is it 

local, national, or intemational? 

5. Individual craftsmanship. 

6. Level of technology, including what was available and what 

was used. 

7. Production/manufacturing potential in terms of the time need-

ed to fabricate an item and the number of craftsmen involved 

in the process. 

8. Available philosophical/scientific knowledge which might 

have been of use. 

9. Schematic arrangement of the parts and the organisation into 

a complete unit. Does this relate to specific theories or 

schemes of proportion? 

10. Creativity. 

11. Seriation, or membership in an evolutionary series, of form, 

structural technique, and/or omament. 

12. Emphasis on the utilitarian. 
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13. Function. Where and for what purpose was this object used? 

Does it reveal anything conceming the activities or prac-

tices of the culture? 

14. Emphasis on qualities of durability and serviceability. 

15. Conservative attitudes in the culture. 

16. The desire to be fashionable. 

17. The need for status totems. 

18. The desire for the beautiful. 

19. Religious traditions and practices or rituals. 

20. Symbolism and iconography. 

21. What member of the culture might be most likely to own such 

an object? How important were questions of status, wealth, 

age, sex, religion, education, and/or occupation? 
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V. Draw the Object: (or the Dominant Design) 

Strive for accuracy. Include measurements. Include both front and 

side views. Also, if construction details are important, include 

sketches of these. 
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VI. Write an Essay of Approximately 500 Words Evaluating This Object 

as an Icon of Its Culture: 

Make use of the evidence you have collected in the other sections 

of the paper. Footnotes and bibliogrpahy are required. 


